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This  is the  annual  report  of  the  European  Social  Fund  for  1986 
presented  by  the  Commission  to  Parliament  and  the  Council  pursuant  to 
Article 8  of  Council  Regulation  No  2950/83  of  17  October  1983  on  the 
implementation  of  Decision  83/516/EEC  on  the  tasks  of  the  European 
Social  Fund.1  Article  8  of  Council  Reg~lation  (EECl  No  2950/83 
provides  that: 
"The  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  European  Parliament  and  to  the 
Council  before  1  July  of  each  year  a  report  on  the  activities of  the 
Fund  during  the  preceding  financial  year". 
Forecasts  of  Social  Fund  expenditure  from  1988,  which  have  not  yet 
been  prepared  by  the  budgetary  authority,  are  not  included  in this 
Report.  However,  the  Commission  proposals  are  set  out  in  the 
preliminary draft  budget  for  1988  (see  Annex,  Volume  7- financial 
estimates  1988-91). 
The  differences  between  the  figures  for  commitments  quoted  in the 
tables  and  statistical  analyses  arise  from  the  use  of  different 
exchange  rates  during  the  1986  financial year. 
------------------------ 1  OJ  l  289,  22.10.1983,  p.  1. -4-
INTRODUCTION 
In  1986,  Social  Fund  action  was  carried  out  against  the  background  of 
an  employment  situation that  was  still difficult.  Although  the  level 
of  employment  has  risen slightly, young  people  and  adults  continue  to 
be  seriously affected  by  unemployment  while  the  most  disadvantaged 
groups  on  the  labour  market  are  increasingly  severely  affected. 
The  accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal  accounts  for  the  increase  in the 
volume  of  applications  for  Fund  assistance,  around  5  206  million  ECU, 
an  increase  of  4.4  % on  the  previous  year  and  of  more  than  5~4 on 
1984.  The  volume  of  applications  in  respect  of  operations  for  young 
people  under  25  amounted  to  3  330  million  ECU  <about  64%  of  the 
total)  compared  with  1  670  million  ECU  in  respect  of  operations  for 
persons  over  25,  and  205  million  ECU  (4%)  for  specific  operations. 
The  volume  of  applicaions  in  respect  of  absolute  priority regions 
amounted  to  1  974  million  ECU  (about  38%  of  the  total). 
The  Social  Fund  budget  - net  of  management  operations  which  had  the 
effect  of  increasing  the  resources available- represented  6.35%  of 
the  general  Community  budget,  as  against  6.56%  in  1985.  The  volume 
of  applications  submitted  corresponded  to  168%  of  total  available 
resources  as  against  197%  in  1985. 
A total of  2  340  000  persons  received  Fund  assistance,  of  whom 
880  000  were  women,  that  is  37.6%  of  all beneficiaries. The  Commission  adopted  decisions  on  the  applications  for  assistance 
after  consulting the  European  Social  Fund  Committee.  These  decisions 
were  taken  in  accordance  with  the  guidelines  for  the  management  of 
the  Fund  for  the  financial  years  1986  to  1988.1 
Under  the  rules  at  Least  75%  of  all available  appropriations  must  be 
allocated  to operations  for  young  people  under  25,  44.5%  of  the 
appropriations  available  for  operations  ~eferr~ to  in  Article  3(1) 
of  Decision  83/516/EEC  on  the  tasks  of  the  European  Social  Fund2  must 
be  allocated  for  employment  in  absolute  priority  regions,  and 
priority must  be  accorded  to  operations  conforming  to  Community  goals 
as  regards  employment  and  vocational  training  (see  vocational 
training policies  for  the  1980s3). 
Priority  was  accorded  to  applications  amounting  to 3  389  million,  the 
remaining  applications  amounting  to  1  817  million  ECU  were  classified 
as  inadmissible,  not  eligible  or  non-priority. 
The  total  amount  of  assistance  approved  was  2  554  miLLion  ECU, 
corresponding  to  a  utilization  rate vis-i-vis available  commitment 
appropriations  of  81.47%  as  against  86.29%  in  1985. 
1  917  million  ECU,  representing  75%  of  appropriations  committed,  was 
allocated  to  operations  for  young  people  under  25  years  of  age. 
An  amount  of  542  million  ECU,  representing  21%  of  available 
appropriations,  was  allocated  to  operations  for  persons  over  25  years 
of  age. 
In  view  of  the  imbalance  between  the  volume  of  applications  for 
assistance  submitted  and  available  appropriations,  a  Linear  reduction 
had  to be  applied.  The  result  of  this operation  in  relation  to 
------------------------
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view  of  the  accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal). 
2oJ  L 289,  22.10.1983,  p.  38. 
3oJ  c  193,  20.7.1983,  p.  2. -6-
priority apptications  was  that  93%  of  the  amount  requested  was 
approved  for  young  people  under  25  as  against  43%  of  the  amount 
requested  for  people  over  25  years  of  age.  In  the  case  of 
applications  relating  to  the  promotion  of  employment  in  absolute 
priority  regions  (young  people  and  adults)  the  figure  was  757.. 
In  the  case  of  specific  operations,  for  which  a  budget  of 
124.8 million  ECU  had  been  put  aside,  applications  amounting  to 94.47 
million  ECU  were  approved,  a  utilization  rate  of  75%. 
An  amount  of  1  138.6 million  ECU  was  allocated  to operations  in 
absolute  priority  regions:  Greece,  autonomous  regions  of  Andalucia, 
Canarias,  Castilla-Leon,  Castilla-La-Mancha,  Extremadura,  Galicia, 
Murcia,  Ceuta  and  Melilla,  French  Overseas  Departments,  the 
Mezzogiorno,  Portugal,  Ireland  and  Northern  Ireland.  This  amount 
represents  44.5%  of  the  assistance  allocated  under  the  terms  of 
Article 3(1)  of  Decision  83/516/EEC. 
Operations  for  training  and  vocational  guidance  represented  857.  of 
the  amounts  allocated  under  Article  3(1)  of  Decision  83/516/EEC, 
namely  2  084  million  ECU,  while  operations  to  cover  recruitment 
subsidies  and  wage  subsidies  represented  14?.  of  these  amounts,  that 
is  343  million  ECU. 
Lastly, it should  be  stressed  that  the  Fund  administration processed 
5  807  applications  for  assistance  compared  with  4  728  in  1985  and 
3  288  in  1984. 
The  total  payment  appropriations  available  amounted  to  2  625.45 
million  ECU  as  against  1  505.5  million  ECU  in  1985.  Of  this  amount 
2  321.25  million  ECU  was  utilised,  the  balance  of  304.20 million  ECU 
being  carried  over  to  the  next  financial  year.  In  1985, 
1  413.13  million  ECU  were  used. 
Although  the  utilisation  rate  of  these  appropriations  in  1986  was 
81.47%  Cas  against  86.29%  in  1985)  a  considerable  improvement  has 
been  noted  in  the  rate  of  payments.  This  result  was  achieved  thanks 
to  increased  computerization. -7-
I.  EMPLOYMENT  SITUATION  IN  THE  COMMUNITY  IN  1986 
Employment 
After  declining  for  several  years,  the  level of  employment  rose 
slightly in  1985  and  1986.  Following  the  slight  increase  in 1985 
(0.62%)  the  estimated  increase  in  overall  employment  was  0.8%  in 
1986.  This  trend,  however,  covers  a  wide  range  of  situations  in  the 
Member  States  and  Community  regions.  Adjustments  on  the  Labour 
market  depend  on  the  macroeconomic  policies  followed  and  the 
structure of  industrial  production.  They  do  not  take  place  at  the 
same  time  nor  with  the  same  intensity in  every  Member  State. 
Nevertheless,  job  losses  have  in  general  occured  in the  industrial 
sector;  these  are  full-time  jobs  held  by  men.  Traditional  industries 
(steel,  engineering,  motor  vehicle  production  etc.)  which  have  been 
the  lynchpin  of  industry  since  1945  have  been  the  worst  hit. 
The  creation  of  self-employed  jobs  does  not  compensate  for  the  loss 
of  traditional  jobs.  The  increase  has  been  significant  in  only  two 
Member  States;  Italy  and  the  United  Kingdom. 
Although  there  has  been  an  increase  in the  working  population it has 
grown  much  more  slowly  than  in  the  years  prior  to  1980.  Recent 
progress  in  the  campaign  against  unemployment  has  not  been  sufficient 
to  reduce  tension  on  the  labour  market  to  any  significant extent. 
The  increase  in  the  working  population  was  accompanied  by  a  steady 
deterioration  in  the  employment/population  ratio  (defined  as  that 
share  of  employment  held  by  the  population  aged  15  to 64  years>  which 
fell  from  60%  in  1979  to  57%  in  1986. -8-
In  Line  with  the  improvement  in  the  employment  situation,  the 
unemployment  growth  rate  has  slowed  down  in  recent  years;  the  annual 
average  unemployment  rate  in  the  Community  rose  from  11X  in 1984,  to 
11.4X  in  1985  and  11.5X  in  1986.  However,  at  the  same  time  the 
structure of  unemployment  has  changed  and  the  most  disadvantaged 
groups  on  the  labour  market  are  increasingly severely affected. 
In  1986,  40X  of  the  unemployed  had  been  out  of  work  for  over  one  year 
and  a  growing  number  had  been  out  of·work  for  over  two  years.  The 
unemployment  of  young  people  has  Levelled off  somewhat.  At  the  end 
of  1986,  the  proportion  of  unemployed  people  under  25  years  was 
stable  compared  with  1985;  it  represented  about  36X  of  total 
unemployment. 
The  trend  in  women's  unemployment  has  not  been  as  encouraging  as  that 
of  men.  On  the  basis  of  seasonally adjusted  changes,  women's 
unemployment  continued  to  grow  in  1986,  whereas  that  of  men  fell off 
slightly in  the  third  quarter  of  1986. 
In  the  medium  term,  several  factors  will  have  an  unfavourable  effect 
on  labour  market  trends: 
- adaptation  of  Community  industry  to  new  technology  and  new  market 
factors  will  be  reflected  in  reorganisation  and  rationalization of 
the  production  process  thus  making  it difficult  to maintain 
employment  at  the  current  level; 
- human  resources  that  are  unused  or  kept  in  reserve  and  discouraged 
workers  represent  an  additional  source  of  employment  capacity which 
will  reemerge  on  the  market  when  conditions  improve. -9-
All  these  factors  reveal  that  although  the  employment  growth  rate  is 
much  higher  than  the  growth  rate  of  the gross  domestic  product  when 
compared  with  the  1960s  it must  increase still more  if it is to have 
a  significant  and  lasting effect on  the  Level  of  unemployment  in the 
Community. -10-
II.  MEASURES  RELATING  TO  THE  STRUCTURE  AND  MANAGEMENT  OF  THE  SOCIAL  FUND 
1.  Commission  Decision  of  30  April  1986  on  the  guidelines  for  the 
management  of  the  European  Social  Fund  in  the  financial  years  1987 
to  1989  (86/221/EEC>.1 
The  Guidelines  for  1984  to  1986  were  the  transitional guidelines 
implemented  after  adoption  of  the  new  Fund  rules  in  1983.  The 
Guidelines  for  1986-88  were  formulated  more  strictly to achieve 
greater  concentration  of  assistance.  After  introduction  of  these 
guidelines,  it was  important  that  support  for  the  potential 
beneficiaries  should  be  as  stable  as  possible. 
The  principle of  stability prevailed  in the  1987-89  guidelines. 
However,  given  the  budgetary  resources  available,  some  amendments 
had  to  be  introduced  to  achieve  a  greater  degree  of  geographical 
and  qualitative  concentration  of  assistance  to  reinforce  the 
Fund's  effectiveness. 
(a)  geographical  concentration 
Article  7(3)  of  Decision  83/516/EEC  on  the  tasks  of  the 
European  Social  Fund2  specifies  that  44.5%  of  the 
appropriations  available  for  general  operations  are  to  be  made 
av~ilable for  operations  aimed  at  promoting  employment  in the 
absolute  priority  regions  named  in  the provision.  The 
remaining  appropriations  are to be  concentrated  on  operations 
in  respect  of  employment  in  other  areas  of  high  and  Long-term 
unemployment  and/or  industrial and  sectoral  restructuring 
<simple  priority). 
------------------------ 1  OJ  L 153,  7.6.1986,  p.  59. 
2  OJ  L 289,  22.10.1983,  p.  38. -11-
In  1986,  the  rate  of  regional  concentration  was  fixed  at  57X 
of  the  active  population  of  the  Community  of  Ten,  11%  of  which 
was  allocated  to  absolute priority regions.  However, 
adaptation  of  the  rules  and  guidelines  with  a  view  to 
enlargement  resulted  in  a  regional  concentration  rate of  63% 
of  the  active  population  of  the  Community  of  Twelve,  17%  of 
which  was  in  absolute  priority  regions.  This  degree  of 
concentration  could  not  be  regarded  as  satisfactory.  The 
Commission  had  concluded  that  setting the  rate at  57%  in 1986 
was  the first  step towards  greater concentration.  It  had 
planned  to  apply  a  higher  rate  of  concentration  in  the 
following  years.  During  the  debate  in  the  European  Parliament 
on  14  March  1985  concerning  the  guidelines  for  1986  to 1988, 
its  representative  stated that  a  rate of  50%  would  be  a 
reasonable  objective.3  The  Commission  therefore decided  to 
set  the  rate  of  concentration  at  50.5%  in  1987,  a  drop  of  6.5% 
compared  with  the  rate  for  1986. 
(b)  stricter  selection  criteria 
It  was  necessary to make  the  selection criteria stricter, 
particularly to  limit  the  impact  of  the  linear  reduction  on 
budget  items  6010  and  6011  (operations  for  adults).  Accordingly, 
the  1986-88  guidelines  were  amended  to  include  : 
-the requirement  that  there  should  be  re~l prospects  of 
employment  following  vocational  training operations  designed 
to meet  the  needs  of  long-term  unemployed  workers; 
- a  limit  of  three  years  following  the  immigration  of  migrant 
workers  over  25  years  on  operations  designed  to  facilitate 
their  integration  in  the  host  country  through  vocational 
training  accompanied  by  Language  training. 
(c)  extending  Fund  assistance  in  respect  of  recruitment  subsidies 
to self-employed  workers 
Article  1(c)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2950/834  provided  for  aid  for -12-
recruitment  to  additional  jobs  or for  employment  in projects for 
the  creation of  additional  jobs.  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3824/855 
extended  the  possibility of  recruitment  aid  to  self-employed 
persons.  The  1987-89  guidelines  must  reflect  this  situation and 
were  amended  accordingly. 
2.  Commission  Decision  of  30  July  1986  on  the  rates of  assistance 
from  the  European  Social  Fund  towards  expenditure on  recruitment 
and  employment  premiums  (86/413/EEC>.6 
The  Commission  established  the  rates  of  assistance per person  and 
per  week  in  respect  of  recruitment  and  employment  premiums 
applicable  in  1987  and  referred  to  in  Article 1(c)  of  Regulation 
CEEC)  No  2950/83.  As  stated  in  the  previous  paragraph,  these 
amounts  apply  to full-time  operations.  In  the  case  of  part-time 
employment,  the  amounts  are  calculated  in  proportion to  the 
number  of  hours  worked  per  week  on  the  basis  of  a  48-hour  week. 
------------------------
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III.  FINANCING  AND  BUDGET 
1.  COMMITMENTS 
1.1.  Available  appropriations 
Of  the  3.096.68 million  ECU  in  commitment  appropriations 
available  to  the  Fund  in  1986,  3.070.92 million  ECU  could 
actually  be  committed,  whilst  25.76 million  ECU  represented 
a  positive balance  arising  from  exchange  rate  changes  in 
respect  of  commitments  made  before  1984  (budget  articles 607 
and  609  in particular).  The  nature  and  budgetary allocation 
of  these  appropriations  was  such  that  they  could  only  be 
used  to  increase  - marginally - Fund  assistance  in  respect 
of  certain  commitments  made  prior  to  1984.  The  remaining 
amount  lapsed  at  the  end  of  the  year. 
The  3.070.92 million  ECU  available  for  new  commitments  in 
1986  exceeded  the  amount  available  in  1985  by  594.32  million 
ECU  <an  increase  of  nearly  24%).  This  total  was  largely 
made  up  of  appropriations  under  chapters  60  and  61  of  the 
general  budget  of  the  Communities  <2.290  million  ECU  as 
against  2.010 million  ECU  in  1985).  It also  included  a 
further  780.92  million  ECU  made  up  as  follows  : 
288.15  million  ECU  carried  over  from  the  previous 
financial  year; -14-
- 80.94 million  ECU  released  as  a  result  of  the  impact  of 
currency  realignments  on  commitments  made  during  the  year 
(budget  articles 600,  601  and  610); 
- 411.83  million  ECU  derived  from  refunds  arising  in 
particular from  final  payment  applications  mainly 
submitted  at  the  end  of  the  year  for  1985  commitments. 
A number  of  transfers  were  also made  within  chapter  60. 
In  1986,  411.83  million  ECU  (as  against  274.80 million  ECU 
in  1985)  were  released  for  reuse  by  the  Fund.  This  volume 
of  monies  released  is the  result  of  the  provisions  which, 
as  from  1984,  required  Member  States  to  submit  final 
payment  claims  by  31  October  of  the  year  following  the 
year  of  commitment  (cf  Article  6  1)  of  Decision 
83/673/EEC)1. 
,-----------------------
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Discounting  increases arising from  the  management  of 
operations,  the  Fund  budget  represented  6.35%  of  the overall 
Community  budget  in  1986  (as  against  6.56%  in  1985>. 
1.2.  Utilization of  appropriations 
Of  the  appropriations  available  in  1986  (3.096.68 million 
ECU),  an  amount  of  2.554 million  ECU  was  committed  <as  against 
2.228  million  ECU  in  1985)  leaving  573.66  million  ECU 
available at  the  end  of  the  year  (compared  with  347.73 million 
ECU  in  1985).  Of  the  approriations  committed,  the  greater 
part  was  used  for  new  commitments  (budget  articles  600,  601 
and  610).* 
Of  the  appropriations  unused  at  the end  of  the  year  (573.66 
million  ECU),  547.92  million  ECU  were  carried over  to 19876 
(288.16  million  ECU  ·from  1985  to  1986).  However,  an  amount  of 
25.74  million  ECU  was  cancelled  as  it could  not  be  carried 
forward.  The  latter amount  is  the  positive  balance  arising 
from  exchange  rate  changes  in  respect  of  commitments  under 
budget  articles  607,  608  and  609  which  could  no  longer  be  used 
for  commitments. 
* 0.02  million  ECU  was  used  to increase- marginally  - Fund 
assistance  to operations  approved  prior to  1984  (budget 
articles 607,  608  and  609). -16-
The  commitment  appropriations  entered  in  the  budget  -
including  those deriving  from  amendments  to  the  budget  by 
Parliament  <2.290  million  ECU)  -were  thus  used  to the full. 
The  same  applies  to the  appropriations  carried over  from  1985 
to  1986  (288.16 million  ECU).  On  the  other  hand,  the 
additional  resources  arising  from  refunds  in  the  course  of  the 
year  <411.83  million  ECU)  and  the positive  balance  resulting 
from  exchange  rate  fluctuations  prior  to  31  December  1986  in 
respect  of  budget  articles  600,  601  and  610  (80.94  million 
ECU)  could  not  be  used  before  the  end  of  the year  and 
represented  the  larger  part  of  the  appropriations  carried 
forward  to  1987. 
1.3.  Volume  of  applications 
Applications  for  assistance  submitted  by  Member  States  in  1986 
totalled  5.206 million  ECU  (as  against  4.986 million  ECU  in 
1985).  In  percentage  terms,  this  represents  an  increase  of 
approximately  4.4X  over  1985  of  more  than  SOX  over  1984. 
Since  at  the  same  time  the  appropriations  available  for 
commitment  in  the  course  of  the  year2  (i.e.  2.578.15  million 
ECU)  increased by  some  400  million  ECU  in  1985,  1986  saw  a 
narrowing  of  the  usual  gap  between  resources  and  needs. 
The  increase  in  the  volume  of  applications  for  assistance  in 
1986  was  due  solely to  the accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal  to 
the  Community.  In  their first  year  of  membership,  both 
countries  submitted  a  volume  of  applications totalling 915 
million  ECU  whereas  in  the  same  year,  the  volume  of 
applications  submitted  by  the  other  Member  States  was  14X  down 
on  the  previous  year  (4.291  million  ECU  in  1986  as  against 
4.986  in  1985). 
~--~-~"·-~-·------------
This  term  covers  the  authorized  appropriations  entered  in  the  budget 
plus  any  carryover  from  the previous  year.  It  does  not,  however, 
include either  refunds  in  the  course  of  the  year  or  any  positive  balance 
arising  from  exchange  rate fluctuations. -17-
Total  applications  for  assistance  represented  168%  of 
available  resources  (197%  in  1985).  This  becomes  160%  when 
account  is .takenonly  of  eligible and  priority applications. 
Thus  the  rate  of  coverage  of  needs  was  nearly  60%  (51%  in 
1985). 
In  absolute  terms,  the  volume  of  applications  for  "young 
people/other  regions"  (budget  item  6001)  was  by  far  the 
highest  <2.085  million  ECU  in  1986  against  2.632  million  ECU 
in  1985).  In  relation  to  available  appropriations,  the  gap 
was  greatest  in  respect  of  operations.for "adults/other 
regions"  (budget  item  6011) •.  In this  instance,  the 
applications  (942  million  ECU)  were  over  three  times  higher 
than  resources  available  for  commitment  in  the  year  (275.97 
million  ECU). 
1.4.  Classification of  applications 
Of  the  total  volume,  applications  amounting  to  242.61  million 
ECU  ware  rejected  as  inadmissible,  not  eligible or  not  in 
compliance  with  the  provisions of  Articles  2  and  3  of  Decision 
83/673/EEC,  with  the  following  breakdown  (ECU  at  the  March 
1986  rate)  : 
- inadmissible  or  not  in 
compliance  •••.••••••••••••••••••  41.69 million  ECU 
-non-eligible •••.•••••.•••••••••.•  200.92  million  ECU 
The  applications  which  were  admissible  and  concerned  with 
eligible operations  were  classified in  accordance  with  the 
criteria  laid  down  in  the  guidelines  for  the  management  of  the 
Fund  as  follows  : 
- priority applications ••••••••••••••  3.388.81  million  ECU 
-non-priority applications ••••••••••  1.574.22 million  ECU !Budget 






I  Total 
I 
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1.5.  Linear  reduction 
I  Volume  of 
As  provided  in  point  1.7. of  the  guidelines for  the  European 
Social  Fund  in  the  final  years  1986-19883,  applications  were 
approved  by  budget  item,  starting with  the priority 
applications.  When  available appropriations  under  a  given 
budget  item  were  insufficient to finance  the priority 
applications  in full,  a  linear  reduction was  applied. 
The  application  of  the  linear  reduction  produced  the  following 
results  by  budget.item  (ECU  rate of  March  1986): 
Not  admiss.  Eligible  L inearl  AmOU1ts 
!applications  not  eligible  !priority  !non-priority!  reduct .1  approved 
I  I  I  I 
I  1.245,51  34,74  933,231  277,54  I  61,62  I  871,61 
I  I  I  I 
'  I  2.084,88  35,27  1.125,321  924,29  I  79,72  I  1.045,60 
I  I  I  I 
I  728,26  42,86  585,171  100,23  I 318,17  I  267,00 
I  I  I  I 
I  941,81  19,03  684,951  237,93  I  409,29  I  275,56 
I  I  I  I 
I  205,18  11 0,  71  60,241  34,23  I  I  94,47 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  I 
I  5.205,64  242,61  3.388,811  1.574,22  I 868,80  I  2.554,24 
I  I 
-------3----------------
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The  volume  of  applications  refused  following  application of 
the  linear  reduction  amounted  to  868.8  million  ECU  (1.134.25 
million  ECU  in 1985).  Item  6011  (adults/other  regions>  was 
particularly affected  by  the  reduction  :  only  46X  of  eligible 
and  priority applications  could  be  approved. 
In  contrast, appropriations  available for  item  6100  (specific 
measures)  were  sufficient,_as  in  previous years,  to  finance  in 
full eligible applications  for  both  priority and  non-priority 
operations. 
2.  PAYMENTS 
2.1.  Appropriations  available  amounting  to  2.625.45 million  ECU 
were  mainly  made  up  of  the  annual  budget  allocation  (2.533 
million  ECU)  plus  92.45  million  ECU  carried  over  from  1985. 
The  total  amount  available  was  nearly  75X  higher  than  in 1985, 
when  the  European  Social  Fund  had  only  1.505.5 million  ECU  in 
payment  appropriations.  Thus  the  increase  in  available 
payment  appropriations  was  1.119.95 million  ECU. 
Overall,  taking  transfers  into  account,  the  payment 
appropriations  available  were  apportioned  as  follows 
- budget  articles  600,  601  and  610 •••••••••  2.106.23  million 
ECU 
-budget articles 607,  608  and  609 ••••••••• 
ECU 
2.2.  Utilization of  appropriations 
519.22 million 
Of  the  2.625.4~ million  ECU  available  by  way  of  payment 
appropriations,  2.321.25  million  ECU  were  used  Cas  against 
1.413.03 million  ECU  in  1985),  whilst  301.54  million  ECU  were 
carried  over  to  the  following  year.  Thus  the  volume  of -20-
payments  in  1986  exceeded  that  of  the  previous  year  by  64X. 
However,  the  utilization  rate  in  relation  to  available 
appropriations  was  88.14%  (93.86r.  in 1986). 
The  relatively  tow  rate of  utilization  is  chiefly due  to the 
fact  that  in  1986,  a  number  of  the oldest  commitments  still to 
be  settled  concerned  operations  only partially completed.  It 
is probably  significant  that  about  two-thirds  of  the  payment 
appropriations  unused  at  the  end  of  the year  came  under  budget 
items  earmarked  for  the  settlement  of  commitments  made  prior to 
1984  (budget  articles  607,  608  and  609). 
2.3.  Payments  made 
Of  total  payments  made  (2.321.25 million  ECU),  1.253.82 million 
ECU4  were  used  in  respect  of  advances  for  commitments  entered 
into during the year,  while  over  1.000 million  ECU  were  paid  in 
settlement  of  commitments  entered  into prior to  1986. 
Of  this  total, final  payments  for 
1985  amounted  to  some  320  million 
1985  for  commitments  made  during 
one  of  the  results  of  the effort 
payment. 
commitments  entered 
ECU  (22  million  ECU 
the  preceding  year>. 
to  speed  up  the  rate 
into  in 
paid  in 
This  is 
of 
The  effort  was  successful, despite  the  fact  that  the  date on 
which  most  of  the  final  payment  applications  reached  the 
Commission  <31  October)  was  very  close to the  deadline for  the 
submission  of  applications  for  assistance  (21  October),  i.e. 
two  months  before  the  end  of  the  financial  year.  The  result 
was  made  possible  increased  computerization. 
4-----------------------
ECU  at  December  1986  exchange  rate. -21-
2.4.  Pattern  of  payments 
The  following  table  gives details,  in absolute figures  and 
percentage  terms,  of  the  payments  made  in  1985  and  1986,  with  a 
breakdown  between  advances  on  commitments  made  during  the year 
and  other  payments  (final  payments,  second  advances  in  respect 
of  specific operations)  : 
Advances  on  commitments  made 
during  the  year 
Other  types  of  payment 
Total 
1985  1986 
1.025.86  (72.60%)  1.253.82  (54X> 
387.17  (27.40%)  1.067.43  (46%) 
1.413,03  <100%) 
(100%) 
2.321,2 
The  table  shows  that  the  final  payments  made  in  1986  nearly 
tripled  in  relation to  the  previous  year.  This  type  of 
payment,  which  allows  the  files  to  be  closed,  represented 
nearly  half  of all  the  payments  made  in  1986.  This  trend  is 
chiefly due  to efforts to  absorb  the  effect  of  heavy 
commitments  made  in  the  past. -22-
2.5.  Commitments  still to  be  paid 
The  effort  to  rationalize the  situation  in  respect  of 
commitments  still to be  paid  produced  the  following  results  in 
1986  : 
- commitments  entered  into before  1.1.1986  2.832 million  ECU 
-amount  settled in  1986 ••••••••••••••••••••  2.064  million  ECU 
<estimate>5 
- amount  stilt to  be  paid  at  end  1986  in 
respect  of  commitments  made  before 1986  769  million  ECU 
This  amount  may  be  broken  down  by  year  of  commitment,  in 
millions  of  ECU: 
- 1973  to  1979 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , 4 
- 1980  6 
- 1981  • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  24 
- 1982  • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  61 
- 198 3  •••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••  ~ •••••••••  169 
- 1 984  .••••••..•••••••.....•••...•..••....•••••••.•••..•.•.  132 
- 1985  •....•.•....••..•.....•...••.•••...••.•.•.•.•..•..•••  373 
5~~-:~~~~-~-------------
- payments  :  1067  million  ECU 
-amounts  released  and  exchange  rate fluctuations  997  million  ECU 
s -23-
In  percentage  terms,  some  75?.  of  old  commitments  were  settled 
as  the  situation  appeared  at  the  beginning  of  1986.  However, 
outstanding  payments  at  1.1.1987 total  some  2.049 million  ECU, 
while  in  addition  to  the  769  million  ECU  which  correspond  to 
commitments  made  prior to  1986  there  are  the  1.281.11  million· 
ECU  for  commitments  entered  into  in  1986  relating to the 
balance  after  payment  of  advances. 
2.6.  On-the-spot  checks 
In  accordance  with  Article  7 of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2950/836 
and  without  prejudice  to  any  checks  carried  out  by  the  Member 
States,  the  Commission  made  a  number  of on-the-spot  checks  in 
1986.  They  were  carried  out  on  the  basis  of  representative 
sampling  or  when  the  information attached  to  a  final  payment 
application was  insufficient  or  seemed  to  contain errors.  The 
aim  was  not  only to  check  the  ac~ounts but  to  examine  the 
bodies"  systems  of  internal  checKs  and  the  effect  of  Community 
payments  through  the  national  administration  on  the  end 
beneficiary.  These  activities also  provided  an  opportunity to 
assess  the  impact  of  training on  the  labour  market  and  thus 
ensure that  the  guidelines  for  the  management  of  the  Fund  were 
being  applied  correctly. 
Commission  officials  suggested  a  number  of  improvements  to the 
structure  of  training  courses  and  to  the  financial  management 
of  projects  based  on  experience  acquired  from  other projects 
financed  by  the  Fund.  The  Commission  thus  assisted in  the 
transfer of  valuable  experience  between  Member  States. 
Commission  staff  carried out  42  on-the-spot  checks  (as  against 
30  in 1985),  covering  174  operations  receiving  Fund  assistance 
(about  82  in  1985)  representing  a  total  of  335  days  on  mission. 
------------------------ 6  OJ  No  L 289,  22.10.1983,  p.  1. -24-
The  Commission  is  aware  that  the  number  of  on-the-spot  checks 
'  carried  out  is insufficient  to  ensure  adequate  supervision of 
the  operations  approved  and  meed  the  need  for  increasingly 
efficient  management  of  the  Fund  appropriations.  The  marked 
increase  in the  number  of  applications  and  the  complexity  of 
the  choices  to  be  made  given  the  unfavourable  ratio  of 
applications  submitted  to  appropriations  available,  together 
with  the effort  to  settle outstanding  claims  have  meant  that 
Fund  officials have  had  to  concentrate on  examining 
applications  for  assistance  and  payment. -25-
IV.  APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE 
1.  GENERAL  ASPECTS 
1.1.  Two  important  events  marked  the  1986  financial  year 
- the  accession of  Spain  and  Portugal~ 
- the  application  of  the  guidelines  for  the  management  of  the 
Fund  in  the  financial  years  1986  to  1988  (see  Chapter  II, 
point  3 of  the  Report  for  1985). 
Both  events  influenced the  submission of  applications  for 
assistance by  the  twelve  Member  States  : 
- the  number  of  applications  rose  by  23%  in  relation to  1985 
(from  4.728  to  5.807)  and  by  77X  in  relation to  1984  (from 
3.288  to  5.807>; 
- the  volume  of  the  amounts  requested  rose  by  4.4%  compared 
with  1985  (from  4.986 million  ECU  to  5.206 million  ECU)  and 
by  more  than  SOX  in  relation to  1984  (from  3.358 million  ECU 
to  5.206 million  ECU). 
The  increase  in applications  is entirely due  to  the  accession 
of  Spain  and  Portugal  (903  applications  totalling 915  million 
ECU).  Total  applications  from  the  ten  Member  States  dropped  by 
14%  (from  4.986  million  ECU  to  4.291  million  ECU),  which  may  be 
broken  down  by  region  as  follows(specific  actions  excluded): -26-
•  less-favoured  regions 
•  other  regions 
+  2.177.  {from  1.321.9 to  1.351.17 
million  ECU) 
- 17.59%  (from  3.566.9 to  2.939,80 
million  ECU) 
The  reduction  in  the  number  of  applications  concerning other 
regions  is explained  by  two  significant  features  of  the 
1986-1988  guidelines 
- regional  concentration  ; 
- stricter conditions  for  priority operations. 
1,2.  Provisions  in  force 
1.2.1.  The  provisions  concerning  the  tasks  and  the  management  of  the 
European  Social  Fund  were  amended  to  take  account  of  the 
accession of  Spain  and  Portugal  {see  Chapter  II,  point  5 of 
the  1985  Report). 
The  amendments  were  as  follows 
•  Council  Decision  of  20  December  1985  (85/568/EEC) 1  amending 
Decision  83/516/EEC2  :  definition of  absolute priority 
regions  and  reserve of  44.5X  of  available  appropriations 
for  actions  in  these  regions; 
1oJ  No  L 370,  31.12.1985,  p.  40. 
2oJ  No  L 289,  22.10.1983,  p.  38. -27-
•  Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3823/853 of  20  December  1985 
amending  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2950/854  :  application of  the 
increased  rate  and  a  quicker  rate  of  depreciation in 
absolute  priority regions,  submission  of  Spanish  and 
Portugese  applications  for  assistance  by  1  February  1986 
and  decisions  on  applications  on  30  April  1986; 
•  Commission  Decision  of  23  December  1986  (85/645/EEC)5: 
submission  of  Spanish  and  Portuguese  applications  for 
assistance  for  specific operations  by  1  February  1986; 
•  Commission  Decision  of  23  December  1985  (85/645/EEC)6 
amending  Decision  85/~20/EEC
7 on  expenditure  on  recruitment 
and  employment  premiums; 
•  Commission  Decision  of  20  November  1985  C85/518/EEC)8 
amending  Decision  85/261/EEC9  concerning  the  1986-1988 
guidelines. 
!••~···~w-~-------------
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1.2.2.  The  Council  also  adopted  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3824/8510  of  20 
December  1985  amending  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2950/83  extending 
recruitment  and  employment  premiums  to  the  creation of 
self-employed activities,  excluding  the  professions  (see 
Chapter  II,  point  2  of  1985  Report). 
1.3.  Admissibility  and  conformity 
The  rules  in  force  provide  that  a  number  of  formal  conditions 
must  be  met  as  regards  the  drafting  and  presentation  of 
applications  for  assistance. 
As  in  1985,  certain applications  which  had  not  been  completed 
strictly in  accordance  with  the  rules  governing  the  Fund  were 
exceptionally  judged  admissible  and  in  conformity where  the 
information  which  should  have  been  provided  on  the  form  could 
be  inferred  from  other  answers.  Naturally, verification of 
admissibility  and  conformity  of  the  applications  was  strictly 
limited  to  checking  that  the  whole  form  had  been  completed, 
that  the  operations  had  been  separated  as  required  by  the 
rules  and  that  the  operation  was  limited  to 12  months  in 1986 
for  general  operations  and  36  months  for  specific operations. 
The  classification of  operations  as  regards  eligibility and 
priority was  also  based  on  an  assessment  of  their  content,  in 
particular the  conditions  relating to vocational  training 
target  groups,  expenditure  and  financing. 
10----------------------
0J  No  L 370,  31.12.1985,  p.  25. Of  5.807  applications  for  assistance  comprising  7.816 
regionalized  operations,  60  applications  were  non-admissible 
and  not  in  conformity.  Thus  a  total  of  41.7 million  ECU  was 
rejected,  i.e.  0,80r.  of  the  total volume  of  applications 
(3.205.6 million  ECU). 
1.4.  Eligibility 
The  eligibility of  applications  was  established  in  conformity 
with  Council  Decision  83/516/EEC,  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2950/83  and  their  amendments  referred  to  in point 1.2. of 
this  chapter. 
In  scrutinizing  the  content  of  an  operation  for  conformity 
with  the  provisions  in  force,  Commission  staff ensured  that 
the  following  criteria were  observed  : 
-operations  referred  to  in  Article  1(2)  of  Decision 
83/516/EEC; 
- operations  referred  to  in  Article 3(1)  and  (2)  of  the 
Decision; 
- categories  of  persons  benefiting  from  the  operations  and 
definition  of  the  operation  in  accordance  with  Article  4(1) 
to  (3)  of  the  Decision; -30-
- expenditure  eligible  in  relation  to the  categories of 
person  and  types  of.operation  specified  in  Article  1(a)  and 
(c)  of  Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2950/83; 
financing  according  to  the  rate of  assistance,  which  varies 
according to  the  region,  the  rate of  private  contribution 
and  the  income  deriving  from  certain operations. 
The  examination  of  the  applications  resulted  in their 
classification  as  eligible,  partially eligible  and 
non-eligible. 
Out  of  a  total  of  5.807  applications  for  assistance 
comprising  7.816  regionalized operations,  945  applications 
were  classified  partially eligible and  non-eligible.  Thus, 
out  of  a  total  of  5.205.6 million  ECU,  the  sum  of  200.9 
million  ECU,  i  .• e.  3.86  X of  the  total, was  regarded  as 
ineligible. 
1.5.  Priority 
1.5.1.  General  aspects 
The  priority status of  applications  was  established  in 
conformity  with  the  Commission  Decision  of  30  April  1985  on 
the  guidelines  for  the  management  of  the  European  Soc\al  Fund 
in  the  financial  years  1986  to  1988  (85/261/EEC)  and  Decision 
85/518/EEC  amending  Decision  85/261/EEC  with  a  view  to  the 
accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal. -31-
Commission  staff  checked  that  the  conditions  set out  in point 
1  of  the  guidelines  had  been  complied  with 
region  or  priority  region  ; 
•  duration  of  unemployment  ; 
•  qualitative  and  quantitative· conditions  in  respect  of 
priority vocational  training operations. 
Examination  of  the  applications  resulted  in their 
classification as  priority, partially priority or 
non-priority. 
Out  of  the  5.807  applications for  assistance  comprising  7.816 
regionalized operations,  1.739  applications  were  regard~ as 
partially or  non-priority.  Thus,  of  a  total of  5.205.6 
million  ECU,  the  sum  of  1.574.2 million  ECU,  i.e. 30.2  %,  was 
regarded  as non-priority. 
1.5.2.  New  technology 
In  this  case  point  1.4.3.  of  the  guidelines  applied 
"Priority will  be  given  to vocational  training operations 
which  include  40  hours  devoted  to  training broadly  related  to 
new  technologies,  which  are  counted  in  the  calculation of  the 
minimum  duration  of  training  ••••  " -32-
Examination  of  the  applications  took  account  of  such  factors 
as  the  level  of  economic  development  of  the  regions 
concerned,  the  category of  person  to benefit  from  training, 
the  content  of  the  operation  and  the  occupations  concerned. 
1.5.3.  Clause  concerning  Spain  and  Portugal 
This  involved  the  application· of  point 1.9.  of  the 
guidelines: 
"When  implementing  the guidelines,  the  Commission  shall have 
regard  to  the  adjustment  problems  of  Spain  and  Portugal, 
especially as  far  as  national  legislation is  concerned;  in 
particular, it shall  take  account  of  the  economic  and  social 
situation of  Portugal." 
Examination  of  the  applications  submitted  by  these  two  Member 
States  entailed  : 
- an  assessment  of  the  problems  taking  account  of  the 
exceptions  applied  to  both  Member  States  as  regards  in 
particular  the  duration  of  training operations  and 
compliance  with  the  requirements  concerning  new 
technologies; 
application of  the  accession  clause  taking  account  of  the 
need  to  ensure  that  Spain  and  Portugal  benefited as  from 
the first  year  from  a  normal  rate of  contribution  in 
respect  of  the  financing  of  operations. -33-
The  clause  was  applied  to  66  applications  from  Spain  and  to 
42  applications  from  Portugal. 
1.5.4.  Substantial  prospects  of  employment 
Fund  rules  have  always  placed particular emphasis  on  the  need 
for  the  closest  possible  Link  with  employment.  In  previous 
years,  the  guidelines  have  made  provision  for  ~his aim,  which 
the  Commission  applied  empirically on  the  basis  of  statements 
made  by  organizers,  knowledge  of  the  labour  market  and  the 
results  of  similar  action  taken  in  the  past. 
The  emphasis  the  Fund  rules  have  put  on  the  development  of 
employment  and  the  requirements  Laid  down  in  the  guidelines 
in  respect  of  employment  prospects  for  the  young  have  given 
added  weight  to  this  question which  was  reflected  in the 
examination  of  the  applications for  assistance  for  1986. 
In  order  to  interpret  the  concept  of  "substantial prospects 
of  employment"  in  a  fair  and  balanced  manner,  the  Commission 
sought  to  produce  macroeconomic  estimates  of  the  number  of 
jobs  available  each  year  in  the  Member  States  of  the 
Community. 
Such  estimates  are  feasible only  if·sufficient  information 
can  be  obtained  on 
-jobs made  available  in  the  course  of  the  year through 
normal  turnover  of  labour  (death,  retirement,  early 
retirement)  ; 
- jobs  created  in  the  same  period. -34-
Two  instruments  were  available to obtain this  information 
- the  Community  labour  force  survey,  enabling  demographic 
trends  and  workforce  behaviour patterns  to be  studied; 
- a  forward  estimate  carried  out  with  the  cooperation of  the 
Member  States  of  new  jobs  created  annually  in Member 
States. 
Using  the  two  instruments,  it  ~as estimated  that  some  three 
million  jobs  would  be  available  in  1986  throughout  the 
Community,  excluding· Spain  and  Portugal. 
On  the  hypothesis  that  75~ of  these  jobs  should  be  reserved 
for  the  young,  and  by  relating the  number  of  available  jobs 
to  the  active  population  in  priority regions,  it  was 
estimated  that  slightly more  than  1.300.000 young  people 
would  have  substantial  prospects  of  employment  in  1986.  This 
figure  comprises  jobs  filled  without  going  through  vocational 
training  channels  and  not  connected  with  special  employment 
measures  introduced  by  the  public  authorities.  The  figure 
given  is  a  maximum,  although  it  was  calculated on  the  basis 
of  priority  regions  and  certain priorities are  not  subject  to 
any  regional  limitation. 
More  than  2.450.000  young  people  benefited  from  operations 
financed  by  the  Fund  in  1986  in  all  Member  States  except 
Spain  and  Portugal.  Over  1.500.000 people  were  eligible for 
priority,  as  the  Commission  did  not  wish  to  be  inflexible  in 
applying  a  system  which  was  not  designed  to  be  implemented 
automatically. -35-
2.  PRIORITY  OPERATIONS  FOR  YOUNG  PEOPLE  UNDER  25 
2.1.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  FOR  PERSONS  UNDER  18  YEARS  OF  AT  LEAST 
800  HOURS  DURATION  INCLUDING  WORK  EXPERIENCE  OF  AT  LEAST  200 
HOURS  BUT  NOT  EXCEEDING  400  HOURS  AND  OFFERING  SUBSTANTIAL 
PROSPECTS  OF  EMPLOYMENT  (R);  FOR  OPERATIONS  INTENDED  TO 
FURTHER  EMPLOYMENT  IN  GREECE  AND  PORTUGAL,  AND  IN  SPAIN  FOR 
1987,  THE  MINIMUM  WORK  -EXPERIENCE  REQUIRED  SHALL  BE  100 
HOURS1• 
(POINT  2.1.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
This  point  in  the  guidelines  is  intended  for  persons  under 
the  age  of  18,  who  receive  vocational  training  alternating 
with  periods  of  work  experience. 
446  applications  were  submitted  under  this  point  in  the 
guidelines.  The  total  amount  of  aid  requested  was  1.056.35 
million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of  applications  came  from 
the  United  Kingdom  (603.06  million  ECU),  followed  by  Italy 
(146.12  million  ECU).  Some  Member  States  had  difficulties in 
submitting  applications  under  this  heading;  this  was  due 
mainly  to the  following  reasons  : 
- statutory  schooling  prolonged  to  the  age  of  18  and  beyond; 
- disparity between  national  systems  and  the  conditions 
conferring  a  priority  claim  on  Fund  assistance. 
1R means  that  priority is  restricted  to  operations  in absolute priority 
and  priority  regions. -36-
Of  the  total  amount  requested  (1.056.35 million  ECU)  the 
Commission  granted  priority to operations  accounting  for  a 
total  of  488.70  million  ECU. 
The  main  reasons  for  classifying applications  as  non-priority 
were  as  follows  : 
- inadequate  duration  of  operations; 
- lack  of  work  experience  or  the  equivalent; 
- lack  of  substantial  employment  prospects. 
The  sum  of  455.72  million  ECU  was  approved.  The  largest 
share  of  Fund  aid  went  to  the  United  Kingdom,  which  received 
223.02  million  ECU,  followed  by  France  with  59.66 million  ECU 
and  Italy with  53.28  million  ECU.  It  should  be  stressed 
that,  as  regards  the  new  Member  States,  the  percentage  of  the 
total  approved  in  relation of  the  amount  requested  was  63.52% 
for  Spain  and  41.63%  for  Portugal. 
The  volume  of  applications  submitted  under  this  heading 
decreased,  in  relation  to 1985,  from  1.258.46 million to 
1.056.36 million  ECU.  The  percentage  of  the  amount  approved 
in  relation  to  the  amount  requested,  which  was  45%  in 1985, 
was  43%  in  1986. 
29%  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out  in 
absolute  priority  regions.  There  was  no  change  in this 
percentage  between  1985  and  1986. 
571.448  persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  222.103  women,  who  received  179.11 
million  ECU  of  the  total  455.72  million  ECU  approved. -37-
The  Member  States  most  concerned  were  the  United  Kingdom  with 
307.889 persons,  followed  by  Spain  with  62.332  and  Italy with 
52.660. 
In  comparison  with  1985,  there was  a  decrease  in the  number 
of  persons  concerned  :  915.992  in  1985  and  571.448  in 1986. 
The  United  Kingdom  Government  first  applied  for  aid  for  the 
Youth  Training  Scheme  (YTS)  in  September  1983.  The  Scheme's 
aim  is to  increase  the  ability of  school-Leavers to obtain 
and  keep  a  job  and  to  provide  them  with  occupational  skills 
Leading  to  specific  qualifications  recognized  by  employers. 
In  1986,  the  Scheme  underwent  a  number  of  changes,  the  most 
important  being  that  the  duration of  the  time  spent  in the 
Scheme  by  new  participants  aged  16  and  over  was  extended to 
two  years.  This  change  makes  it possible to  emphasize 
specific  qualifications.  All  YTS  programmes  includes  phases 
of  preparation,  guidance,  vocational  training,  follow-up  and 
work  experience  and  lead  to  a  certificate showing  the 
trainees'  results.  The  application  for  aid  for  this  Scheme 
amounted  to  237  million  ECU  for  the  training  of  close  to 
450.000  persons  in  priority  regions.  The  amount  ·approved 
after  reduction  was  159  million  ECU.  Part  of  the  programme 
was  not  regarded  as  being  of  a  priority nature  on  the 
grounds  that  in  preceding  years  not  all  the  young  people 
concerned  found  employment  at  the  end  of  their training, 
whereas  point  2.1.  of  the  guidelines  requires  that  the 
training  should  provide  substantial prospects  of  employment. 
Since  only  60~ of  the  trainees  found  work  at  the  end  of  their 
training  in  1985,  the  Commisson  took  account  of  this  in 
classifying  the  application. -38-
Among  the  operations  presented,  mention  might  be  made  of  a 
French  Scheme  organized  as  part  of  the  training  arrangements 
set  up  by  the  French  Government  since 1982  for  young  people 
leaving  school  without  qualifications.  It  involved 
arrangements  for  receiving,  informing,  counselling  and 
providing  follow-up  for  each  trainee  and  is  made  up  of 
integration  and  qualification courses  with  30  to 50%  of  the 
time  regularly  spent  in  a  firm.  The  aim  is to  give  young 
people  training  leading  to  qualification which  will  improve 
their  chances  on  the  labour  market.  The  programme  covered 
41.820  young  people.  The  amount  approved  was  41.5  million 
ECU. 
Mention  might  also  be  made  of  a  guidance  and  vocational 
training/work  experience operation  for  first  job-seekers  aged 
between  16  and  18  carried  out  in  Reunion  (French  Overseas 
Department)  covering  5.897  young  people  and  preparing  for  the 
certificate of  occupational  aptitude  in various  occupations 
agriculture,  woodworking,  the  agri-food  sector,  craft 
occupations,  metalworking,  etc.  The  amount  approved  was  6.5 
million  ECU. 
Almost  all the  applications  submitted  by  Italy under  heading 
2.1.  were  regional  framework  programmes  providing  two  to 
three years  of  basic  vocational  training  in  a  variety of 
occupations.  They  are  drawn  up  by  the  regional  authorities 
which  are  responsible  for  vocational  training,  while  their 
implementation  is  placed  in  the  hands  of  public  or  private 
non-profit-making  vocational  training centres  run  by  religous 
bodies  and  employers'  or  trade  associations.  Various 
regional  applications  were  granted  Fund  aid  mainly  because  of 
the  attempt  made  to  modernize  the  vocational  training  system 
at  regional  Level  in  the  light of  labour  market  requirements 
and  thus  providing  training  guaranteeing  a  good  placement 
rate. -39-
Among  the  applications  approved,  mention  might  be  made  of 
that  for  the  Emilia-Romagna  region,  for  which  aid  in  the 
amount  of 
5.154.443  ECU  for  1.152  persons  was  granted,  and  for  the 
Friuli-Venezia  Giulia  region,  which  received  5.481.530  ECU 
for  6.225  young  people. 
1986  was  the first  year  that  Portugal  submitted  applications 
for  European  Social  Fund  aid.  Protugal's  situation as 
regards  basic  vocational  training  is  a  rather  special one, 
for  in  the  wake  of  the  1974  revolution  the  old  technical  and 
vocational  schools  were  abolished.  The  country is at  present 
making  a  major  effort  to  set  up  a  new  vocational  training 
1  system  at  national  level,  as  well  as  a  network  of  vocational 
training  courses  throughout  the  country.  The  body  which  runs 
first-level  vocational  training at  present  is  the  •rnstituto 
do  Emprego  e  Forma~ao Profissional"  which  submitted 
applications  to  the  Fund  covering  several  thousand  persons. 
Aid  amounting  to  3.830.958  ECU  was  granted  for  the  vocational 
training  of  3.304  young  people  in  various  occupations  in  the 
secondary  and  tertiary sectors. - 39a  -
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2.2.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  FOR  PERSONS  WHOSE  QUALIFICATIONS  HAVE 
THROUGH  EXPERIENCE  PROVED  TO  BE  INADEQUATE  OR  INAPPROPRIATE 
PREPARING  THEM  FOR  SKILLED  JOBS  REQUIRING  THE  USE  OF  NEW 
TECHNOLOGY  (N)  OR  IN  OCCUPATIONS  OFFERING  SUBSTANTIAL 
PROSPECTS  OF  EMPLOYMENT  CAR).  THE  REQUIREMENT  FOR  NEW 
TECHNOLOGY  SHALL  NOT  APPLY  IN  1986  FOR  SPAIN2• 
(POINT  2.2.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
This  point  is  made  up  of  two  parts.  The  first  is not  subject 
to  any  regional  restriction;  the  second  is  reserved  for 
absolute priority  regions.  In  both  cases  the  existence  of 
inadequate  or  inappropriate  qualifications  must  be  checked. 
However,  as  regards  the  first part,  the  purpose  clearly set 
out  in  the  guidelines  is that  of  helping  to  prepare  young 
people  for  skilled  occupations  requiring  the  use  of  new 
technology. 
1.723 applications  were  submitted  under  this  heading, 
amounting  to  1.379.50 million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of 
applications  came  from  Italy  (352.37  million  ECU),  followed 
by  France  (219.92  million  ECU)  and  Ireland  (206.76  million 
ECU). 
Among  the  applications  there were  many,  in  respect  of  which: 
-it was  impossible  to  determine  the  basic  qualifications  of 
the  persons  concerned; 
2N means  that  priority is not  qualified  on  a  regional  basis. -41-
- the  Levels  of  qualifications  aimed  at  by  the  operations 
were  not  perceptible; 
- no  information  was  provided  about  the  type  and  scope  of  the 
new  technologies. 
Several  applications  concerned  operations  carried  out  at 
national  level,  but  it was  impossible  to tell which 
initiatives were  likely to  receive  a  priority. 
As  regards  the  part  without  regional  restriction,  priority 
was  granted  to 
persons  with  a  Level  of  qualification  for  ensuring  them 
stable  employment.  Most  of these  persons  were  in the  18-25 
age  group; 
-training operations  aimed  at obtaining  a  skilled  job. 
In  view  of  constant  changes,  the  jobs  in  question  are  not 
amenable  to precise  definition;  however,  it is  possible to 
indicate  those  which,  by  their nature  and  content,  do  not 
require  the  use  of  new  technologies;  that  is  why  occupations 
such  as  that  of  carpenter  or  cook  cannot  be  granted  a 
priority under  this  point  of  the  guidelines. -42-
As  regards  the  part  reserved  for  the  absolute priority 
regions,  the  guidelines  are  less  exacting  about  the  level  of 
qualification to  be  reached  and  do  not  contain  the 
stipulation  concerning  new  technologies. 
In  examining  the  applications,  particular attention was  given 
to the  level  of  basic  qualification of  the  persons  in 
question  and  to  the  need  to  avoid  financing  under  this 
heading  operations  coming  under  point  2.1.  and  to guarantee 
the  persons  concerned  prospects  of  employment. 
Of  the  1.379.50  ECU  applied  for,  1.012.52 million  ECU  were 
regarded  as  being  of  a  priority nature. 
The  amount  approved  was  945.63 million  ECU.  The  largest 
share  of  Fund  aid  went  to  Italy, which  received  241.69 
million  ECU,  followed  by  Spain  with  147.69 million  ECU  and 
France  with  142.15  million  ECU.  It  should  be  pointed  out 
that,  as  regards  the  new  Member  States,  the  percentage  of  the 
total  approved  in  relation to  the  amount  requested  was  88X 
for  Portugal  and  76%  for  Spain. 
57.66X  of  the  total  approved  went  to  operations  carried out 
in  absolute  priority  regions. 
In  comparison  with  1985,  the  number  of  applications  rose from 
946  to 1.723.  The  percentage  of  the  amount  approved  in 
relation to  the  amount  requested,  which  was  38X  in 1985,  was 
68%  in 1986. 
The  number  of  persons  concerned.rose,  in  comparison  with 
1985,  from  420.900  to 664.599. -43-
This  figure  included  264.355  women,  who  received  339.74 
million  ECU  of  the  amount  approved.  The  Member  States  most 
concerned  were  Spain  (242.892  persons>,  Italy  (100.442 
persons)  and  Portugal  (68.554  persons). 
In  France  the  major  national  programmes  accounted  for  the 
main  portion  of  the  applications  for  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  amounting  to  almost  half  of  the  total 
approved  for  this  Member  State  and  covering  39.000 persons. 
The  largest  of  these  applications  concerned  job 
familiarization  contracts, which  covered  25.000  young  people. 
These  involve  training given  by  a  firm  to a  young  unemployed 
person  whom  the  firm  hires;  the  training  plan  is  made  up  of  a 
theoretical  part  and  a  practical  part  at  the  workplace  in 
jobs  requiring  the  mastering  of  new  technologies. 
Another  application  concerning  job  familiarization  contracts 
was  approved  for  Overseas  Departments  covering  a  thousand 
young  people  and  amounting  to  1.5 million  ECU. 
Another  French  application  involving  job familiarization 
contracts  was  approved  for  3.700 young  people.  It  involves 
training/work  experience,  the  aim  of  which  is to  acquire a 
diploma  Linked  to  the  learing of  new  technologies. 
Another  French  application  concerned  priority vocational 
training subjects.  These  subjects  reflect  a  determination to 
back  up  a  policy  of  modernization by  means  of  operations 
aiming  at  those  qualifications which  are  most  directly 
concerned  with  technical  change;  electronics, data 
processing,  automation,  robotics,  etc.  A total  of  26.6 
million  ECU  was  approved  for  this operation,  which  covers 
almost  7.000  young  people. -44-
Another  operation  for  the  Agence  Nationale pour  l 1Emploi 
(National  Employment  Agency)  concerning  the adaptation  of 
occupational  knowhow,  when  there  is  an  imbalance  between 
supply  and  demand,  covered  a  thousand  young  long-term 
unemployed  persons  and  involved  the  sum  of  650.000  ECU. 
Nevertheless  it must  be  pointed  out  that  the  requirement  that 
new  technologies  be  used  in  the  training  of  young  people  and 
that  they  be  prepared  for  skilled occupations  meant  that  only 
some  of  the  applications  submitted  in  connection  with  the 
major  national  programmes  were  approved. 
On  the  other  hand,  the  French  regional  authorities  took  a 
very  dynamic  line  in  submitting  a  large  number  of  applicatons 
concerning  regional  and  local  operations. 
For  example,  an  application  submitted  by  the  Poitou-Charente 
regional  council  was  approved  to  the  extent  of  1.7 million 
ECU;  it concerned  1.200 young  people  whose  qualifications 
were  inappropriate  to  the  requirements  of  undertakings  in  the 
region  and  involved  jobs  related  to  new  technologies.  By  the 
same  token,  the  regional  councils  of  Martinique  and 
Guadeloupe  submitted  several  applications  covering  a  thousand 
people  for  each  region. 
The  applications  submitted  in  Belgium  were  noted  for  their 
modest  size  and  mostly  came  from  non-profit-making 
associations,  which  put  forward  schemes  covering  an  average 
of  twenty  persons,  mainly  relating  to data processing, 
electronics  and  the  use  of  new  technologies  in  agriculture. 
Italy submitted  a  large  number  of  projects.  In  Northern 
Italy  a  programme  was  submitted  by  the  Piemont  region which, 
in  cooperation  with  employers•  associations,  put  together 
training  courses  tailored  to  the  specific  requirements  of 
industry.  The  programme  called on  the  most  advanced 
facilities  of  the  regional  network  of  training  centres  and -45-
the  technological  resources  of  the  undertakings  involved.  It 
was  built  up  of  modules,  some  of  which  were  common  to  several 
courses,  while  others  aimed  at  providing training tailored  to 
the  needs  of  the  firms  in  question.  The  aid  approved 
amounted  to  5.868.140  ECU  and  concerned  1.958 persons. 
In  Southern  Italy,  alongside  training  programmes  which  may  be 
described  as  being  of  a  traditional type,  although  they  meet 
labour  market  needs  (e.g.  the  building,  tourist  and 
machine-building  sectors),  highly specialized  courses  are 
also  available  in  new  technologies  and  management.  The  Fund 
granted  aid  to  several  projects  in  these  sectors,  including 
the  "Consorzio  per  La  scuola  di  perfezionamento  in gestione 
aziendale"  in  Bari,  which  received  aid  in  the  amount  of 
187.917  ECU  for  23  persons,  and  the  Sicilian service company 
"Tecnoservizi",  which  received  849.222  ECU  for  the  training 
of  65  persons. 
Portugal  submitted  a  large  number  of  applications  under  point 
2.2.  aimed  mainly  at  providing  specialized  training  needed 
for  the  advancement  of  Portuguese  industry~  An  example  is 
the  aid  granted  to  the  ceramics  undertaking  "Certace"  and  the 
undertakings  associated  with  it, which  amounted  to  2.583.282 
ECU  for  313  persons.  2.706.599  ECU  were  granted  to  IPOCORK 
for  the  training of  367  young  people  in  the  cork  industry. -46-
Among  the operations  devoted  to  new  technologies  one  of  the 
most  outstandi~g was  that  put  forward  by  FUNAETEC.  It was 
for  532  young  people  and  aimed  at  providing training  in data 
processing,  the  optical  fibres  sector,  automation  and 
business  management.  The  amount  granted  for  this operation 
was  10.132.058  ECU. - 46a  -
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2.3.  RECRUITMENT  TO  ADDITIONAL  JOBS  OF  INDETERMINATE  DURATION  (R) 
OR  TO  ADDITIONAL  JOBS  OF  AT  LEAST  SIX  MONTHS  DURATION  WHICH 
FULFILL  A PUBLIC  NEED  (AR). 
(POINT  2.3.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
This  point  in  the  guidelines  concerns  two  types  of  operation: 
- recruitment  for  jobs  in  the  production  sector  :  under  this 
heading,  aid  may  relate to  recruitment  for  new  jobs 
resulting  from  the  enlargement  of  existing  firms,  the 
creation  of  new  businesses,  additional  apprenticeship  post 
provided  by  firms  or  general  measures  at  regional  or 
national  level  intended  to  encourage  the  provision  of 
additional  jobs  for  young  people  by  means  of  grants; 
- recruitment  measures  for  community  service  tasks, either 
with  local  authorities  for  the  solution  of  specific 
problems,  or  in  the  context  of  temporary  employment 
initiatives,  provided  the  latter have  a  specific  vocational 
content. 
Each  year  the  amount  of this  expenditure  is  Laid  down  by 
C  •  •  d  •  •  1  omm1Ss1on  ec1s1on. 
In  absolute  priority  regions  these  amounts  are  increased  by 
10%.  Where  the  work  is part-time,  the  amounts  are  reduced 
accordingly. 
------------------------ 1  OJ  L 237,  4.9.1985,  p.  16;  OJ  L 377,  31.12.1985,  p.  63  (adapted  for 
Spain  and  Portugal>  with  resp~ct to  1986. -48-
Two  hundred  and  fifty  two  applications  were  submitted, 
amounting  to  5123.65  million  ECU.  The  United  Kingdom 
submitted  the  Largest  volume  with  194.03 million  ECU, 
followed  by  Spain  with  126.21  million  ECU,  Italy with  37.21 
and  Denmark  with  37.19  million  ECU). 
Under  the  rules  governing  the  operation of  the  Fund  only 
operations  relating to  additional  jobs  are  eligible. 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  299.53  million  ECU.  There  was  some 
difficutly  in  assessing the  duration  of  jobs:  the  public 
authorities  assistance  was  always  for  a  fixed  period and  in 
many  cases  there  was  a  risk  that  the  employment  relationship 
might  end  when  the  subsidy  was  no  longer granted.  In  these 
conditions  it  was  sometimes  necessary to  make  estimates to 
quantify the  operations  that  might  be  given  priority. 
The  total  amount  of  aid  approved  was  273.38  million  ECU.  The 
Largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went  to Spain  (86.91  million  ECU), 
followed  by  the  United  Kingdom  (46.48  million  ECU)  and  Italy 
(34.48  million  ECU). 
43.72%  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out 
in  absolute  priority  regions. -49-
347.317  persons  rece'ived  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point of 
the  guidelines,  including  122.487  women.  The  Member  States 
most  concerned  were  Spain  (101  601  persons)  the  United 
Kingdom  (84  865)  and  Greece  (40  826). 
This  point  in  the  guidelines  is to be  compared  with  C 3 and  E 
3  of  the guidelines  for  the  management  of  the  Fund  in 1985  to 
1987.  In  1985  priority was  granted  for  projects  amounting 
386.64  million  ECU  against  273.38  million  ECU  in  1986.  This 
reduction  was  already  apparent  at  the  stage  of  the  submission 
of  applications. 
In  Belgium,  the  most  significant applications  originated 
from: 
- the  National  Social  Security Office  :  with  a  view  to 
promoting  recruitment  in  additional  and  permanent  jobs  of 
Long-term  unemployed  workers  under  25  years,  the  National 
Social  Security  Office  exempted  employers  who  recruited 
their first  worker  for  an  indefinite  period  from  the 
employer's  contributions  for  the  period  running  from  the 
acceptance  date  to  the  end  of  the  eighth  quarter  following 
the  date  of  recruitment  (application  approved  for  6  046 
persons  amounting  to  3  million  ECU); 
- the  Ministry  of  Employment  and  Labour  (application  approved 
for  1.114 persons  amounting  to  0.5 million  ECU>;  Belgium 
granted  unemployed  workers  a  wage  allowance  for  3  months 
preceding  their  actual  establishment  on  a  self-employed 
basis  (excluding  the  professions)  to  enable  them  to  make 
all  the  arrangements  needed  to practice their future 
activity.  The  assistance  is granted  by  the  National  Labour 
Office  and  financed  by  the  Ministry  of  Employment  and 
Labour.  This  is  a  new  measure  which  came  into effect  for 
the first  time  in  1986. -so-
The  Enterprise  Allowance  Scheme  (EAS)  (United  Kingdom) 
provides  persons  newly  set  up  in business  with  a  subsidy  of 
60  ECU  per  week  for  up  to  52  weeks.  Before  joining the 
programme,  beneficiaries  must  have  been  unemployed  for  at 
least  13  weeks.  Most  of  the  firms  subsidized  are  in 
construction,  retail  distribution of  consumer  goods  and  motor 
vehicle  repairs.  About  26X  of  the beneficiaries  continue 
their occupation  after  the  end  of  the  programme  and  an 
estimated  68  additional  jobs  will  be  created  in  100  firms 
over  a  15-month  period.  In  1986  applications  for  assistance 
amounted  to  15  million·ECU  for  employment  aids  for  22  000 
persons.  Following  the  reduction,  aid  amounting  to 14 
million  ECU  was  approved. - SOa  -
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3.  PRIORITY  OPERATIONS  FOR  PERSONS  OVER  25 
3.1.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  OF  THE  LONG-TERM  UNEMPLOYED  GEARED  TO 
THEIR  NEEDS  AND  INCLUDING  MOTIVATION  AND  GUIDANCE  (R). 
(POINT  3.1.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
454  applications  were  submitted  under  this point  of  the 
guidelines.  The  total  amount  of  aid  requested  was  450.36 
million  ECU.  The  Largest  volume  of  applications  came  from 
France  (117.14  million  ECU),  Spain  (103.90  million  ECU)  and 
Ireland  (61.78  million  ECU).  The  Large  number  of  programmes 
submitted  reflects  the  considerable  increase  in  activities 
concerning  the  problems  of  adult  long-term  unemployment. 
Of  the  total  requested  <450.36  million  ECU)  the  Commission 
accorded  priority to  operations  amounting  to 373.86 million 
ECU.  A number  of  applications  were  not  given priority 
because  the  motivation  and  guidance  phases  had  not  been 
specifically  included  in  the  programmes.  A few  were  excluded 
on  the  grounds  that  they  did  not  meet  the  specific  needs  of 
Long-term  unemployed  workers  but  related only  to  unemployment 
in  general. -52-
A sum  of  151.39  million  ECU  was  granted,  representing  33.61% 
of  the  total  amount  requested.  The  largest  volume  of 
applicatons  came  from  Spain  and  France  <44.64  and  44.35 
million  ECU)  followed  by  Ireland  (17.43  million  ECU)  and 
Italy  <15.60  million  ECU). 
42.16%  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out 
in  absolute  priority  regions. 
102.088 persons  received  Fund  assistance  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including 34.592  women.  The  Member  States 
most  concerned  were  Spain,  France  and  Ireland.  It was  noted 
that  the  number  of  applications  under  this  point  of  the 
guidelines  had  increased  compared  with  1985  :  454  against  254 
in 1985,  representing  an  amount  fo  450.36  million  ECU  in  1986 
and  164  million  ECU  in  1985.  The  percentage  of  the  amount 
approved  out  of  the  amount  requested  was  29.19%  in  1985  and 
33.62%  in 1986.  The  number  of  persons  concerned  also 
increased  :  102.088  in  1986  against  46.788  in  1985. -53-
Attention  should  be  drawn  to  the  Member  States•efforts to 
establish specific  programmes  for  the  Long-term  unemployed 
within  the  framework  and  conditions  laid  down  in  the  European 
Social  Fund  guidelines.  This  was  apparent  in  the 
applications  for  assistance,  and  was  confirmed  during 
on-the-spot  checks. 
As  in  previous  years,  the  Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  presented 
the  Largest  volume  of  applications  concerning  the  Federal 
Republic  of  Germany  under  this  point.  In  all  ~million ECU 
were  approved  for  this project. 
The  Istitudo  per  La  Ristrutturazione Industriale  CIRI) 
presented  two  projects  covering  1  200  long-term  unemployed 
workers  who  were  offered  employment  contracts  of 
indeterminate  duration.  Fund  assistance  amounted  to  3.3 
million  ECU.  The  principal  projects  of  the  Italian Ministry 
of  Labour  offered  work  opportunities to  4  400  persons  (5.5 
million  ECU). 
Spain  submitted  substantial applications  through  the 
Institute Nacional  de  Empleo.  The  aim  was  to  reintegrate  9 
000  persons  in  working  Life.  Fund  participation  amounted  to 
38  million  ECU. - 53a  -
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3.2.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  TRAINING  FOR  STAFF  OF  UNDERTAKINGS  WITH 
FEWER  THAN  500  EMPLOYEES  REQUIRING  RETRAINING  WITH  A VIEW  TO 
THE  INTRODUCTION  OF  NEW  TECHNOLOGY  OR  IMPROVEMENT  OF 
MANAGEMENT  TECHNIQUES  (R);  BY  DEROGATION  FROM  1.4.2.  A 
MINIMUM  DURATION  OF  100  HOURS  WILL  BE  REQUIRED. 
(POINT  3.2.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
The  number  of  applications  for  staff of  undertakings  with 
fewer  than  500  employees  increased  substantially compared 
with  previous  years,  even  excluding  applications  from  the  two 
new  Member  States.  Applications  were  distributed  relatively 
evenly  between  training  for  the  introduction of  new 
technology  and  improvement  of  management  techniques. 
Priority was  ~fused mainly  on  account  of  the  size  of  the 
firm  Cover  500  persons),  or  because  the,persons  to be  trained 
were  unemployed  workers  and  were  therefore  not  covered  by 
this  point.  A number  of  applications  were  refused  because 
they  did  not  concern  priority  regions. 
539  applications  were  submitted  under  this  heading  for  an 
amount  of  219.03  million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of 
applications  came  from  Italy,  Portugal  and  France. 
77.32 million  ECU  were  approved,  representing  35.30X  of  the 
total  requested. -55-
The  Largest  volume  of  applications  came  from  Italy  (39.22 
million  ECU)  followed  by  Portugal  (18.45  million  ECU)  and 
Greece  (4.92 million  ECU). 
60X  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out  in 
absolute priority  regions. 
There  were  59  603  beneficiaries of  Fund  assistance  under  this 
point  in  the guidelines,  including  12  413  women.  The  Member, 
States  most  concerned  were  Italy,  Portugal  and  Greece. 
Of  the  Italian programmes,  several  originated  from 
cooperative  type  organizations,  for  whom  adaptation to  new 
technology,  especially the  transition to  computerized 
management  and  retraining of  staff  are  of  prime  importance  in 
helping  them  to  adapt  to  market  requirements,  make  choices 
and  reach  decisions  more  rapidly.  Many  operations  were 
implemented  in  the  Mezzogiorno. 
One  op~ration for  50  persons  carried  out  by  INFORCOOP, 
Calabria  received  48.478  ECU.  The  aim  of  this project was  to 
provid~ managers  and  technicians  of  cooperatives,  members  of 
the  regional  LEGA  CALABRESE  Committee  with  the  necessary 
knowledge  to  adapt  to the  opportunities  opened  up  by  data 
processing to  improve  production  and  mangement  techniques  of 
cooperatives  by  making  them  more  competitive  on  the 
technological  and  economic  level. 
In  the  Netherlands,  the  De  Boak  Foundation,  set  up  by  the 
employers•  associaton,  organized  management  courses  on  a 
decentalized  basis. 
In  the  United  Kingdom  most  applications  concerned  the 
introduction  of  Computer  Aided  Design  (CAD),  and  sometimes 
Computer  Aided  Management  (CAM). -56-
The  Welsh  Regional  Management  Centre  set  up  courses for  small 
and  medium-sized  firms  in  order to  improve  the  supervison  of 
the  firms•  financial  development  thus  improving  management  in 
general. - 56a  -
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3.3.  RECRUITMENT  OF  THE  LONG-TERM  UNEMPLOYED  TO  ADDITONAL  JOBS  OF 
INDETERMINATE  DURATION  OR  TO  ADDITIONAL  JOBS  OF  AT  LEAST  SIX 
MONTHS  DURATION  WHICH  FULFIL  A PUBLIC  NEED  (AR). 
(POINT  3.3.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
In  the  case  of  applications  in  respect  of  the  self-employed 
(see  1.2.2 of  the  same  chapter)  note  should  be  taken  of 
changes  in  the  Fund  regulations  concerning eligibility  :  the 
question  of  priority is  determined  by  the  guidelines.  These 
applications  are  processed  by  analogy  with  applications 
concerning  employees. 
67  applications  were  submitted  under  this  point  of  the 
guidelines.  The  total  amount  of  aid  requested  was  217.93 
million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of  applications  came  from 
the  United  Kingdom  (94.18 million  ECU)  Spain  (54.10 million 
ECU)  and  Greece  (34.10  million  ECU).  The  applications  were 
distributed more  or  less  evenly  between  projects to  create 
additional  jobs  meeting  a  public  need  and  recruitment  to 
additional  jobs  of  indeterminate  duration. 
Of  the  total  requsted  (217.93 million  ECU)  the  Commission 
granted priority  for  operations  accounting  for  116.28 million 
ECU.  The  main  reason  for  classifying applications  as 
non-priority  was  that  the  operations  did  not  concern 
long-term  unemployed  workers  :  this  is one  condition of 
eligibility  (Article  1(c)  of  Regulation  No  2950/83).  As  this 
point  in  the  guidelines  is  restricted  to  absolute priority 
regions,  applications  from  other  regions  could  not  be  given 
priority. -58-
49.86 million  ECU  were  granted,  representing  22.98~ of  the 
total  amount  requested.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  Aid  went 
to  Spain  (19.93  million  ECU)  followed  by  Greece  (14.23 
million  ECU)  and  Ireland  <7.49  million  ECU). 
53.132  persons  received  Fund  assistance  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  13.447  women.  The  Member  States 
most  concerned  were  Greece  (21.381>  Spain  <13.742)  Ireland 
(6.465)  and  Portugal  (6.240). - 58a  -
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4.  PRIORITY  OPERATIONS  WHICH  HAVE  NO  AGE  REQUIREMENTS 
4.1.  Operations  forming  part  of  an  integrated  programme  involving 
assistance  from  two  or  more  Community  financial  instruments 
(N). 
(POINT  4.1.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
Four  categories  of  applications  were  submitted  under  point 





applications  forming  part  of  the  integrated 
Mediterranean  programmes  CIMP.or  pre-IMP 
operations); 
applications  forming  part  of  integrated 
development  programmes  (IDP); 
applications  forming  part  of  integrated 
development  operations  (IDO); 
applications  linked  to operations  which  include 
financing  from  several  Community  sources  but 
which  are  not  part  of  a  programme. 
The  criterion  for  priority set  out  in  point  4.1  of  the 
guidelines  is more  restrictive  than  the  corresponding 
provision  (point  A)  in  the  previous  guidelines.  This 
coincides  with  the  adoption  by  the  Council  of  the  Regulation 
on  integrated  Mediterranean  programmes  and  the  provisions 
adopted  by  the  Commisison  to  reinforce  the  coordination of 
the  structural  instruments. -60-
For  this  reason,  with  a  view  to consistency,  it is 
appropriate  that  a  homogeneous  approach  should  be  adopted  to 
operations  considered  as  forming  part  of  an  integrated 
programme.  In  future,  provision  is  made  to  consider as 
"integrated" only  those  programmes  that  were  approved  by  the 
Commission  as  such,  and  to  grant  priority only to operations 
that  are  part of  these  programmes,  on  condition of  course 
that  they meet  the  criteria  laid  down  in  the general 
guidelines.  However,  in 1986  as·  a  transitional  measure  under 
point  4.1.  the  Commission  accorded  priority to  operations 
forming  part  of  an  integrated programme  likely to  be  approved 
by  the  Commission. 
50  applications  were  submitted  under  this point  in the 
guidelines  for  an  amount  of  37.86  millio~ ECU.  The  Largest 
volume  of  application  came  from  Italy  (28.09 million  ECU)  and 
France  (8.47 million  ECU). 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  8.51  million  ECU.  A number  of 
applications  were  classified  under  other points  of  the 
guidelines. 
8.41  million  ECU  were  approved,  representing  22.21%  of  the 
total  requested.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went  to 
France  (7.79 million  ECU). 
2%  of  the total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out  in 
absolute  priority  regions. 
Most  of  the  Italian  and  Belgian  programmes  could  not  be 
financed  since  they  were  not  integrated programmes  but  were 
financed  from  various  sources  CEIB,  ERDF)  together with 
European  Social  Fund  operations,  and  were  not  part  of  a 
programme  approved  by  the  Commission. -61-
On  the  other  hand,  most  of  the  French  applications  were 
linked  to  integrated Mediterranean  programmes  or  integrated 
development  programmes  that  had  been  approved  or were  in the 
course  of  approval  (IMP  Provence  C8te  d'Azur,  Midi-Pyrenees, 
Aquitaine,  Languedoc-Roussillon,  Corsica,  Ardeche  and  Dr8me; 
ID  Auvergne,  Ariege  and  IDP  Lozere>. 
There  were  5.531  beneficiaries of  Fund  assistance. under  this 
point  of  the guidelines,  including  2.565  women.  3.980 
persons  were  over  25.  France,  Greece  and  Belgium  were  the 
Member  States  the  most  concerned. 
Compared  with  1985  there  was  a  considerable  increase  in the 
number  of  applications  submitted  (from  24  to  50).  The  amount 
approved  decreased  from  9.91  to 8.41  mill  ion  ECU.  The  number 
of  persons  concerned  rose  from  3.217  to  5.531. - 61a  -
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4.2.  OPERATIONS  CARRIED  OUT  JOINTLY  BY  BODIES  IN  TWO  OR  MORE 
MEMBER  STATES  (N) 
(POINT  4.2  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
This  point  covers  operations  carried  out  jointly by 
organizations  belonging  to  several  Member  States  and  has 
raised  no  special  problems  as  regards  its application. 
49  ap'plications  were  presented  under  this  heading 
representing  a  total of  11.35 million  ECU.  The  largest 
volume  of  applications  came  from  Italy  (4.79 million  ECU), 
France  (2.34 million  ECU)  and  the  Federal  Republic  (2.07 
mi tl  ion  ECU). 
Of  the total  requested  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  for  a  total of  8.92 million  ECU. 
A sum  of  5.99 million  ECU  was  granted,  representing  52.78%  of 
the  total  requested.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went  to 
Italy,  followed  by  the  Republic  and  France. 
24%  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out  in 
absolute priority regions. 
There  were  2.062 beneficiairies of  Fund  assistance  under  this 
point  of  the  guidelines,  including  581  women.  1.393 persons 
were  under  25.  The  Member  States  most  concerned  were  the 
United  Kingdom  (621  persons)  France  (595>  and  Italy  (495). -63-
Compared  with  1985  there  was  a  considerable  increase  in  the 
number  of  applications  submitted  (from  11  to  49)  and  in the 
total amount  approved  <from  2.09 million  ECU  to 5.99. million 
ECU).  The  amount  approved  for  absolute priority  regions  was 
up  on  1985,  as  was  the  percentage  :  54%  of  the  total approved 
against  24Y.  in  1986. 
There  was  an  increase  in  the.  number  of  persons  concerned, 
from  965  persons  in 1985·to 2.062  persons. 
Attention  should  be  drawn  to  the  continuation of  the  joint 
training  programme  carried out  by  Italy and  France  for 
production  workers  on  the  Franco-Italian  ATR  42  aircraft. 
Similarly,  Franco-Italian  programmes  in medical  radiology  and 
semiconductors were  successfully completed. 63a 
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4.3.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  LINKED  TO  OPERATIONS  TO  RESTRUCTURE 
UNDERTAKINGS  BECAUSE  OF  TECHNOLOGICAL  MODERNIZATION  OR 
FUNDAMENTAL  CHANGES  IN  DEMAND  IN  THE  SECTOR  CONCERNED;  THE 
RESTRUCTURING  MUST  SUBSTANTIALLY  AFFECT  THE  NUMBERS  AND 
SKILLS  REQUIREMENTS  OF  THE  WORKFORCE.  TRAINING  MAY  RELATE  TO 
WORKERS  BEING  RETRAINED  FOR  CONTINUED  EMPLOYMENT  IN  THE 
UNDERTAKING,  OR  THOSE  BECOMING  REDUNDANT  AND  NEEDING  JOBS 
ELSEWHERE  (R).  PRIORITY  WILL  BE  GIVEN  OUTSIDE  THE  PRIORITY 
REGIONS  WHERE  RESTRUCTURING  IS  ON  AN  EXCEPTIONAL  SCALE  AND  IS 
LOCATED  IN  AN  AREA  OF  PARTICULARLY  HIGH  UNEMPLOYMENT  OR  WHERE 
THE  PUBLIC  AUTHORITIES  HAVE  INTRODUCED  EXCEPTIONAL  MEASURES 
TO  SUPPORT  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  OR  JOB  CREATION  (N). 
(POINT  4.3.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
Most  of  the  actions  under .this  heading  concern  workers  in 
need  of  new  training  to  continue  to  work  in  firms  undergoing 
restructuring,  but  in  certain  cases  also  concern  redundant 
workers  to be  trained  for  a  new  occupation. 
A feature  of this  point  of the guidelines  is the  distinction 
to be  made  between  genuine  restructuring  (due  to 
technological  modernization  or  fundamental  changes  in  demand) 
and  further training. 
The  Commission  has  not  specifically defined  the  terms 
"substantial" or  "on  an  exceptional  scale"  used  in the 
guidelines.  However,  it was  considered  that  about  10%  of  the 
workforce  should  be  affected  in  the  case  of  substantial 
restructuring  and  that this percentage  should  be  doubled 
where  restructuring  is  of  an  exceptional  scale. -65-
Similarly  when  exceptional  cases  were  submitted  concerning 
non-priority  regions  where  unemployment  was  said to be 
exceptionally  high,  a  percentage  that  was  20%  greater than 
the  national  average  was  considered  to  meet  this  condition. 
451  applications  were  submitted  under  this point  representing 
a  total of  426.79  million ecu.  The  largest  volume  of 
applica.tions  came  from  !tal)'  <210.86  million  ECU)  followed  by 
France  (72.03 mill  ion  ECU)  and  Portugal  (59.45  mill  ion  ECU). 
Of  the  total  requested  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  347.59 million  ECU. 
166.61  million  ECU  were  approved  which  represents  39.04%  of 
the  total  requested.  The  largest  share of  Fund  aid went  to 
italy which  received 70.34 million  ECU,  followed  by  Portugal 
with  34.95  million  ECU  and  France  with  23.08 million  ECU. 
52.52%  of  the  total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out 
in absolute priority  regions,  whereas  in 1985  this percentage 
was  not  more  than  27Y.. 
108.104 persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  21.041  women.  Of  the  total  persons 
concerned  only  9.  783  were  under  25.  The  Member  States most 
concerned  were  Spain  (37.162  persons)  Italy  (23.448)  and 
Portugal  (16.907). -66-
Compared  with  1985  there  was  an  increase  in  the  number  of 
applications  (206  in  1985  against  451  in 1986)  and  in  the 
total  amount  approved  {101.78 million  ECU  in  1985  against 
166.61  million  ECU  in  1986)~ 
In  Italy,  a  programme  presented  by  the  Puglia  Region  was 
approved  for  an  amount  of  1.092  million  ECU.  The  training 
operation  designed  to  provide  specific  retraining  was  aimed 
at  workers  under  threat  of  unemployment  in  a  sector  in crisis 
(chemicals)  who  were  in  a  precarious  occupational  situation 
and  receiving  an  allowance  from  the  Wage  Guarantee  Fund, 
having  become  surplus to  requirements  following  the 
restructuring  of  the  undertaking  and  technological 
modernization  of  the  production  process.  The  training 
operations  was  designed  to asssist  their  reintegration  in  new 
production  activities through  external  mobility.  Other 
regions,  such  as  the  Lombardy  region,  the  Emilia  Romagna 
Region  and  the  Marche  Region  submitted  training  programmes 
for  workers  in  sever~l firms  in  various  sectors.  These  firms 
were  engaged  in  large-scale  restructuring  relating to 
investment  in  new  technologies for  all production plant or 
substantial  changes  in  demand  following  new  market 
requirements  for  products  with  a  higher  technological 
content. 
In  the  United  Kingdom  the  most  significant operation was 
presented  by  British  Shipbuilders.  It  was  designed  in  the 
context  of  a  major  restructuring  programme  to  increase  the 
efficiency of  the  undertaking  and  make  it more  competitive 
vis-~-vis  Far  East  competition.  The  operation  concerned 
training for  2.228  workers  over  25  to adapt  them  to the  most 
recent  technology.  The  additional  aim  of  the  project  was  to 
develop  a  multiskilled  workforce  and  break  with  traditional  . 
occupational  patterns.  This  project  received  Social  Fund  aid 
amounting  to 1.10 million  ECU. -67-
With  respect  to  Portugal  (21X  of  the  approvals>,  the 
applications 
were  submitted  by  firms  in  sector  in crisis such  as 
glass-making,  heavy  machinery,  ceramics,  or  by  firms  in 
sectors engaged  in  industrial  innovation  such  as 
microelectronics  or  telecommunications. 
In  France  (14X  of  the  approvals)  three programmes  concerning 
one  of  the  largest  French. motor  vehicle  manufacturers 
provided  for  the  retraining of  a  large  proportion of  the 
workforce.  Some  operations  took  place  in  sectors  undergoing 
restructuring  and  were  designed  to  restructure  large  firms  in 
traditional  sectors  through  the  creation of  small,  more 
flexible production  units  better adapted ·to market 
requirements.  Many  workers  in the  shipbuilding sector were 
involved  in vocational  training operations  which  sought  to 
enable  them  to  find  a  job  outside  or  to  re-form  and  set  up 
small  and  medium-sized  firms  in sectors where  their 
experience  combined  with  their training would  help  them  to  be 
competitive. 
In  the  Netherlands  attention should  be  drawn  to a  training 
programme  following  the  reorganization of  a  firm  which  was 
changing  its methods  and  moving  into  computer  numeric  control 
CCNC),  and  Computer  Aided  Design/Computer  Aided  Management 
(CAD/CAM).  Training  costs were  estimated  at  670.000  ECU. - 67a  -
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4.4.  OPERAT[ONS  OF  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  LEADING  DIRECTLY  TO 
SPECIFIC  JOBS  IN  ENTERPRISES  EMPLOYING  LESS  THAN  500  PERSONS 
AND  LINKED  WITH  THE  APPLICATION  OF  NEW  TECHNOLOGY  WHICH  IS 
THE  SUBJECT  OF  COMMUNITY  PROGRAMMES  OF  RESEARCH  AND 
DEVELOPMENT  (N). 
(POINT  4.4.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
62  applications  were  submitted  under  this point  of  the 
guidelines.  The. total  amount  of  aid  requested  was  15.86 
million  ECU.  The  Largest  volume  of  applications  came  from 
France  (4.98 million  ECU>  Italy  (3.17 million  ECU)  and  the 
Federal  Republic  (2.46 million  ECU). 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  10.88 million  ECU.  In  the 
applications  presented  under  this heading,  the  aspects 
concerning  the  implementation  of  Community  research and 
development  programmes  or  relating  to the  specific  jobs 
concerned  were  not  always  presented  in a  clear and  detailed 
manner. 
A sum  of  10.76 million  ECU  was  granted  representing  67.84%  of 
the  total  requested.  The  Largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went  to 
France  which  received  3.46 million  ECU,  followed  by  the 
Federal  Republic  with  2.41  million  ECU  and  Italy with  2.01 
million  ECU. 
3.62%  of  the total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out  in 
absolute priority  regions. 
3.930 persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the guidelines.  Of  the  total  persons  concerned  only  317  were 
under  25.  The  Member  States  most  concerned  were  Germany 
(2.193  persons)  France  (805  persons>  and  Italy  (271  persons). -69-
Compared  with  point  D.3.  of  the  1985  to 1987  guidelines there 
has  been  an  increase  in  the  amount  requested  <11.18  million 
ECU  in  1985  against  15.86 million  ECU  in 1986)  and  in the 
amount  approved  (5.35  million  ECU  in  1985  and  10.76 million 
ECU  in 1986). 
The  number  of  persons  concerned  has  increased  from  1.394 in 
1985  to  3.930  in  1986.  In  1985,  370  women  received  Social 
Fund  aid  under  this  point  of  the guidelines  and  in  1986  they 
numbered  1.366. 
The  Federal  Republic  submitted  an  outline programme  for  small 
and  medium-sized  firms  which  were  behindhand  in  introducing 
their data-processing  structure.  This  project  was  given 
priority for  the  sum  of  over  2 million  ECU. 
Applications  presented  by  France  and  Italy were  mainly  geared 
to  the  application  and  development  of  advanced  techniques  in 
small  and  medium-sized  firms. 69a  -
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4.5.  RECRUITMENT  TO  ADDITIONAL  FULLTIME  OR  PART-TIME  JOBS  LINKED 
TO  THE  REORGANIZATION  OR  REDISTRIBUTION  OF  WORK,  AS  AGREED 
BETWEEN  THE  SOCIAL  PARTNERS  (N). 
(POINT  4.5.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
32  applications  were  submitted  under  this point  of  the 
guidelines.  The  total  amount  of  aid  requested  was  12.69 
million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of  applications  came  from 
Spain  (3.94 million  ECU)  Italy  (2.94 million  ECU)  and  the 
Federal  Republic  (2.88  million  ECU). 
Of  the total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority for 
operations  amounting  to  3.54 million  ECU.  A number  of 
applications  had  to  be  rejected  because  they  concerned 
recruitment  operations  for  part-time work  but  were  not  linked 
to  the  reorganization or  redistribution of  working  time  as 
specified  in  the  guidelines. 
A sum  of  3.14 million  ECU  was  granted,  represting  24.74%  of 
the  total  amounts  requested.  The  Largest  share  of  Fund  aid 
went  to  Italy with  1.28 million  ECU  followed  by  Spain  with 
1.15  million  ECU. 
36.94Y.  of  the  total  approved  went  to operations  carried  out 
in  absolute  priority  regions. 
1.906 persons  received  Social  Fund  aid under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  835  women.  Of  the  total  number  of 
persons  concerned  1.795  were  under  25. -71-
Compared  with  1985  there  has  been  a  marked  increase,  seven 
applications were  submitted  as  against  32  in  1986,  with  a 
similar  increase  in  the  total of  0.20 million  ECU  approved  in 
1985  and  3.14 million  ECU  in  1986.  210  persons  received 
Social  Fund  aid  in  1985,  all of  whom  were  men  aged  over  25, 
while  in  1986  this  number  rose  to 1.906,  including  1.785 
under  25. 
The  Member  States  the  most  concerned  were  Italy  (761  persons) 
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4.6.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  OR  RECRUITMENT  TO  ADDITIONAL  JOBS  THROUGH 
EMPLOYMENT  INITIATIVES  TAKEN  BY  LOCAL  GROUPS,  WITH  THE 
ASSISTANCE,  AS  APPROPRIATE,  OF  LOCAL  OR  REGIONAL  AUTHORITIES, 
AND  IN  THE  CONTEXT  OF  A LOCAL  EXPANSION  OF  EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES  (R). 
(POINT  4.6.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
Priority is accorded  to  operations  : 
- which  are  based  on  initiatives  taken  by  the  persons 
concerned  to  create their own  employment,  in  the  form  of  an 
individual  or  cooperative enterprise; 
in which  the bodies  presenting the  project provide  a 
framework,  ensure  coordination  and  coherence  of  the 
training operation; 
- which  emphasize  the  use  of  local  resources  to  create  jobs. 
429  applications  were  presented  under  this  point, 
representing  a  total of  90.55  million  ECU.  The  largest 
volume  of  applications  came  from  Italy  (25.23  million  ECU) 
France  <17.82  million  ECU)  and  Spain  <14.92  million  ECU). -73-
There  are  certain difficulties  in the  way  of  implementing 
this  point  concerning  local  employment  initiatives.  Not  only 
is it sometimes  difficult  to  grasp all the  aspects  relating 
to  the  origin  and  management  of planned  activities,  but  is  is 
especially difficult  to  relate these activities to the 
context  of  job  creation.  Sometimes  this point  in the 
guidelines  is  open  to  attempts  to  submit  operations which  do 
not  meet  the  conditions  laid  down  in  other  points  of  the 
guidelines.  This  is  often  true  in  the  case  of  applications 
in  respect  of  young  people. 
Further,  some  applications  submitted  by  organizations  having 
broad  competence  at  regional  or  even  national  level,  include 
a  number  of  grouped  operations  and  it is sometimes  impossible 
to ascertain that  the  conditions  have  been  observed. 
Of  the  total  requested  the  Commisison  accorded  priority to 
operations  amountint  to  a  total of  55.23  million  ECU. 
A sum  of  41.38  million  ECU  was  granted,  representing  45.69% 
of  the  total  requested.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went 
to Italy which  received  13.39 million  ECU,  followed  by  Spain 
with  11.68 million  ECU  and  France  wiht  7.72  million  ECU. 
50.09%  of  the  total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out 
in  absolute  priority regions. 
21.490  persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  6.903  women.  Of  the  total  number 
of  persons  concerned,  14.511  were  under  25. -74-
There  was  a  considerable  increase  in the  total  amount 
approved  compared  with  1985  (19.63  million  ECU  in  1985  and 
41.38  million  ECU  in  1986)  but  there  was  tittle change  in the 
number  of  applicatons  (401  in 1985  and  429  in  1986). 
The  number  of  persons  concerned  also  increased  from  15.557  in 
1985  to  21.490  in  1986. 
Attention  should  be  drawn  to  the  dynamic  approach  of  Spain 
from  the first year.  This  country  received  28X  of  approvals. 
Operations  were  set  up  with  the  support  of  the National 
Labour  Office  (INEM).  Their  raim  was  through  recruitment 
aids  for  additional  jobs  for  long-term  unemployed  workers  to 
promote  the  creation of  cooperatives  and  work  centres  in the 
context  of  the  development  of  the  local  economy  in various 
regions  in  Spain. 
In  Belgium,  many  applications  were  submitted  by  small 
non-profit  making  associatons  (ASBL)  set  up  by  young  people 
with  the  cooperation  of  the  local  authorities.  These 
applications  cover 
20  persons  on  average  and  concern  training  in agriculture, 
management,  data-procesing,  const~uction, insulation  and 
soundproofing  techniques. 
Italy,  the  leading  beneficiairy of  Fund  assistance  under  this 
point,  received  84.50X  of  the  assistance  for  applications  in 
respect  of  young  people.  Of  the  Italian applications  for 
adults, a  national  framework  application was  approved.  This 
programme  included  a  number  of  vocational  training activities 
promoted  by  cooperatives  of  young  people  over  25  to  carry  out 
the projects  envisaged  by  these organizations  in  the  context 
of  a  special  plan  for  young  business  entrepreneurs  in the 
Mezzogiorno.  Priority was  given  to  training for  members  of 
cooperatives,  planning  to  introduce  new  technologies  and  new 
management  techniques  in  the  crafts  sectors,  business -75-
services,  energy  saving,  production  and  the  transfer of  new 
agricultural  techniques.  This  programme  was  approved  for  an 
amount  of  2.06  million  ECU. 
In  Ireland  the  Industrial  Training  Authority  <ANCO) 
implemented  a  training  programme  at  the  request  of  groups  of 
persons  involved  in  various  local  initiatives.  One  of  the 
groups  set  up  a  cooperative  for  mushroom  production.  ANCO 
geared  its training  programme  to business  management  and  the 
related  technical  aspects.  This  programme  was  granted 
assistance  amounting  to 1.14 million  ECU. 
The  most  significant  programme  in  the  United  Kingdom  was 
submitted  by  the  West  Midlands  Cooperative  Finance  Co  Ltd,  a 
non-profit-making  body.  The  project  concerned  the  creation 
of  150  additional  permanent  jobs  for  long-term  unemployed 
workers  in  new  cooperative  enterprises  in  the  West  Midlands. 
Recruitment  assistance  approved  by  the  Fund  amounted  to 
119.961  ECU. 75a 
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4.7.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  OR  RECRUITMENT  TO  ADDITIONAL  JOBS  FOR 
WOMEN  IN  OCCUPATIONS  IN  WHICH  THEY  ARE  UNDER-REPRESENTED  (N) 
(POINT  4.7  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
The  prime  factor  in establishing priority is the  nature of 
the  work  reserved  for  women  rather  than  the  sector  of 
activity in  which  the  job exists. 
345  applications  were·submitted  under  this  point  of  the 
guidelines,  representing  a  total of  99.65  million  ECU.  The 
Largest  volume  of  applications  came  from·  the United  Kingdom 
(24.85 million  ECU),  Italy  (20.93  million  ECU)  and  France 
(18.73  million  ECU). 
Of  the total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  79.02  million  ECU.  Some  applications 
were  rejecte80d  on  account  of  a  lack  of  information on  the 
proposed  occupations  or  tasks. 
A sum  of  49.73  million  ECU  was  granted,  representing  49.90% 
of  the  total  request.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  aid  went  to 
the  United  Kingdom,  which  recieved  11.46 million  ECU, 
followed  by  France  with  11.09 million  ECU  and  Italy with 
10.26 mill  ion  ECU. 
12.74%  of  the total  approved  went  to operations  carried out 
in  absolute  priority  regions. 
24.896  persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  15.841  women  under  25. -77-
The  Member  States  most  concerned  were  the  United  Kingdom  with 
8.200  persons,  Italy with  4.296  and  the  Federal  Republic  with 
3.409 persons. 
Compared  with  1985,  there  was  an  increase  in  the  number  of 
aplications  presented  (233  in 1985  and  345  in 1986).  The· 
amount  approved  was  28.78 million  ECU  in 1985,  compared  with 
49.73  million  ECU  in  1986.  The·n1..1mber  of  women  concerned  has 
risen  from  14.810  in  1985  to 24.896  in 1986. 
In  1986,  as  in  previous  years,  a  large  proportion  of  the 
operations,  particularly in  Italy,  the  United  Kingdom  and 
France  concerned  operations  promoting,  through  adaptation to 
new  technology,  the  integration of  women  in this sector. 
In  Italy, the. Emilia  Romagna  Region  received  a  sum  of  260.788 
ECU  for  a  number  of  training operations  for  adult  women. 
Training  prepared  the  women  for  occupations  and  responsible 
jobs  in  firms,  through  courses  in  data  processing,  management 
and  production.  The  occupations  c.ffered  were  those  of  travel 
agent  technician  with  data-processing skills, project 
designer  using  data-processing  and  programmer/analysts. 
Another  Italian programme,  implemented  by  the  Centro 
Regionale  Siciliano di  Studi  e  Formazione  Cooperative,  was 
geared  to preparation to  be  in  charge  of  a  data-processing 
department  with  a  view  to  offering a  service  to  firms  in 
connection with  the  adoption of  new  technollogy  in production 
and  management. -78-
The  proposed  operation  was  for  16  women  with  a  high  level  of 
basic  education  and  was  divided  into  two  sections, one  for  8 
women  under  25,  the  other for  8  women  over  25  years.  ·On 
completion  of  the  training,  the  women  hoped  to  set  up  a 
cooperative  using  their  new  skills. 
In  France,  the  Languedoc-Roussillon  regional  Council 
encouraged  a  number  of  operations  to promote  the employment  of 
women  and  develop  the  introduction of  new  technology,  in 
accordance  with  the  priority goats  of  the  regional  programme. 
Fund  assistance  amounted  to 353.502  ECU.  Other  French 
programmes,  as  in  1985,  concerned  the  preparation  of  women  to 
work  as  technicians  in  industry,  especially in the 
data-processing,  automation,  electrical  engineering  and 
electronics  sectors. 
In  the  United  Kingdom,  in  the  context  of  training for  new 
technology  for  women  to  promote  their integration in 
occupations  where  they  are  underrepresented  an  int~resting 
variation  was  the  operation  promoted  by  the  Computer  Advisory 
Services.  This  organization carried  out  twofold  training  for 
60  women  in  advanced  new  technology  and  in  the  creation  and 
management  of  a  self-employed activity.  Fund  assistance for 
this  programme  amounted  to  83.070  ECU. 
Other  activities  carried  out  in this  country,  in Belgium, 
Italy  and  in  France  favoured  training  leading  to activities 
and  tasks  with  a  preponderance  of  men.  The  Wotverhampton 
Metropolitan  Borough  Council  programme  is  representative of 
many  programmes  carried out  in  the  United  Kingdom  by  local 
authorities  to  promote  young  women  in  sectors  where  they are 
under-represented.  This  project  included  vocational  training 
in  engineering  and  was  carried  out  jointly with  the 
Engineering  Industry  Training  Board.  The  programme  lasts  two 
years  :  the  first  year  took  place  in  the  training  centre,  the 
second  includes  placement  in  local  industry.  Training  at  the 
centre  consists  of  three  modules  :  aptitude  for  basic -79-
engineering,  specialized training in one  area  and  lastly, a 
project  in which  the  trainee  can  demonstrate  the skills 
acquired.  The  approved  programme  received  19.300  ECU  for  the 
training of  9  young  women.  Previous  experience  had  shown  that 
all trainees  found  employment  on  completion  of  the  course. 
For  women  over  25,  Fund  aid  amounting  to 335.954  ECU  was 
approved  for  the  Women's  Education  in  Building  Trust.  The 
operation was  solely geared  to the  construction sector and 
sought  to  innovate  and  break  with  the  traditional attitude 
that  women  cannot  have  access  to· it.  Special  attention was 
given  to practical training for  women  to ensure  that  they  had 
the  most  intensive  on-the-job experience  possible. -so-
Of  the  Italian applications,  attention  should  be  drawn  to 
training operations  administered  by  firms  operating  in various 
sectors,  such  as  timber,  cork  and  rubber,  carpet-making  and 
textiles.  As  a  result  of  product  diversification  and/or  the 
adoption  of  new  equipment  and  technology  these  firms  offered 
training  giving  access  to  the  following  occupations  :  weavers 
specializing in  the  operation of  automated  looms,  experts  in 
the  printing of  decorative  articles  in  cork/rubber  compounds, 
in  the  use  of  numerical  control  machine  tools,  and  spinning, 
weaving  and  finishing  technicians. 
An  application  from  the  Emilia  Romagna  Region  for  women  under 
25  concerned  1.672  persons  and  amounted  to 5 million  ECU.  It 
concerned  training  for  responsible  jobs  and  in all cases 
included  at  Least  110  hours'  training  in  the  use  of  computers; 
the  target occupations  were  import-export  marketing,  mass 
media  information,· commercial  design  and  electronics,  Each 
course  was  900  hours  in  length. -81-
The  occupation profiles  reflected  the  real  needs  of  the 
market,  and  employment  was  considered  certain  for  these  young 
trainees. 
Other  operations  for  young  women  were  aimed  at  such  sectors  as 
data-processing,  restoration  of  monuments  and  works  of  art-, 
book-binding  and  marketing. 
In  Belgium,  two  private associa.tions,  active  in the 
French-speaking  part of Brabant,  presented  two  training 
programmes  for  women  over  25  in  an  area  of  high  unemployment. 
Both  projects are  part  of  the  programme  organized  by  the 
Wallonia  regional  workshops. 
The  interuniversity  continuing training centre,  a  non-profit 
making  association,  received  47.738  ECU  from  the  Fund  for 
specific training  for  20  women.  The  aim  was  to prepare  them 
for  a  high  level  of  responsibility,  developing  in  the 
medium-term  and  geared  to  foreign  trade  techniques.  The 
course  prepared  them  for  the  post  of  commercial  correspondant 
abroad,  to be  in  charge  of  the  export  or  for  the  post  of 
commerical  attache. 
The  Action  Emploi  Brabant  Walton,  an  association under  private 
law,  received  28.285  ECU  for  training  eight  women  in  long-term 
unemployment.  The  aim  of  the  operation  was  to  develop,  in the 
context  of  a  local  employment  initiative,  involving  aid  from 
the  local  and  regional  authorities,  a  project  to  set  up  a 
business  and  create  jobs.  The  original  feature  of  the  future 
enterprise which  would  create  new  products  based  on  polyester 
resin  (application  in  the  building  trade)  was  that it formed 
part  of  a  plan  to  regenerate  a  turn  of  the  century 
infrastructure  CFauguez  glassworks)  as  regards  technological 
innovation  and  its architectural,  social  and  cultural 
environment.  The  programme  consisted  of  four  parts  :  general 
training,  management  training,  specific occupation training 
and  new  technology. -82-
In  1986,  Spain  submitted  five  applications  for  assistance for 
women  under  25.  These  were  fairly  large-scale  programmes  and 
several  were  implemented  by  the  National  Labour  Office  (INEM) 
in  different  regions  with  a  view  to  ensuring  diversity of 
employment  for  women.  In  this connection  one  of  the  most 
characteristic  was  the  programme  carried  out  by  the  Junta  de 
Castilla y  Leon.  It  concerned  405  women  who  wished  to take  up 
an  occupation.  The  training  was  for  800  hours  and  prepared 
women  to carry out  activities  in fields  where  they  are 
underrepresented  :  bee-keeping,  market  gardening, 
arboriculture,  nurseries,  photography  and  ceramics. 
Several  projects  were  submitted  in  the  Fedral  Republic,  the 
most  significant  being 
a  Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  programme  covering  the  whole 
country to train  1.560  women  under  25  for  purely  technical 
occupations.  The  expected  cost  is over  2.5 million  ECU; 
- a  programme  in  the  Saarland  to  provide  in-firm training  for 
250  women  under  25  for  typically male  occupations.  The 
expected  cost  is  over  one  million  ECU. 
Lastly,  a  few  applications  for  assistance  concerned 
recruitment  aids.  Of  these  a  French  application  for  6.000 
women  over  25  wishing  to  set  up  or  take  over  a  business 
received  aid  amounting  to  2.51  million  ECU. 
In  Spain,  the  National  Employment  Office  (INEM)  submitted  two 
national  applications  for  operations  for  women  under  25, 
covering  recruitment  to  additional  jobs  in  occupations  in 
which  women  were  under-represented.  The  target  activities 
were  those where  50%  of  the  workforce  were  women.  The  project 
received  one  million  ECU  from  the  Fund.  525  women  were 
concerned. - 82a  -
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4.8.  OPERATIONS  FOR  MIGRANT  WORKERS  AND  MEMBERS  OF  THEIR  FAMILIES 
TO  : 
4.8.1.  ASSIST  THEIR  INTEGRATION  INTO  THE  HOST  COUNTRY  WITH  VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING  COMBINED  WITH  LANGUAGE  TRAINING  (N); 
4.8.2.  MAINTAIN  KNOWLEDGE  OF  THE  MOTHER  TONGUE  AND  PROVIDE  VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING  COMBINED,  IF  NECESSARY,  WITH  REFRESHER  LANGUAGE 
COURSES  WHEN  THEY  WISH  TO  RETURN  TO  THE  LABOUR  MARKET  OF  THEIR 
COUNTRY  OF  ORIGIN,  THIS  ·APPLYING  SOLELY  TO  NATIONALS  OF  MEMBER 
STATES  (N). 
(POINT  4.8.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
167  applications  were  submitted  under  point  4.8.1.  of  the 
guidelines,  representing  a  total of  120.16 million  ECU.  Under 
point  4.8.2.  there  were  69  applications  for  a  total  requested 
of  42.54 million  ECU.  Under  4.8.1.  the  largest  volume  of 
applications  came  from  the  Federal  Rep~blic  (52.38>,  France 
<41.50)  and  the  Netherlands  (145.93);  under  point  4.8.2.  the 
largest  volume  of  applications  came  from  Greece  (10.40)  the 
Federal  Republic  (10.33)  and  Italy  (21.52). 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  representing  an  amount  of  80.10 million  ECU  for 
point  4.8.1.  and  31.48 million  ECU  for  point  4.8.2. -84-
With  respect  to  point  4.8.1.,  46.43  million  ECU  were  approved 
representing  38.64%  of  the  amount  requested.  The  largest 
share  of  Fund  aid  went  to  France  with  17.27 million  ECU, 
followed  by  Germany  with  12.75  million  ECU  and  the  Netherlands 
with  8.96 million  ECU. 
0.66%  of  the  total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out  in 
absolute  priority  regions  •. 
With  respect  to  point  4.8.2.,  the  amount  approved  was  27.58 
million  ECU,  representing. 64.83%  of  the  amount  requested.  The 
largest  share  of  Fund  ·aid  went  to  Italy with  19.43 million 
ECU,  followed  by  Greece  with  8.07 million  ECU. 
29.39%  of  the  total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out  in 
absolute  priority  regions. 
23.844  persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  point  4.1  of  the 
guidelines,  including  8.341  women.  Of  the  total  number  of 
persons  13.269  were  over  25.  The  Member  States  most  concerned 
were  France  (11.378),  the  Federal  Republic  (5.062  persons)  and 
Italy  <2.466  persons). 
With  respect  to  point  4.8.2,  the  number  of  persons  concerned 
was  268.583,  including  117.776  women.  Of  the  total  number  of 
pesons  268.174  were  under  25.  The  Member  States  most 
concerned  were  Italy  (243.284  persons)  and  Greece  <25.194 
persons). 
The  total  amount  requested  has  increased  compared  with  1985 
from  134.30 million  ECU  to  162.70 million  ECU.  The  amount 
approved  has  also  risen  from  65.50 million  ECU  to 74.01 
million  ECU.  There  has,  however,  been  a  decrease  in  the 
number  of  persons  who  received  aid  : 
292.427  persons  against  327.963  persons. -85-
The  British  Refugee  Council  in the  United  Kingdom  presented  a 
specifically targeted  programme  for  young  people  and  adults 
designed  to  ensure  a  placement  rate of  about  SOX.  A sum  of 
2.27 million  ECU  was  approved. 
In  the  Netherlands  a  large-scale national  programme  was 
implemented  for  migrants  and  members  of their families 
recruited  in  non-member  countries  (Morocco,  Turkey,  Tunisia 
and  others>  the  expected  cost  being  over  5 million  ECU. - 85a  -
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4.9.  OPERATIONS  FOR  DISABLED  PEOPLE  CAPABLE  OF  WORKING  IN  THE  OPEN 
LABOUR  MARKET  (R);  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  FOR  DISABLED  PEOPLE 
COMBINED  WITH  A SUBSTANTIAL  DEGREE  OF  ADAPTATION  OF  WORK 
PLACES  (N). 
(4.9.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
549  applications  were  submitted  under  this point,  representing 
a  total  of  280.56  million  ECU.  The  largest  volume  of 
applications  came  from  the  Federal  Republic  <79.70  million 
ECU)  the  United  Kingdom  (42.01  million  ECU)  and  Italy  <41.24 
million  ECU). 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  211.44  million  ECU.  Some  applications 
from  non-priority  regions  had  to be  rejected  because  the 
"adaptation of  work  places" aspect  was  inadequate. 
139.51  million  ECU  were  approved,  representing  49.737.  of  the 
total  requested.  The  largest  share  of  Fund  aid went  to Italy 
which  received  29.71  million  ECU,  followed  by  Ireland  with 
25.25 million  ECU  and  the  United  Kingdom  with  24.72 million 
ECU. 
35.3%  of  the total  approved  went  to  operations  carried  out  in 
absolute  priority  regions. 
55.033  persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  this  point  of 
the  guidelines,  including  18.850  women.  Of  the  total  number 
of  persons  concerned  39.709 were  under  25.  The  Member  States 
most  concerned  were  the  United  Kingdom  (20.808  persons)  Italy 
(8.163)  and  Belgium  (5.049). -87-
The  total  number  of  applications  and  amounts  requested 
increased  compared  with  1985  from  254  million  to  280.56 
million  ECU.  On  the  other  hand  the  total  approved  remained 
stable compared  with  1985:  140.57 million  ECU  in 1985  against 
139.51  million  ECU  in  1986.  The  number  of  persons  concerned 
fell  very  slightly  :  55.033  in 1986  against  55.739  in 1985. 
The  difficulty most  frequent_Ly  encountered  under  this point 
was  to  draw  a  Line  between  mentally  and  physically  handicapped 
young  people  and  to  determine  that  the  training  provided 
included  40  hours  of  new  technology  for  the  physically 
handicapped  (point  1.4~3. of  the guidelines). 
The  Liguria  region  <application  approved  for  371  persons  for 
an  amount  of  2 million  ECU)  submitted  an  application 
concerning  1.200  hours  of  training  for  the physcially  and 
mentally  handicapped  to facilitate integration  in the  crafts, 
industry,  tourism  and  agriculture  sectors.  This  training 
takes  place alternately at  school  and  at  work.  It  is divided 
into  three  phases  :  observation  and  assessment  of  skills, 
Learning  of  general  and  specific skills needed  for  the  target 
occupation,  and  supervised  training. 
The  Umbria  region  (application  approved  for  232  persons  for  an 
amount  of  0.5 million  ECU)  has  implemented  a  training 
programme  of  1.200 hours,  including  60  hours  of  new  technology 
(carried  out  in  public  centres,  small  and  medium-sized  firms 
and  cooperatives  in  the  region  in the  form  of  training/work 
experience.  It  is  planned  that  integration  at  work  should 
take  place  in  cooperatives  and  small  and  medium-sized  firms. -88-
In  Belgium,  the  largest  application  came  from  the  Fonds 
national  de  reclassement  des  handicapes.  It was  approved  for 
2.784  persons  and  6  million  ECU  and  its aim  was  to 
rehabilitate  handicapped  persons  in  society  and  at  work 
·  through  integration  on  the  labour  market. - 88a  -
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1  AIIOUMT  maavn  1  8.73  3,98  7,45  &.so  loBO  20o29  25.25  29.71  ,14  5.79  3.15  24.12  1 139.51  1 
I  .,. UPtOVUflUUUTO  I 65.n  53.86  9o3S  86.44  45.78  57.09  76o72  72.04  53.85  67.33  81.61  58.84  I  u.n I  1···-----------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------·1 
·AMOUNU  APUOYU  IY  MEMIEit  UAT£  AIID  IUDHT  ITEM 
I  I ILL lOll  ECU 
l-------------------l--------------------------------------·------------------------------------------1-------l 
I  111111£1  UATE  I  I  II  D  E  U  F  IR  I  LUK  IlL  P  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
l-----------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
1 "Ln&-favouuo aEUOMI  1  s.&s  1,75  .07  u.90  7,43  2.91  1.45  1  3&.16  1 
l--------------------------1--------·-------------------------------············-··--···············-··-········1--------1 
I TOUK5  riOPLE  OTHER  lllil,  I  6,29  loB4  ,51  · •  ,BS  12,3t  18,70  . ,11  3,79  16.3~  I  &O.J3  I 
l·······-····--------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I ADULtS  LEU-FAY,  IIEUDKI  I  •  ,85  ,55  ,02  8,35  1,06  ,24  2,07  I 13,1\ I 
l···------------------1----------------------------····-·····--------·················--------------------l······-·l 
I AJULTS  OTHIR  lEUOMI  I  2.44  2.14  6.94  .&5  7.81  2.52  .03  2.00  4.85  I  29.38  I 
1·-------------------·-··1···········--·-························----~------·············-· ····-··-··----······1········1 
I  TOTAL  I  8,73  3;91  7,45  &,SO  loBO  20,29  25.25  29,71  ,14  5,79  J,1S  24,72  I 139.51  I 
1··-"'-·---·-·-···--···-···1-···-·--···-···----·--····-················---·······-···-···· ·· ···------------·-····1···-·· ··I 
I  AIIAU51S  U  l6£ ANt  lEX  Of  TUIMEU 
1··-··--·---:-·1---------···-···-···-·····--------------·-·········-······-·····-··--·········----------------·1··-------1 
I  lllllllA  lUTE. I  )  II  D  E  U  r  1R  I  LU~  ML  P  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
l---------·-l··--------------···-·-····--·------------------·····-····-········-··········-----------------1-···-····l 
I  I  ·  MUNIER  Of  TUIM££5  UMDEI  25  TEAU  DF  A6£  I  I 
I nMALE  I  890  467  160  lo012  623  U9  lo520  3.021  18  202  406  4.924  I  13.942  I 
I MALE  I  2,169  UO  154  1,249  1,438  1,5Jt  lo&O&  4,446  23  US  638  llo410  I  25,761  I 
I  TOtAL  t  3.059  t27  314  2,321  2.061  2,118  3,124  7,467  41  837  t.OH  16,334  I  39,709  I 
I  I  t  ·  NUMIER  or  TRAINEES  DVU  25  TEAU  Df  A6£  I  I 
I fliiAU  I .  538  .'U4  550  163  97  353  808  355  l  83  26  J,J98  I  4,908  I 
I MALl  I  1o452  '(at  1,903  209  540  984  715  441  l  546  66  3.016  I  10,410  I 
I  TOTAL  ,  I  1.990  955  2.453  372  &l7  1,337  1,583  796  6  629  92  4,414  I  15,324  I 
l--------~---1··-···-··--------------···--··-----······-----····---··--················-···--------------1---------1 
I  TGTAL  I  5,049  1,882  2o1&7  2.&93  2,/,98  3,515  (,709  8,2&3  47  1.466  1.136  20.S08  I  SS,OJJ  I 
l----·--··-··l-·-··--·--·-·-·-···-·--·---------------·--·-····-··--·····-··--···-·------------------------·-l-----··-·1 -89-
4.10.  VOCATIONAL  TRAINING  OF  AT  LEAST  400  HOURS  DURATION  FOR  PERSONS 
WITH  A MINIMUM  OF  THREE  YEARS  WORK  EXPERIENCE  FOR  EMPLOYMENT 
AS  INSTRUCTORS,  VOCATIONAL  GUIDANCE  EXPERTS,  PLACEMENT  EXPERTS 
OR  DEVELOPMENT  AGENTS  (FOR  THE  PROMOTION  OF  LOCAL 
INITIATIVES): 
4.10.1.IN  THE  ABSOLUTE  PRIORITY  REGIONS  CAR); 
4.10.2.ELSEWHERE  TO  FURTHER  THE  EMPLOYMENT  AND  INTEGRATION  OF  MIGRANT 
·~  WORKERS,  THE  EMPLOYMENT  OF  WOMEN  AND  THE  EMPLOYMENT  OF  THE 
DISABLED  (N). 
(POINT  4.10.  OF  THE  GUIDELINES) 
99  applications  were  submitted  under  4.10.1  representing a 
total of  26.48  million  ECU.  Under  4.10.2,  24  applications 
were  submitted  and  the  amount  requested  totalled 1.72 million 
ECU.  Under  point  4.10.1  the  largest  volume  of  applications 
came  from  Italy and  Portugal,  and  under  4.10.2  from  Italy, the 
United  Kingdom  and  the  Federal  Republic. 
Of  the  total  requested,  the  Commission  accorded  priority to 
operations  amounting  to  14.20 million  ECU  under  4.10.1  and 
1.18 million  ECU  under  4.10.2. 
With  respect  to  4.10.1,  6.4 million  ECU  were  approved 
representing  24.43%  of  the  total  requested.  The  largest  share 
of  Fund  aid  went  to  Portugal,  followed  by  Italy and  Spain. -90-
2.776 persons  received  Social  Fund  aid  under  4.10.1  of  the 
guidelines,  including  1.181  women.  Of  the  total persons 
concerned  2.549  were  over  25.  The  Member  States most 
concerned  were  Portugal  and  Spain. 
A Portuguese  application  in  respect  of  the  Uniao  Instituicoes 
Particulares  Solidariedade  Soc.  concerning  1.500 instructors 
was  approved  for  an  amount  of  338.000  ECU.  Training  of 
instructors  is essential  in  this  country. 
One  of  the  most  interesting applications  concerned  a  Greek 
project  to  train 30  development  agents  with  a  view  to the 
implementation  of  the  integrated  Mediterranean  programmes  for 
an  amount  of  30.500  ECU. 
As  regards  point  4.10.2,  0.51  million  ECU  has  been  approved 
representing  29.65%  of  the  total  requested.  The  Largest  share 
of  Fund  aid  went  to  Italy and  the  United  Kingdom. 
The  most  substantial  application  came  from  the  Emilia-Romagna 
region  concerning  110  instructors  in  connection with  the 
employment  of  women  and  handicapped  persons  for  an  amount  of 
179.000  ECU). 
174  persons  received  Fund  aid  under  point  4.10.2,  including  99 
women.  Of  the  total  number  of  persons,  131  were  over  25.  The 
Member  States  most  concerned  were  the  Federal  Republic,  Italy 
and  the  United  Kingdom. - 90a  -
SUMMARY  or  ALL  PROGRAMKES  ( NECU)  :  4.10.1 
::::::;::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::.: 
1----------------------------1-------------------------------- ------------~---------------------------------------1--------I 
I  MUtER  5TAT1  I  t  Dl  D  I  El  r  IR  I  LUK  HL  P  Ul  I  101AL  I 
1----------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------l 
I HUKt£R  or  APPLICATIONS  I  15  .  6  2  9  20  H  3  I  99  I 
1----------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I A•OUHl  RliUUTU  I  1.21  1.83  ,£6  3o58  11.9~  .  7ol2  .14  I  26,48  I 
I  •  MD1-l£CElYAILE  I  ,OJ  •  I  ,OJ  I 
I  - MOT-ELUULE  I  •  .t~  t.JB  I  1.52  I 
1  - wn-ntoun  1 -•  ,45  ,94  9,24  .to  1  to.n  1 
I  • PliOUTT  I  ,73  lo83  o66  2o64  2,5&  5,74  ,04  I  14o20  I 
I  LINEAR  UDUCTIOM  I  ,39  1.12  ,JI  1.94  1,60  2,JS  .02  I  7,73  I 
1---------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  AMOUNT  AI'PIOYED  I  ,34  ,71  ,35  ,70  ·,96  3,39  o02  I  &,47  I 
I  •/• APPROVEt/UIU£5TEt  I  28,!0  38.80  53,03  19;55  8.04  47,61  14o29  I  24,43  I 
1--------------------·------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------I 
-AMOUHU  APPIOVlD  tf II£Ht£a  SlatE  AHO  tUDGET  ITEM 
l  HILLIOM  ECU 
1------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  ~EHt£1 STATE  I  t  Dl  D  E  E5  F  ll  I  LUK  HL  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
l--------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------l 
I ,, LES5-FAVOUUt  UiiOHii  I  ,16  .24  .25  . I  .65  I 
1------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------l 
I  A~ULTl LESS-FAY,  tEiiOMS  I  .34  .61  .19  .u  .91  3.14  I  5.71  I 
1- ----------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------1 
I AOUllli  OTNEl  UUOMS  I  •  ,04  .  ,05  ,02  I  oil  I 
1--------------------------1---------------··---------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  TOTAL  I  ,34  ,71  ,35  ,70  ,96  3,39  ,02  l  6,47  I  1--------------------------l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------1 
1.  ANALYSIS  ty  AGE  AND  SEX  or  TRAINEES 
1--- ----------l--------~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
1 kEH~ta lilAr£ 1  t  Da·  D  E  u  r  u  1  LUX  ML  u1  1  101,  1 
1-- ------------1--------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I  ·  MUHl£1  or  lUIHEU UHDU  25  lEAU or  AGE  I  I 
I FEIIALE  I  9  34  39  •  I  82  I 
I MALE  I  •  9  91  45  •  I  145  I 
I  TOTAL  I  18  125  94  •  I  227  I 
I  I  ·  MUHtEl  OF  TRAINEES  OVER  25  YEARii  OF  AGE  I  I 
I mALE  I  •  ,  53  79  21  65  19  860  2 I  lo 099  I 
1 MAlE  1  120  325  J7  t2&  34  808  •  1  1.m  1 
I  TOTAL  I  173  404  58  191  53  1,&&8  2 I  2.549  I 
l-------~------1·---------·--~---···----------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  TOTAL  I  173  404  76  316  53  I, 752  2 I  2, 7n I 
1------~-------l---------·---·--------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------1---------1 90b  -
IUMIIaRY  OF  ALL  PROGRAMMES  (KECUJ  : 
::::c::::::::::::::::::::z:;:.::;:::: 
1--------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  MEMI£1  ITATE  I  I  II  t  E  U  r  11  I  LUX  HL  P  Ul  I  TOTAL  I 
1----------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I HUNIEI  Of  APPLICATJOM5  I  3  •  I  2  J  8  I  24  I 
1- -------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------l--------1 
I AMDUMT  REIUUTEI  I  ,07  138  ,71  ,(8  ,38  I  (,72  I 
I  - NOT-IECEIVAJL[  I  I  I 
I  - NOT-ELUUL[  I  .14  I  .14  I 
1  - ••r-tuaanr  1  .os  ,35  1  .to  1 
I  - tUORITY  I  ,02  ,OJ  ,71  ,04  ,38  I  1,18  I 
I LIHEAR  IEDUCTIDM  I  ,01  •  ,  45  ,  OJ  ,!8  I  ,£7  I 
1- --------------------------l---------------------------------------------------~-------------------------------l--------1 
I  AMOUNT  APPROVED  I  ,01  ,OJ  •.  ,26  ,01  ,20  I  ,5!  I 
I  •/• A,lQYEI/REGUESTEI  I  14.29  7.89  36.&2  5.5&  52.&3  I  29.&5  I 
1----------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------1 
-AMOUKU  APPUVU  n  N£Kill  UAJE  AND  IUDiU  ItEM 
I  MILLION  ECU 
l--------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  XEkiU  STAT[  I  I  Dl  D  E  ES  II  I  LUX  HL  P  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
l------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I rOUHG  HDPLE  atHER  lEGS,  I  ,02  ,02  I  ,04  I 
1-------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I AOULH  DTKEI  IE&IONS  I  101  ,01  o2o  ,01  .18  I  ,47  I 
1------------------------1------------------------------- -----~------------------------------------------------l--------1 
·1  TOTAL  I  oOI  ,03  ,26  ,01  ,20  I  ,51  I 
1--------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
1  ANALYSts  n  AU  AND  5EX  OF  TlAINEES 
1-------------,  1-------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  MEK~ER STAU  I  D  ·  Dl  E  n  F  IR  I  LUX  KL  P  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
1--- ---------~-1-----·-"--~---~-----------------------·---~-----------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I  ·  KUMlER  or  TRAIHEU  UKOER  25  fEAII  OF  AGE  I  I 
I FEKALE.  I  6  23  •  I  29  I 
I  MALE  I  l  10  I  I  14  I 
I  rom  I  9  33  I I  43  I 
I  I  •  MUNIER  Dr  TRAINEES  DYER  25  HAU  OF  AGE  I  I 
I fEMALE  I  14  30  16  I  70  I 
I MALE  I  5  21  32  I  01  I 
I  I  OTAL  I  19  12  •  51  1  48  I  131  I 
1--- -----------1-----------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  TOTAL  I  28  45  51  I  49  I  174  I 
1--------------J  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 -91-
5.  SPECIFIC  OPERATIONS  OF  AN  INNOVATORY  CHARACTER  WITHIN  THE 
FRAMEWORK  OF  COMMUNITY  OBJECTIVES 
5.1.  Applications  relating to  640  specific operations  we~e 
submitted  to  the  Commission.  As  in  previous years,  the  most 
sensitive  aspect  of  their selection  Lay  in  assessing their 
innovatory  character  - the  fundamental  condition of 
eligibility.  This  was  assessed-by  comparing  the  content  of 
the  various  projects  connected  with  the topics  Listed  in 
paragraphe  5.4,  while  taking  account  of  the  social  and 
economic  situation  in  the  region  concerned. 
Some  50%  of  the  applicatons  were  partly or  totally  accepted, 
representing  46%  of  the  total  requested  by  the  Member  States. 
After  examining  the  projects, a  number  could  not  be  classified 
as  specific  operations;  they  were  either  wi~hdrawn by  the 
Member  States or,  after  consultation  with  the  national 
authorities, transferred  to other sectors  of  the  Social  Fund 
where  they  met  the  conditions  of  eligibility and  priority. 
Further,  the  Commisison  maintained  its principle of  financing 
specific  operations  for  their entire duration  only,  the  better 
to assess their  innovatory  character. 
Therefore  the  Commission  rejected projects  for  which 
applications  were  submitted  in  annual  instalments. 
5.2.  Conditions  governing  priority are  established  under  points 
and  5 of  the  Commission  guidelines  for  management  of  the 
Social  Fund  in  1986  to  1988. 
A number  of  bodies  failed to meet  the priority criteria, 
particularly the  clauses  providing  for  a  maximum  of  100 
beneficiaries per  project  and  40  hours  of  training  in new 
technology. -92-
Non-priority projects  accounted  for  34.23 million  ECU.  Due  to 
their  innovatory  character,  they  obtained  financing,  since 
sufficient  appropriations  were  available to  enable  the 
Commission  to  approve  Fund  assistance  for  all eligible 
applications  regardless  of  their priority status. 
5.3.  The  number  and  amount  of·applications  submitted  to the 
Commission  by  the  Member  States  are  shown  in  the  table below 
1--- ------------------------1--------~~-~--~-~-~-!  ~~---~£  ~L.:.~~------~  ~:~  ---- -----~~;----~~-----; ---- --~~--\  --~~;~~-\ 
MENtEl  UATE  1  D  U  ~  E  ES  F  II  I  I  I -----------------·---------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------1 
:-~~~;~;-~;-;;~~~;~;;;··---~--28  14  88  15  U  107  --~~-----~~------~-----~~-----~~----~~~--- \--~~~---: 
I  I  ---------------·----------------------- ·  · 
~-~~~~~~-;;;;;~;;······-----~-~2.78  8.15  ~1.30  3,49  15,51  25,49  3,63  3~.82  I.JJ  12,55  3.£7  ·42,25  I  205.17  I 
.  21  2.27  ,33  I  2.81  I  :  =  ::~=:~~~!!~:LE  :  8,1&  2,37  27,62  1,24  1o,OO  8:18  ,74  15,97  ,3&  3.27  1.12  28,85  I 107.90  I 
1  •  KOT-PUORIH  1  2,34  3,03  8,41  ,37  9,38  ,95  2,59  ,97  2,&9  lo42  2,08  I  ]4,23  I 
1  •  PRIORITY  I  2,28  2,75  5,27  2,45  5,14  7,72  1.92  13,99  4,59  1.13  1o.99  :  60o23  : 
1 L  1  HEAR  RED-UCTIOH  I  ·  r  tt  It  '  •  '  •  • 
11  11 
• 
11 
•  1----------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
1  AMOUNT  AIPROYEP  I  4o62  5,78  13,68  2,45  5,51  17,10  2.87  16,59  ,97  9,28  2.55  13,07  I  94,47  I 
1  •/• AIPROYEP/RUUEUEP  I 34,15  70,92  33,12  66i40  35,53  67,09  79.06  47o65  72.93  73,94  69,48  30,93  I  46.04  I 
1----------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
Assistance  approved  in  respect  of  young  people  and  adults 
breakdown  by  Member  State  <in  million  ECU) 
-··  "  1--------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  MEMIU  STATE  I  D  Dl  D  E  ES  r  lR  I  LUM  NL  P  Ul  I  TOf,  l 
1--------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------l 
I lP  - I  2,4?  3.08  llo59  ,3&  3,39  3.05  1,01  7,59  .26  2.28  1.93  ~.OS  I  41.11  I  1--------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I--------1 
l  aoum  · l  2.13  2.10  2.09  2.09  2.12  14.05  1.86  9.00  .11  7.00  ,&2  8.99  l  53.36  I  1--------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  TOIAL  1  4,62  5,79  13o68  2,45  5,51  17,10  2.87  16,59  ,97  9.28  2,55  13,07  I  94,47  I 
1-------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 -93-
The  breakdown  by  age  group  and  sex  of  the  trainees  is as 
follows  : 
1-- ------·----·1···-··----·-······--·-·--------------------·-------~-------------- ----~------------------------1---------1 
I lUlU llATI  I  I  U  .  D  E  ES  f  IR  I  LUX  KL  P  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
1-----········-'l----·~---------·----~---------·-----------------------------------------------------------------1-· -------1 
I  I  •  KUIItEl  OF  TlAIKEU  UHDER  25  lEAl$  Of  QG£  I  I 
I rum  I  JU  i~O  417  Jl  471  226  30  246  13  76  114  570  I  2.702  I 
I wm  I  284  100  701·  62  601  .516  100  445  61  114  172  604  I  J, 767  I 
I .  TDTA~  I  450  440  1.125  95  I  .072  742  130  691  74  190  286  1  '174  I  6.469  I 
I  I  ·  KUKUl  OF  TUIHEES  DYER  25  TEARS  OF  A6E  I  I 
I FUQL£  I  264  217  423  130.  430  1.157  70  726  .  33  634  75  lo24J  I  5,402  I 
1 MALE  1  m  1£2  440  342  1.2ss  2, 1u  97  9BB  &7  689  110  1.s6s  1  s.m  1 
I  TOTAL  I  607  319  863  472  1.688  3.298  w  t.7H  100  1.323  245  3.108  I  13.964  I 
I·· ----········1·········-·······················-·-···········  ·························-······················I·  -····-··1 
I  TOTQL  I  lo057  819  !,988  567  2,760  4,040  297  2.405  174  1,513  531  4.282  I  20,m I 
I··· -·-·-······1-···························--···--·······  ·····  ················----·---~---····---------·---· ---1----·---- t 
Again  this  year  the  Commission  noted  a  marked  increase  in the 
volume  of  applications  from  the  Member  States  in  respect  of 
specific  operations  (29X  compared  with  1985).  Althought  the 
appropriations  available  were  not  fully  commited,  the  steady 
increase  in  these  activities  in  the  Member  States  justified 
the  allocation  of  5%  of  the  Social  Fund  budget  to specific 
operations. -94-
5.4.  As  mentioned  in  paragraph  1, the  applicationJ eligible for 
assistance  were  classified  under  twelve  topics  : 
- employment/training  contracts for young  people 
-qualification for  young  people  after compulsory  fulltime 
education 
- creation  of  jobs  reserved  for  young  people 
- creation  of  jobs  not  reserved  for  young  people 
- impact  of  new  technology on  small  and  mediumsized 
undertakings 
- reintegration of socially disadvantaged  persons  into working 
life 
- local  job  creation  initiatives 
- improving  job  opportunities  by  reducing  working  time 
adapting training structures to  the  social  and  economic 
situation 
- improving  job  prospects  for  women 
-training to facilitate the  integration  of migrant  workers 
and  members  of  their  families 
- improving  access  to  training  and  jobs  for  disabled people. 
Within  each  topic,  a  comparison  between  the  operations was 
established bearing  in  mind  the  different  conditions  in  the 
Member  States  and  the  regional  differences within each 
country. -95-
Since  1986  was  the first year  of  membership  of  the  Community 
for  Spain  and  Portugal  it  is  as  yet  too  early to assess  the 
specific operations  submitted.  These  Member  States  have  not 
yet  had  experience  of  the  opportunities offered by  the  Fund 
concernirig  specific  operations  as  regards  potential 
responsible bodies  and  the  selection of  projects to be 
forwarded  to  the  Commission.  In  addition,  the  Commission  has 
yet  to  acquire  in-depth  knowledge  of  the  situation as  regards 
projects  underway  in  Spain  and  Portugal. 
5.5.  Given  that  innovation  may  concern  the  content,  methods  or 
organization  of  operations,  the  most  significant  innovative 
aspects  to  emerge  from  the  applications  were  in  the  following 
areas: 
A.  Changes  in  the  social  and  occupation  integration  of  the 
fringe  population  (young  people  and  adults  with  little 
schooling)  or  disadvantaged  groups  (handicapped  persons, 
migrants,  ethnic minorities  and  women). 
Innovation  generally  concerned  the  educational  and 
organizational  aspects  of  projects.  In  practice the 
occupational  integration of  these  groups  is  Largely 
conditioned by  their  social  integration;  consequently,  the 
content,  teaching  materials  and  methods  are  determined  more 
by  consensus  and  cooperation between  the  institutional  and 
private partners  than  by  the  application of  technological 
progress.  The  occupations  chosen  are  mainly  manual  and 
executive.  The  scope  of  the  project varies depending  on 
the  degree  of  centralization  in  the  Member  State. 
Examination  of  the  applications  reveals  that  one  of  the 
main  impediments  to  the  occupational  integration  of 
unemployed  workers,  whether  in paid  employment  or -96-
self-employed,  seems  due  to  the  lack  of  coordination or 
consistency  in  the  criteria for  granting  aid  in the 
measures  administered  by  the  various  decision-making  bodies 
in  the  Member  States.  This  is  frequently  reflected  in  the 
lack  of  cooperation  between  those  responsible  for  one  of 
the  phases  of  social  and  occupational  integration,  with  the 
result  that  trainees  are  misdirected  to  training  areas  for 
Lack  of  knowledge  of  the  real  needs  of  the  labour  market. 
Similarly,  it is  not  infrequent  for  the  administering  body 
to encounter difficulties  in  ensuring  continuous  financing 
for  a  job  creation project,  due  to  the  inability to  combine 
training aids  with  the  aids  for  launching  an  enterprise. 
The  applications  for  1986  suggest  that  some  Member  States 
seek  to  remedy  this  situation by  encouraging  initiatives 
which  integrate the  training  scheme  with  the  employment. 
To  achieve  this  goal  the  organization must  negotiate a 
consensus  of  all  partners,  institutional  or  private,  and 
set  up  an  experimental  model  of  cooperation,  each  partner 
being  responsibile  for  their part  in  the  integration 
process.  Such  cooperation calls for  certain changes  in  the 
operation  and  attitude  of  the  partners  in  the  project  and 
requires  them  to  pool  their experiences  and  human  and 
material  resources.  For  example,  the  project  devised  by 
the  Groupement  Regional  de  Recherche  et  d'Action pour  La 
• 
Formation  des  Femmes  (GRRAFF)  at  Evreux,  Haute-Norrnandie, 
France  experiments  with  a  new  approach  to training  for 
women.  It  incorporates  the  latest  information  and 
communications  technology  developments  with  the  teaching 
methods  and  training  content  to  being  occupation  profiles 
up  to  date  with  labour  market  requirements.  The  original 
feature  of  the  project  is that  it is  based  on  the  combined 
efforts  of  the  private  commercial  and  employers"  training 
bodies  and  receives  active  support  from  the  regional 
committee  for  Upper  Normandy  and  the  Eure  Departement. -97-
This  produced  a  flexible  and  practical  structure equipped 
to  match  training  potential  to available employment  while 
setting up  the  dynamics  to facilitate  the  occupational 
integration  of  women. 
Fringe  populations  (young  people  and  adults  with  Little 
schooling) 
With  respect  to  projects  to  integrate marginal  young  people 
who  have  no  access  to skilled training  in  the normal 
training system,  another  trend  seems  to be  emerging  :  new 
technologies  are  integrated  as  a  means  of  extending  the 
content  of  training and  directing the.persons  trained  to 
new  employment  opportunities.  At  the  same  time,  the  use  of 
courseware  may  considerably  improve  the  teaching.  Thus 
possibilities for  simulation of  the  various  processes  in 
the  operation  of  a  firm  could  prepare  these young  people 
for  practical  management  duties  in  small  and  medium-sized 
firms.  For  example,  in  the  Moers  region  in  the  Federal 
Republic,  the  Institut  fur  MaBnahmen  zur  Forderung  der 
beruflichen  und  sozialen  Eingliederung  e.V.  (IMBSE)  is 
implementing  an  operation  in  which  existing training 
courses  (woodworking,  electronic  energy  installation, 
floriculture  and  joinery)  are  combined  with  training  in  new 
information  and  communications  technologies  (computer 
operation).  The  Latter  training  course  is  integrated  in 
the  programmes  in  such  a  way  that  data-processing  rounds 
off occupational  training  at  different  levels.  Moreover, 
it is  adapted  to  the  abilities and  progress  of  each 
trainee.  This  experiment  should  serve  as  a  model  for  the 
systematic  integration of  new  information technology  in 
traditional training  programmes.  On  the  educational  level, 
these  programmes  are  specially adapted  to young  people  who 
have  difficulties  in  following  training  courses  under  the 
normaL  system. -98-
Handicapped  persons 
The  Centre  de  Readaptation  au  Travail  of  Alpha-Plappeville 
near  Metz,  Lorraine,  France  is  experimenting  with  a  new 
occupational  training  system  adapted  to  handicapped  workers 
with  few  skills and  with  dissimilar experiences  and 
potential.  The  experiment  deals  with  certain assumptions 
such  as  more  specific  quantitative  and  qualitative training 
goals  for  the  individual  in  the  case  of  handicapped  persons 
who  have  few  skills  before  commencing  training, a  method 
hitherto restricted to persons  ~lith  higher skill  levels. 
In  a  system  where  training is  geared  to  an  occupational 
goal  it should  be  possible  to match  the  new  training 
courses  to  new  occupations,  leading  fi~ally to  the 
recognition  of  new  diplomas  or  the  validation of  skills 
acquired  (in mechanical  electronics,  the  services  and  the 
building trade>.  Teaching  is  individual  and  makes  use  of 
CAD.  Finally,  the  centre  must  revise  its own  general 
organization to  adapt  to  the  constantly  evolving  needs  of 
the  Labour  market.  On  the  administrative  level, the 
Regional  Directorate  for  Employment  and  the  Regional 
Council  have  allocated  the  Rehabilitation  Centre  an  amount 
based  on  weeks  trainee  instead of  the  normal  system  based 
on  training  hours  where  the  duration  is  fixed  in  advance. 
Migrants  and  ethnic minorities 
An  interesting  social  and  occupational  integration project 
for  a  group  belonging  to  an  ethnic  minority  in  Belgium  was 
submitted  by  the  Social  Welfare  Serve  for  Immigrants  in 
Brussels.  The  project  concerns  refugees  from  Eastern 
Turkey  belonging  to  the  Orthodox  Syrian  Church,  who  are 
skilled  in  their country  of  origin  but  are  difficult  to 
integrate  in  Belgium  on  account  of  their ethnic  and 
cultural  peculiarities. -99-
Training  is  twofold  :  it seeks  to give  them  a  general 
information  about  the  country  and  a  working  knowledge  of 
the  French  language;  secondly,  it  seeks  to  make  the  most  of 
their  know-how  in  leather  and  skins,  jewellery  and 
agriculture by  bringing their methods  up  to date with 
recent  technological  developments,  such  as  electronics  and 
adapting  their work  to  the  Belgian  taste.  Technical 
training is  completed  by  training  in  the  management  of  a 
small  crafts  firm  in  accorda~ce with  current  legislation 
and  Belgian  accounting  methods,  bearing  in mind  marketing 
and  profitability criteria.  A period  of  in-service 
training  is  planned  at  the  end  of  the  course  to give 
trainees  their first  work  experience.  For  greater 
effectiveness,  training  is  geared  as  much  as possible to 
actual  working  conditions.  The  training,  financed  by  the 
Community  out  of  the  Social  Fund  Budget,  comes  under  a 
general  framework  including on-going  social  action  financed 
by  the  Community  in  its  action programme  to  combat  poverty, 
with  a  view  to  enabling  this  group  to  overcome  the 
traumatic  experience  of  immigration  and  increase their 
adaptability to  the  host  country. 
Women 
Once  again,  the  most  innovative  projects  concern  the 
creation  by  women  of  their  own  employment.  One  example  is 
the  initiative offering training  in setting  up  firms 
developed  by  the  urban  district  of  Storstr~m in  Denmark  in 
cooperation  with  the  Arts  and  Crafts  School  of  Copenhagen 
(Teknologish  Institut)  with  a  view  to building up  a 
tradition of  business  entrepreneurs  among  women.  It 
includes  theoretical  training  in  production,  marketing,  and 
management  techniques  together with  a  period of  practical 
training. -100-
Training  is  followed  by  experience  in  a  Centre  for  Business 
Entrepreneurs  (Ivaerksaetterhus)  where  trainees  may  launch 
individual  or  group  production.  This  centre offers them 
technical  and  administrative assistance  with  the  help  of 
the  Naestved  Occupational  Centre  and  the  Nyk~bing 
Technological  Information  Centre.  Of  the  women  who  will 
set  up  businesses  (about  60%)  it is expected  that  some  will 
launch  their production  or  services  enterprise  from  the 
Centre  for  Business  Entrepreneurs  while  others will  create 
their business  outside this  circuit.  A similar initiative 
was  implemented  by  the  Association  for  Women's  Projects  - ,1 
Centre  for  Occupational  Information  and  Development, 
supported  by  the  Lazio  region  in  Italy.  Both  these 
projects  are  noted  for  the  provision of  a  resources  centre 
(under  joint ownership  of  the  firms  in  Italy)  which  ensure 
the  most  effective  management  of  the human,  structural  and 
institutional  resources,  as  well  as  encouraging  women  to 
plan  their  own  business  career. 
B.  Experiments  with  new  occupational  profiles  and  radical 
updating  of  existing occupations  in  response  to  Labour 
market  needs 
Another  area  of  innovation  was  represented  by  training 
operations  geared  to  new  technologies  and  technologies 
progress,  and  the  opportunities  these  offered  for  new 
occupations,  new  teaching  techniques  and  updating 
traditional  trades.  The  opportunities  opened  up  by  the 
Social  Fund  specific  operations  sector  is  particularly 
suitable for  experimenting  with  new  training  courses  in 
this  area,  and  the  fact  that  these  training  operations -101-
may  continue  for  a  three year  period makes  it possible to 
validate  the  assumptions  concerning  innovation  in 
occupational  training. 
A few  examples  are  given  below. 
In  the  Netherlands,  the  town  of.Leiden,  in  cooperation with 
the  University  of  Leiden  and  the  social partners,  is 
experimenting  with  modular  training  courses  and  vocational 
retraining  in  the  field  of  advanced  biotechnology  for  a 
maximum  period  of  one  year  and  a  half with  a  view  to 
providing  skilled staff who  can  transfer  knowledge  from  the 
universities  and  research  centres to  commercial  enterprises 
via  the  Bio-Science  Park  in Leiden.  These  courses  are 
geared  to medical  biotechnology  and  pharmaceuticals  on  the 
one  hand,  and  plant  celts biotechnology  on  the  other.  The 
training operation,  the first  of  its kind  in  the 
Netherlands,  calls  for  highly  specialized  instructors, 
coordination  and  structures  so  that  it  can  offer  the 
different  skill  Levels  required  by  the  firms  offering 
employment. 
The  Manpower  Services  Commission  in  the  United  Kingdom 
received  aid  from  the  Fund  for  an  experimental  training 
course  in  polymer  engineering  leading to  a  new  Master  of 
Science  degree.  The  course,  which  contains  practical  and 
theoretical  parts  including a  project  based  in  industry,  is 
intended  for  engineers,  physicians  and  scientists seeking 
work.  If  the  course  succeeds,  it will  serve  as  a  model  for 
a  training  scheme  on  a  wider  scale. 
In  Italy,  the  Emilia  Romagna  Region  has  Launched  an 
experimental  training operation  for  members  of 
horticultural  and  fruit  cooperatives.  Faced  with  the 
difficulty members  of  cooperatives  find  in  Leaving  their 
work  and  who  wish  to  benefit  from  video  training 
opportunities,  the  region  proposes  to  include  in the -102-
individual  training  process  video  discs  containing the 
texts  and  images  from  the  course,  and  the  use  of  a  computer 
to administer  the  training  process,  thus  improving  the 
standard.  Individuals  can  follow  the  training  course  at 
there  own  pace  at  the  cooperative  centre  and  in accordance 
with  their  own  knowledge. 
In  the  Gironde  and  the  Charente  the  Centre  d'Etude  et 
d'Actions  Socials  Maritimes  launched  a  training operation 
for  shellfish  breeders  to  teach  them  how  to  use 
data-processing  tools  in  the  running  and  management  of 
their farms.  The  innovative  aspect  of  the  operation mainly 
concerns  the  creation of  and  experiments  with 
data-processing tools  for  occupational  training,  through 
the  construction of  the  principal  programme  concerning 
decision-making  and  various  sub-modules  - training  and 
accounting,  technical  economic  references  and  production 
planning.  It is  planned  to  disseminate  the  results  of  the 
operation  to all training  centres  offering  courses  on 
installation. 
To  sum  up  sections  A and  B of  this  chapter,  two  clear 
trends  emerge,  one  concerning  particularly disadvantaged 
groups  the other  concerning  experiments  in  imparting 
advanced  skills.  The  occupational  integration operations 
for  ~nder-educated or  fringe  groups  seldom  concerned 
advanced  skills.  The  greatest  potential  for  innovation 
lies  in the  educational  aspect,  in  other words 
individualization,  modernization  of  programmes  and  the 
introduction  of  computers  as  a  teaching tool,  and  in the 
organization  of  the  intregration  into  stable employment. 
On  the  other  hand,  in  the  case  of  those  groups  that  are  not 
disadvantaged,  the  most  significant  innovative  aspects 
mainly 
concern  updating  the  content  and  methods  of  training for 
existing occupations  that  are  also  undergoing  change  as  a 
result  of  technological  progress,  as  welt  as  experiments -103-
with  training  in  new  skills  and  occupations.  In  this case, 
the  prerequ1site  for  access  to  training  is  a  relatively 
high  skill  level  at  the  outset; consequently,  this  type  of 
training is geared  to  job-seekers  but  does  not  present  any 
particular difficulty as  regards  occupational  integration. 
C.  Transnational  organization  of  skilled training 
Three  responsible  bodies  have  jointly formulated  a 
transnational  training  programme  :  the  Industrial Training 
Authority  (ANCO)  in  Ireland,  the  Cologne  Handwerkskammer  in 
the  Federal  Republic  and  the  Association  ouvriere  des 
Compagnons  du  Devoir  in  France.  This  three-year training 
programme  is  identical  in  the  three  countries  and  prepares 
trainees  for  highly skilled occupations,  giving them  access 
to  these  occupations  in  the  three  partner  countries.  The 
project  includes  100  young  people  :  30  from  Ireland,  30 
from  the  Federal  Republic  and  40  from  France.  Apart  from 
the traditional  courses,  the  programm~ includes  a  period of 
on-the-job training of  at  least  12  months  in  one  other 
country,  where  the  theoretical,  technical  and  vocational 
courses  will  be  given  in  the  Language  of  the  host  country. 
The  three  bodies  have  agreed  to  issue  a  certificate after 
completion  of  an  examination  and  to  award  the  graduates  a 
European  certificate  recognized  in the  three  countries 
concerned,  thus  ensuring  geographical  mobility. 
Other  responsible  bodies  from  the  Netherlands,  Belgium  and 
Portugal  have  expressed  interest  in  developing  a  similar 
projects. -104-
The  aim  of  a  French  and  Spanish  transnational  programme  is 
to  provide  interactive training  in  medical  care  for 
seafarers  in  which  the  radio medical  consultation  centres 
·of the  two  countries  cooperative.  The  projects  was 
submitted  in  1986  and  concerns  the  initial training of 
instructors  in  the  use  of  the  latest  communications 
technologies  in  the  area  of  telemedicine.  The  bases  for 
this  training  were  developed-by  Spanish  and  French  radio 
medical  consultation-centres which  are  the  most  advanced  in 
this  sector.  -The  project  is part  of  the  programme  to  set 
up  a  European  network  of  consultation  centres  to facilitate 
the  exchange  of  medical  information  through  the  use  of 
advanced  technology  for  medical  purposes.  The  content  of 
the  training  was  formulated  in  such  a  way  that  the 
programme  constitutes  a first  step towards  the 
harmonization  of  standards  of  medical  treatment  for 
seafarers  in  merchant  shipping  and  fisheries.  The  other 
Member  States  have  expressed  interest  and  intent to be 
associated  with  the  training  programme  which  it is planned 
to  extend  to  the  whole  Community. -105-
V.  EUROPEAN  SOCIAL  FUND  COMMITTEE 
In  1986,  as  in  the  past,  the  Commission  was  able  to call on 
the  assistance  of  the  European  Social  Fund  Committee,  a  body 
made  up  of  representatives  of  Governments,  trade  unions  and 
employers. 
The  Committee  held  a  plenary meeting  to examine 
- applications  for  European  Social  Fund  assistance  for  1986; 
-draft guidelines  for·the  management  of  the  European  Social 
Fund  in  1987  to 1989  (see  Chapter  II, point 1). 
The  Committee  was  also  consulted by  written procedure  on  the 
following  topics 
- amount  of  assistance  for  recruitment  aid  and  recruitment  to 
jobs  which  fulfil  a  public  need  in  1987  (see  Chapter  II, 
point  2); 
- the  1987  preliminary draft  budget. - 106  -
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1 • 2.  SHARE  OF  PECf'LE  l..NDER  25  IN  TOT  PL.  L.NEJvA...OYMENT  (%) 
Situation at  end  December  1986 
Country  Female  · Male  Total 
I 
Belgique/Belgie  . 
.  35  34,2 
I 
34,7 
)  Danmark 
23,8  21,9  I 




24,3  20,9  22, 5 
France 
39,5  33,2 
I 
36,3 
Ireland  I 
42,7  .26,6  I  31  I 
I 
I 
It  ali a  I 
51,7  44,4  47,9  I 
Luxembourg 
50  37,2  42,5 
Nederland 
44,9  27,2  33,9  I 
United  Kingdom 
42,4  30,9  34,5 
Community  (EUR  9)  '·0, 4  32,5  35,9  -
!:llas  29,1  23  I 
25,8 
I  l!spana  49,5  37,7  I  43  I  j 




•  .  . 
Source  Eurostat,  "Unemployment"  3-1987 
not  available 1 . 3.  LNEr'F'LOYMENT  RATES  IN  THE  MEM3ER  STATES 
1982 
l"errDer  State 
F  M  T 
Belgique/Belgie  18,2  9,7  13,0 
Danmark  9,8  9,2  9,5 
Deutschlartd  7,8  6!3  6,9 
France  10,4  7,4  8,7 
Ireland  9,9  13,2  12.2 
Ital ia  13,7  7,5  9,7 
Luxembourg  l,8  1, 0  1 '3 
Nederland  11,2  12,2  1118 
United  Kingdom  7,5  12,6  10,6 
CCJIITU"li ty  (EUR  9)  10  8,8  9,3 
Ellas  8,1 t  4,8  5,8 
Espana  18,9  15,1  16,1 
Portugal  :  :  : 
---- ---
Source  :·  Eurostat  - "Unemployment"  :  3-1987 
:  not  available 
(/.of civilian working  populations) 
1983  1984 
F  M  T  F  M 
19,4  11,0  14,3  19,5  11,1 
11,0  9,5  10.2  11,4  8,5 
9,4  7,8  8,4  9,4  7,8 
10,3  7,7  8,8  11,2  9,0 
12,4  15,9  14,9  14,3  17,4 
1  5, 1  8,7  1o,9  I 16,2  9,5 
2,2  1, 3  I  1,6  I  2, 5  1, 3 
13,0  15,0  14,3  13,4  15,0 
8,5  13,7  11,6  8,9  13,9 
11  10  10,4  11,6  10,4 
11,7  5,8  7,8  12,1  6,0 
20,8  16,4  17,7  23,4  19;4 
:  :  :  12,1  5,9 
---- _l__  - J 
(1) 
1985  1986 
T  F  M  T  F  M  .. 
14,4  18,7  100  13,6  17,9  8,9 
9,8  10,8  6,9  !3,7  9,8  5,7 
8,4  9,4  7,8  8,4  9,5  7,2 
9,9  11,9  9,5  10,5  12,4  9,6 
16,5  15,7  18,9  18,0  16,8  19,2 
11,9  17,4  10,3  12,9  I 18,6  11,2 
1, 7  2,3  1,4  1 '7  1' 9  1,2 
14,5  13,0  13,4  13,3  12,7  12,2 
11;8  9,2  14,0  12,0  9,3  *  14* 
io,6  *  .  * 
10,9  11,9  11,1  12,3  10,5 
*  *  8,1  11,7  5,6  7,8  11,3  5,3 
20,6  25,4  20,4  21,9  25,6  119,7 
t,5  11,7  6,4  8,6  11,4  i 6,5 
<1>  Registered data:  the data  resulting  from  the  labour  force  survey  shows  certain differences  notably  for  Greece. 







13,8  .... 
1, 5  0 
12,4 
*  12,1 
11,2  * 
*  7,5 
21,5 
8,5 
I ~- BUDGETARY  RESOURCES  AVAILABLE  FOR  1986 
2.1  COMMITMENT  APPROPRIATION 
APPROPRIAT  COUNCIL  COMMISSION 
ENTERED  IN 
BUDGET  NOMENCLATURE  1986  TRANSFERS  TRANSFERS 
BUDGET 
CHAP.  60  GENERAL  MEASURES 
600  MEASURES  FOR  YOUNG 
PEOPLE  UNDER  25 
6000  LESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS  764,29  o,.oo  0,00 
6001  OTHER  REGIONS  953,21  o,.oo  0100 
601  MEASURES  FOR  PERSONS 
AGE~ 25  AND  OVER 
6010  LESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS  203,85  0,00  0,00 
6011  OTHER  REGIONS  254.25  0,00  0,00 
607  FORMER  CHAPTER  60  p.m.  o,.oo  o',oo 
6(18  FORMER  CHAPTER  61  p.m ..  o,.oo  o,oo 
609  FORMER  CHAPTER  62  p.m.  o,.oo  o,.oo 
TOTAL  CHAPTER  60  2. 175,60  0,00  o,oo 
, 1  '•, t,o  o,oo  0,.00 
CHAP.  61  SPECIFIC  MEASURES 
GRAND  TOTAL  : 
2.290,00  o,oq  0,00 
(million  ECU) 
AUTOMATIC  APPROPRIA.  EXCHANGE 
RELEASED  RATE  TOTAL 
CARRY-'OVERS  FOR  RE-USE  VARIATIONS 
107,47  159,89  + 14,46  1.046,11 
92,23  151 I  96  + 53,91  1.251,31 
63,19  40,87.  +  2,83  310,74 
21, 7?.  55,30  +  6,67  337,94 
o,oo  o,oo  t  25,71  25,71 
0,00  .  0,06  0,00  O:,OO 
0,00  o,oo  +  0,05  0,05 
284,61  408,02  +  103,63  2.971,86 
7  ,..  3.81  +  3,07  124,32  : 
J  I  )'t 
I 
283,15  411,83  + 106,70  3.096,68 
.. 2.2  PAYMENTS  APPROPRIATIONS 
APeROPRIATIONS  AUTOMATIC 
ENTERED  IN  1986  CARRY-OVERS  BUDGET  NOMENCLATURE  BUDGET 
CHAP.  60  GENRAL  MEASURES 
600  MEASURES  FOR  YOUNG 
PEOPLE  UNDER  25 
6000  LESS-FAVOURED  REGION~  613,05  1,34 
6001  OTHER  REGIONS  9ll3,11  5, 70 
601  MEASURES  FOR  PERSONS 
AGED  25  AND  OVER 
6010  lESS-FAVOURED  REGION~  196,01  1,  74 
6011  OTHER  REGIONS  231,26  22,44 
607  FORMER  CHAPTER  60  213,63  49,48 
608  FORMER  CHAPTER  61  246,73  7,31 
609  FORMER  CHAPTER  62  1,07  1,00 
TOTAL  CHAPTER  60  2.484,86  89,01 
.  CHAP.  61  SPECIFIC  MEASURES 
48,14  3,44 
GRAND  TOTAL  :  2.533,00  92,45 
Cmi ll  ion  ECU) 
COUNCIL  COMMISSION 
TRANSFERS  TRANSFERS 
0,00  - 28,00 
0,00  - 2,00 
o,oo  + 15,00 
0,00  + 15,00 
0,00  0,00 
o,oo  0,00 
o,oo  0,00 
o,oo  0,00 
0,00  o,oo 













.....  ..... 
"' 2.3.  L  iqridaticn of Clallllitments 
Mo.nt to be  Ad!pt.ci.Je  to 
lldaet  paid ut ern of  · the variaticns 
Art.  Posts·  lleadirg  year of  I:J..O;jet  year  f'a)ants  in tho exdlorge 
c:rmri tlnent  1965  """*' 
rate of  ECU 
I  2  '  '  ' 
6  7 
~er  B  60  - ESF 
ra[ III!IISJreS 
:  600  PlealiUI'1!S  for o.rder 251 s 
>6000  Less-fBI<>.rO:I  regions  1911'  I'>4.U9.7J9,4t.  74 .82).17),02  .  6?9.12),85 
!985  }Zl.017-976,86  50·940.7~.,  .  I).77?.an,8• 
TOTAL  %65.26?.7l6,)•  125.766.)64,0)  .  I ...... ,6.91t,,69 
B 6001  Other  regions  198-\  )67.8)2.6)2,74  270.?)6.487,76  •  25.724. ,,.  ,86 
198,  5U.286.•t7,?J  ~~.645.602,85  .  28.IB3.J74,z6 
iOTAL  Uo.:n9.010,•5  112?.,82.090,,1  .  ,.~8.109,12 
Total ll.rt. I! ~  ..  198%  ,u  .. o.n.,,«'. ?}  ,.,.,62.261,18  •  26.1to4.o60,  71 
1915  8))" ,,  ••  ,  ••  )'/  >D7.)8b.)9),%4  .  4l.t6o.998,10 
1.)45.)86.7&6,79  55).%48.6)4,62  .  68,)65.058,81 
!  601  lleaslres for 25  a-d + 
B  &oto  Less-flMU'1!d  regicns  19h  4).857.U7,1C  ~,.9Z2.'-0l,4o  .  17).6,,7, 
I  198,  ID.i!-9Z2.60I.2i  ''·'77·79•.98  .  2.06o.696,79 
TOTAL  146.779.718,}7  69.500-196,}8  .  2.8}4.}50,5) 
•  &on  Other rcgicns  1911'  70·7'1'-~0,It.&.  "·'95·259,11  .  I.Z,6.0?.It;89  ,,.,  169. )40.472. ''  "-092.)5<>. ,, - 5.4I5.IU,I8 
TUTIIL  240.))6,992,,,  117.5-87-610.27  - 6.67J.I87,77 
Total /lrt. B 601  191,  JI,,65).6)7,5L  ,,_,,,,,1,21  .  2.029.7>8,6) 
1915  ,2?Z.IMI).073,8<  II0.6?0.I45,44  .  7.,,.809,67 
}87.II6.7U,}b  J87.087.Bo6,65  - 9·505.5)1,)0 
f  SO?  Finoncing of III!BSUI'e5 ~ 
before the fin;ncial year 1Cjl8/, 
(forner  Ch.  tiJ "  Elcp.  ...-dl!r 
Art. 4  of (l;)u'd  l  De<;.  of 
1.2.71" )  I'D""'r  Item B tal) 
I9Bo  ~.604,gf  .  .  1.966,71 
1981  Z01o.l25,,:"  .  .  8.9)),6 
1982  I .O)I ,JI}.}f  190.}85,57  28.?16,99 
198)  1-519.7'J8,0L  412 •• ,.  ,09  .  59.0?8,)1 
WTPL  ~'"'·"ll·?~  6o2.879,66  9).11>,26 
- ----
CMlc:elluticn of camrlts. 
for concelluth•·  for I'M.I$e 
8  9 
29.992.651,90  . 
.  159.889.422  ,0} 
>9·992.6)1,94  J,.aa9.4tz,o5 
.  zo.t8z.4)8,o8  . 
.  151.958.776,)7 
20.98z.a.3t:,o8  151.9)8.776,57 
50·975.-,oz  - - )II.8,8,I98,62 
,0.97,.090.02  )Il,848.198,62 
II.D00.661o. 77  - - 40.86,.71,,911 
u  .000.664 .77  lto.865.7J),91 
••  ,s,.,,,,4  - ..  - '5·299-696,2) 
2.}87.95),9'  55.299-696,2) 
I).,S8.6I8,  71  - .  g6.I6),,lO,ZI 
1).)81.611,71  96 .. J6,  ...  JO,Zl 





laant$ to  be  ~)'ear 1986 
paid tor~ 
Camritloents  pwlas tD 
lTder the  P_.,rs 
31.1?.1!6  b.ax:£·  ,. 
IO  11  1Z 
58-69~.118,>7 
"·"'9·9'0.)6 
U5.l62,U8,65  851.201.912,94  %}.'.050.677,)7 
,a.,sa.  79z,o• 
175.498.864,0) 
225.887.6~,07 I.0)6.9I9.045,66 I  5:7.)75.1)5,%8 
lt.o&o.98D,)I 
27I•968•8o',4I 
)61,ollt.714,72 ~.888.uo.t)8,6o  tst.•zs.8u,a, 
I· 
8.ti5o.)97,I9 
J4,411.)95:)2  ' 
...  ,8.792,71  262.Bo6.•96.~.  1)0.)65.8}2,45 
14.6,.2)1,10  I  ,,.,,.,u.98 
)8.)90.,..,  76  278 ""'.  916. 6o  l)6.I09-'96,4J 
22 .817.628 ""  I  ,a.I5J,?o8,SO 










419·1'1  .&)5 ,, 
sot-54).910,18 
921.695·1•5,75 
I)2.21ta  .. £Q~to,a.5 













)5o'.040 -'Z l,  J} 
....  .... 
VI 
I 2. 
I  2  ' 
~  '  ' 
7  a  9  lO  II  u  %)  1. 
196o  lll.)9I ·"  - .  1~.93I,Oit  8)7,)22,2)  - a,ao 
former  iten B 6CD1  1911  '"·)11,1)  - .  "·'"·'' 
J6p,z69,,.  - o,oa 
J9&2  ).017-926,)2  97-tlO,I'  - •to.78~.,  J.902.761,1J  - :Af.•n.'? 
198)  .J.n,.lu,a'  1.zza.u9,'6 .  JI5 ...  &o,07  z .19().!''·"  - 1.)'12.ti£,)8 
TOTAL  11.571.)10,)7  1.].26  .. 0)0,:)1  - '"·'I'•U 
a  .. o.,  .. 60,,"  -
J ••  ,  .... )l,a? 
1977  r.•)8.)77,U  - .  ... ,.Uo,6l  2-~-~.%0  - a,oa 
Fenner  i ten B 6010  19?9  ,,., ..  ~  ...  J,J.Z .. I?O,O'  .  u.u,,.,  92.177.89  - o,oa 
196o  u .. 4!:2,.zu.xi  1.o,a.~,u .  nl.)llo,9Z  9.117.1U,81  -
,,..,,,oa 
1911  IO.»I.I7),71  %  .. 1)0  .. 091,22 .  1)2.,,.,,,.  e.~,-~.u  - ~-661,It 
1912  .,.,.,.au,,,  •. ,,.no,,.  - t.B61.92?,46  3-l.9J:~t.e"·"'  - 1.17\.6,?,20 
198)  267.0U.69Z,Z6  1)7.7'0.&4),1)  - n.oi1.67l,  .. ,  U.7!7.?1I,)8  - ''·'"'·"'·'! 
TOTAL  ,,.  .....  610,67  I•s.zloli.876,U  - u.ltoOS-703,,,  n,.a.,.u?,n  - "·'"'·"'·" 
1979  u.,.,l,?l  - .  2.907,02  -
69 •  .a8,7) 
former  iten B 6011  I96o  '·"'·'u·"  - .  127.807,61  6.7l7  ••  71,I7  - OiOO 
1911  li  •.•  70,Z6  - - -··· 
1~.069.)2  - o,oa 
1982  19·211-0)'-,8.2  6.200.~·" .  281.717,6i  l.ln.,a,,a.  - "-Ut.:r~.oz 
191)  7l·937·171.116  17.691.891,,  - ···"·"'·"  .,.,.,  .. ,  .. ,  -
K.6».ae,,u 
TOTAL  ,e.Oit8 ....  ,21  u.I98.~J.I7  - '·"'·'"·"' 
)9o)ll.,  •• ,u  - )2.ZOS.689,87 
Former  item B 6012  191)  ,.,.ros.~  1,.~,u .  7-I!IO,U  .,  .... ,,,  -
)28.)8),01 
·.TOTAL  !109-105,,,  .,. ...... , .  ?-190,15  ''·"'·"  - ,.a.,a,,OJ 
1977  84\.1,,,  ••  xor..~·'' .  n.,.,,,a  ~1.8"·"  - a,oa 
Former  Art. a BJ3  1971  to?  •• ,,za  lfl,.,;,., .  "·""·u  61>7 .o6t ,to  - o,oo 
""' 
,,.,,S,OJ  )09.)68,67 .  I)·"'·'' 
2)9.7)),2)  - o,oa 
1910  ,,.uo,02  )J8,67S,)I .  B-97),71  I?O.OJI,,JI  - ,,,.,,,t 
1981  1.,.6.us.•s  - .  ,,,J,t)  )IJ;.u&,,.  - ,,.,.,,8,.,06 
1912  •.na.,,to  J •  .,,.a;,~;,&s .  ,..01,,,  ..  J:.,za.a61,"  - I ••  )I.ZJ6,,7  .,.,  ,.6,S.9I7,U  ...... ,.,,"' .  '9·1''· 76  1.J7,.1U,II6  - •.•  ,..&a,, 'I) 
TOTAL  zr..,,J .. ltt,~6t  •••  1).)89," .  2~8.757,6)  ).I,,JI9,51  - ,,,,  ....  ,17 
1971  160.270.7>  - - ).)U,,.  .,..,,.,18  - a,ao 
Former  Art. B tiJS  1979  J1.079,92  - - 221,)0  1o.IJ8062  - o,oa 
1980  l'7··"·,a 
20).1,5,09  .  1:J.]zit;9r.  U7.6»•''  - .... 
1981  J:.II?O .. Z"''J  61.)09,10 .  76 •••  ,,.,  z.t6s.ou,,r  - ?iz.•zz,I5 
uu  .. ,.,.,.,,,.  )l0,891,S1 .  10&..962,77  •-us.,u,"  - )57.621,88 
198)  u.Ju.a•l·"'  ,.062.8,.,, .  20.261,01  '·'"·'"·"  - 1.~.7'0,,S 
TOTAL  zo.1t20.09~,69  , .......  ,7,1) .  J:U.It9&,?l  u.z,S.sS2,116  - 2.~.191,111 
Total Art  •  .!..!2Z  1977  ,.,.,  •• )2.96  JOlt.,,.,,; .  69 • .210,00  ).267.910,0)  - o,oa 
1978  1.067.?2.,00  !"·'"·~ .  }2.762,51  80-\.on.za  - o,oa 
1979  ,.,.UI,l"  "•·•.JI,n  .  )1.8)6,07  "'·'"·"  - '?.tool,?) 
1980  19.U1.8,6,"  I .,71.199 ,62 .  ,.u .  .s.,t,n  17-788.190  ...  - ,,..JI7,tl 
1981  1).920.6£1,.0)  t.a,x.~.ez .  "''·'''·7' 
u.u,  .•  ,.,,,  - •••  71.727, •• 
1982  "·'"·'"·" 
12.~  • .,,,,8 - 1.6oJ.2ZI,)9  n.ozs.ut,os  - u.J".z,a,n 
"'' 
.J&•.zn.too7,I'  ~~-1·'·'"·07 - ••.au.•u,,  ns.•as.a76.•7  - "·  726-s96,D7 
TOTAL  .a6.7)1.816.96  11l.a92.67S,2'  - 2).7,  •• 7,,00  lOJ.)78  ••  ,.,1t6  - 71-JU-901,26 
.... 
,;... I  I  '  •  ' 
.I 
... ,  ..  - .  '"'  Finn:. of IIII!IIISU"eS  prq::osed 
before ~  tinanc:.  ,...,r 1'184 
,.  (fanner ctoopter 61  "Expend. 
...:fer Art.  5 of tan:i  l 
Dec.  ot 1.z.n•, 
1976  ,76-!ll),l.  .,  .• u,,, . 
Fonner  item e 6100 
&v.t:•  19'17  1D'·:lDI,1'  nt-J·7·" . 
1977  )01.159,05  o,oo . 
••  ,. 19?1  2)l.l",~  l19of:.,90 . 
19711  ).itOI.zot. .o•  o,oo  + 
1979  5-90'··"·"  9U·J"",06  . 
19&o  t?.to,.o,,a.z  '·"'·6aa,u  + 
1911  )l,OZO.I67,6B  1-'"'·'"·" . 
1912  u1.>0£.'1)8,51  .,.71,.!96.:12  -
1913  ua.uo.,,1,,.,  u.x".790.15 . 
ToW  •n-'>6-717,51  ~~, .  .,a.~.,., . 
Fonner  it.,. B 6101  19111  ,,  ••  , ••  77  o,oo  -
.J;982  x.zt.t.o&),ol  ""'·""·" . 
1913  1.m.159,92  '·"···"·" . 
Total  JD.,07.t.5~ 1 77  ).?ZO.'U," . 
1979  6).)8),51  .... . 
Fonner  item e 6102  19&o 
'"·'"  .09 
o,oa . 
1911  J.],.l:2tr..U  IU.~,JJ -
1912  ,.,8?.)8•.o6  )OJ • .,,,?' . 
J983  .,.6o,.,,l,,  lo5J7-71',79  -
Total  )I  .. Jt..6.2II,Itt  9.210.9'11Z,M  . 
Fonner  /trt. B 61l  I98o  IJ.oii.~I5, ~  J5,,,.,,.,  + 
19!1  7.I9J.AI01 179  %.~.267,70 . 
1912  ll-70'·'''·0"  6)J.n•·'' . 
191,  •&.,.9.699,17  ,.,...DJ,59  . 
Total  n.>60.)8'·''  Jl,,,..,?',>•  -
1976  .  576.523,8.  lft.o8J,65 . 
••l. 1917  ?O&. .. )Ol,IIt  7)1.1'7·" . 
1977  )OI.  8~9,05  G,DO . 
•'lit.  1978  2)2,82. ·''  2.19.61 .. ,90 . 
10T1L  ART.  B IIC8  1978  ),;!08.204,0.  .... . 
1979  ,.,1-.,,,  92!5.I",o6 . 
19&o  Zl-2},.190,09  '·"1.!50.)8 . 
19BI  01.129.627,)9  2.91).0,.,15  + 
1912  1U.t••.no,69  .,.U}.o61,.9  . 
198)  )18.6i!0.699,Il  •••  179·7•2,,  . 
Total  ,,.J\J,.D,9,Z7  1)9.71  ••  7'16.,. . 
7'  a  9 
u."?,II  ,a.a,.,oo  . 
"'·"'·b  .  . 
:c;.ltiMI,t?  )U•:l06,aa  . 
......  69  u .. 6,2.r?  . 
1)8.671,15  zea.zez,»  . 
.1~.10;;,!'::.  a.:.ti!IG.I?t,69  . 
.,  • .,,,,7  7.,1.)1.,)0  . 
)99.J&2,49  u.n~t.,t,,oa  . 
,,..661,,7  ,  ••  ao ••  ,1,•a  . 
'"·'"·'1  95-56l.zn.91  . 
aza.~.77  1)8.916-927,1)  -
a.o;J:t,'/6  ,.a.zot,o1  . 
')?.DO,OD  r  .o?'·'"·''·  . 
-·"'·u 
,,,o8.6)7,o8  . 
005.)16,"  ,.o,o.4Zt.,o\1  . 
'l:.U9.09  "·"'·'7  . 
o\.OJo,•z  Jlta.&,t,5I  . 
71·""·~ 
J .Ol2  .. 22'  I 66  . 
J•-716.29  , ...  )0.100,8)  . 
"·"'·'' 
to.•o6.J90,5S  . 
1•7-911,01  17 .06,  .. ,,1  ,zz  -
n.2.,Z,71a  ,.,6I.71t,,6.z  . 
·~-&16,11  ssa..za.z,29  -
Zl,.OU,,?  8.Ilo\.6BI,79  . 
I-"5·020,8o  1,  ••  ,..809,9)  . 
8p.)99,21  z?.?OI .. II71,63 
n-••7,81  )}8.890,00  . 
• , ...  ,,22  - -
n.ft1Mi,97  )1).)06,02  . 
a.•••·'' 
21.652,17  -
1)8.67B,u  28o.z8~,~9  . 
'"·"2,92  •.zs•-?1?,)6  -
JOO.n6,8)  u.o5).759,,,  - ,.,.2'/D,,  17.729-262,96  . 
266.7)2,61  .. 9.9Q8.8oo,ltlt  . 
197-'"·ao  u•.au.a•,3•  . 
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J.792.%)5,to\ 
I.79Z·t)5,ta. 
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o,oo 
70-51),71 
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,.809.501,98 
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VI 1  •  ' 
•  )  "6  7 
I  609  FirwlCing of ...........,. 
prqx>Sed t..fore the 
financial rear  1984 
(fonnor c:hapter 62  I97?  8.7JO."  a,aa  .  ua,~• 
"Pi lot schomes  ard  I978  61.)11~.~~  o,oo .  ,,I,II 
preparatory stt.dies"l.  I979  •a•.,;,a;.a  8&.)11,86 .  1.1)8,5 
J9Bo  IJ6  .. '0z,ze  o,oo  - IZ.1~9,6c 
198I  )21.81t8,86  JDl .875,52 .  ).1109.• 
I982  ""'·•;n,zi  I}0.66Z,~ - u.o"·" 
It!)  !.!81.08),,?  "&·'"·" .  J7,&a6,96 
Its•  f,oo.lt9?,81t  IOI.?)It,JO  - ".aa,,, 
Total Art.  B 6/;B  ).OJ().DI?,7'  J.0)7.IIto,ll  - ,,,,,09 
TQt~~  Qllm~r  a 60  I976  '''·'•'·a•  259-o8J ·'' .  u.h,,U 
• .t. 1977  ?Oio.)OI,J\  7)l.I't7,)6 .  z£.806,z> 
197?  ).6I~.azz.~?  10"-5)2,, .  ao ••  76,,~ 
nt- 1978  23c .az\ ,,a  219.,14 ,90 .  B."z,U 
1978  ••  ,)8.)1),.8  l'j6 ••  ,,,a.o .  I?Z.)9J,I.Ir. 
1919  ?.199.,8,87  I,)?J.B90,6lo .  >'8.,7,)1 
Itso  ,.:a:.oot.ltlt&,at  &.9;,.a50,ao  .  ,)l,aia,?l 
1981  ,,,,.1.0,)0  •.f<>!,)ID,., .  e,.~&.m,,2 
19112  ZZ).Z6Z .Z5J,l'J  57-75clr..OI,,57  - ••  09).0/oo,, 
I98J  ,68-" .. 01)  .. 189,73  >•a.t&I.9>?,,  • ·.  ZS .U)  .)JS  ,I 
1'"  627.276.,27,60  ....  aai.676,•9  - · ..  a ••  ,.67B,6 
1935  t.I05.827-~U,]9  )IB.256.s)B,U  - ·9·'"·Bo7,~ 
total  2.,,  .•  l9.)72.I.  J,.062.o.U.O:S),U  -,.,  .•  ,.,.,,Zl 
CKADTER  B 61- E.S.F. 
B  610  Specific llleeS..-es  I984  Z6.69!.,609,,7  ,.,u.•r.z.n  - ,,,,,,,,u 
1985  '9·tte.,,a,a..  I .7!11 .. 8&2,28  - I ••  )I.Boz,BI 
Total  Art,  B 610  76.69?.1418,,,  5.}1.?.)0},06  - ,.a6s.~J8.• 
1976  5?E.)2),80  zsg.oat.&5 .  Zt .. ~it7,8I 
aut.  1977  70'- .;501,11t  ?)J.n?,)&  :,  06.806, .. 
197?  ).61).8>2,.7  JOia.5)2,9l .  6o.~?6,, 
..  t. 1978  z,z.eza,,,a  li9-6J  .. ,90 .  a ....  ,, 
1978  ••  ,6.)1),.8  zu, .. a,n,t.o  .  I?Z.)9I,81t 
~Pffl> TOT.oL  1979  7.199.558,87  I .)7).890,60 .  ua.,?.sl 
1930  ltt.OOI.Itlt8,8J  ,_,,_aJO,oo .  6)I.a18,7~ 
I98I  J?,)?J.I•o,:oo  •-901-}IO,.., .  8)4.?7),52 
1932  22).26:'.,,,1,  ,?.?~lo-019,57  - 2-09).000,)1 
I93)  u•.ot).r89.  73  248.961 ·927,,  - .,.69).))5,1 
198-\  I 6,.,,.1)7,17  ,2,.61.1t.l19,'Z7  - )0.109.)1,,>1  ,,a,  I.U).826.007,21  )(:O.Oiti.fiOI,16  - ,..ue.ua,6 
tnt•l 
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a  ' 
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,.8,,19  . 
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3.  UTILISATION  OF  BUDGETARY  RESOURCES  FOR  1986 
3.1.  COMMITMENT  APPROPRIATIONS 
TOTAL  .  COMMITMENT 
BUDGET  NOMENCLATURE  AVAILABLE  MADE  IN  1986 
FOR  1986 
60  GENERAL  MEASURES 
600  MEASURES  FOR.YOUNG 
PEOPLE  UNDER  25  . 
6000  LESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS  1.046,11  851,20 
6001  OTHER  REGIONS  1.251,31  1.036, 92 
601  MEASURES  FOR  PERSONS 
AGED  25  AND  OVER 
.• 
6010  LESS-FAVOURED  REGIONS  310,74  262,81 
6011  OTHER  REGIONS  337,94  278,94 
607  FORMER  CHAPTER  60  25,71  o,oo 
608  FORMER  CHAPTER  61  0,00  0,00 
609  FORMER  CHAPTER  62  0,05  0,02 
TOTAL  CHAPTER  60  2.?71,36  -::.429,89 
CHAP.  61  SPECIFIC  MEASURES  124,82  93.13 
GRANO  TOTAL  :  3.096,68  2.523,02 
UTILISATION 












(mi L  Lion  ECU> 
COMMITMENT 
APPROPRIATIONS 













__,  .... 
-.I 3.2.  PAYMENT  APPROPRIAT!ONS 
APPROPS.  AMOUNTS  PAID 
BUDGET  NOMENCLATURE  AVAILABLE  IN  1986 
FOR  1986 
CHAP.  60  GENERAL  MEASURES 
600  MEASURES  FOR  YOUN~ 
PEOPLE  UNDER  25 
6000  LESS-FAVOURED  REG.  586,39  557,82 
6001  OTHER  REGIONS  986,81  954,76 
601  MEASURES  FOR  PER-' 
SONS  AGED  25  AND 
OVER 
6010  LESS-FAVOURED  REG.  212,75  200,07 
6011  OTHER  REGIONS  268,70  253,70 
607  FORMER  CHAPTER  60  263,11  181,09 
608  FORMER  CHAPTER  61  254,04  139,71 
609  FORMER  CHAPTER  62  2,07  1,04 
TOTAL  CHAPTER  60  2.573,87  2.288,19 
CHAP.  61  SPECIFIC  MEASURES  51,513  33,06 
GRAND  TOTAL  2.625,45  2.321,25 
AMOUNTS 












(mi ll  ion  ECU) 
UTILISATION  TOT/\L 
RATE  l 
C)5,13  28,57 
96,75  32,05 
94,04  12,68 
94,42  15,00 
68,83  82,02 
55,00  114,33 
50,24  0,69 
88,90  235,34 
61. I  09  16,20 




.....  ..... 
00 3.3.  AMOUNTS  PAID  IN  1986  ON  1980  TO  1986  COMMITMENTS 
(mill ion  ECU) 
MEMBER  STATE  1980  1981  1982  1983 
Belg.  0,03  - 8,96  8, 63 
Danmar k  - 0,01  0,54  4,28 
Deutschand  0,21  0,06  3,04  20,40 
Ellas  - 1,  06  0,17  3,95 
Espaiic;  - - - -
France  1,25  1, 21  6,13  50,87 
Ireland  - - 0,63  9, 33 
Italia  3,75  1,  73  34,22  54,94 
Luxembourg  - - - o, 22 
Nederland  0,30  0, 01  1133  . 4,17 
Portugal  - - - -
United  Kingdom  1, 36  0,68  2,57  89,42 
TOTALS  6,9  4,76  57,59  246,21 
-~·---- ··- -~-- --
1984  1985 
17,28  24,06 
36,14  17,33 
32,58  34,99 
13,20  18,86 
- - ' 
54,93  33,34 
42,55  27,04 
40,86  52,35 
0,13  0,02 
3,74  8,27 
- -
168, 50  97,53 






65,51  I 
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..0 4,  CLASSJFICATIOH  OF  THE  APPLICATIONS  fOR  ASSISTANCE  SUBMITTED  lr JUD&UARY  ITEM  AHD  JT  KEKJER  STAlE 
4
11  OtUATJOHS  TO  ASSIST  lOUM&  PEOPLE  UHDU  25  ·.LESS-FAVOURED  lEGIOIIS 
=============:===========================================:============= 
KILLJOM  ECU 
l-----------------l--------------------l----------------------------------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  1  AKOUHTS  APPROVED  I  AMOUHH  REFUSED  1 
I MENtER  STATE  I  AKOUHY5  RUUESTED  I  I  I 
I  I  1-------~----------------------------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  1  I  TOTAL  I  PUORITY  I  HOM-PRIORITY  I  TOTAL  I  HOT  ADMISSIJLE  I  HOT  Eli&ULE  I  NOH-PRIORITY  I  LINEAR  RI:IUCTIOH  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  _  _.  ___________ ---------------1--------------- -------------- ---------------1-------------- ---------------- ----------- -------------------1-----------------
IELUEfiELGieUE  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  I  ,  ·  ,  ,  ,  1 
DAHMARI  •  I  •  •  I  I  •  I'  •  •  I 
DEUTICHLAHD  •  I  •  •  '  I  •  I  •  •  I 
ELUS  119t97  I  102.42  102t42  '  I  11155  •  7198  2t33  I 
muA  170•73  1  124,47  12&•47  •  1  44.26  l.to  1o,s1  22191  1 
FRANC[  S&t34  I  46,29  46t29  •  I  lOtOS  t24  t02  6t52  I 
IRELAHD  327t38  I  199tl6  199t16  ,  I  128t22  !tiS  r2B  112r71  I 
JTALIA  305t17  I  17&t34  17&t34  •  I .  129t43  1r40  9r84  ·  105t72  I 
LUX£00Ul&  '  I  •  •  •  I·  •  •  '  •  I 






PORTU&AL  200tl5  I  164.05  l64t05  •  I  36tl0  t07  lt35  23t08  I  11 t60 
UNITED  liH&DOII  65117  I  56,88  I  S&t88  I  •  I  Bt29  •  •  4t27  I  4t02  l---------------l-----------------l-----------l-----------------l------------------l---------------l-----------------l-----------------1  ~------------------1----------------1 
I Tom  I  J,245r51  I  871t61  I  87!.61  I  •  I  373r90  I  .  4t76  I  29.98  I  271154  I  61162  I  l·-----------------l-------------------l-------------l-------------------l----------------l----------------l-----------------l-----------------l----------------l----------------1 
~ 
N 
0 4,  CLASUfiCATION  Of  THE  APPLICATIONS  FOR  ASSISTANCE  IUtKIUU  JT  JUD6ETAlY  lUI AND  JT  IEI.ER  STATE 
4,2  OtUATIOMS  TO  ASSIST  YOUII&  tEotLE  UIDE~ 2S - OTHER  lE"aS 
====-======~==============~c:::::a:::::::::::::::::::::::::::c:::::: 
KILLION  ECU 
l-----------------1------------------l---------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I 
1  1  I  AIOUKTS  APPRDYEt  I  AIOUIITS  REFUSED  I 
I IIUUI STATE  I  AIOUKTS  lUUESTU  I  .  I  I 
I  I  1---------------------------------------------------l-------------------------------------------~----------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1  1  1  TOTAl  I  PRIORITY  I  ION-PRIORITY  I  TOTAL  I  NOT  AtKUiUL£  I  NOT  ELI&ULE  I  IIDK-PUOUTY  I  LINEAR  REDUCTION  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  ---------------------------- -----------------1---------------- -----------------.-----------------I-----------------I-----------------
I£L&IEJUUIIUE  30rl5  20r77  20r77  I  ,  9r38  o  r&l  I  . 7rl7  I  lr58 
-All  ~r37  34r89  34r89  I  ,  2lr48  ;  ,  I  1Br82  I  2rU 
JEUTSCIII.IIIIt  l93r57  &lr:W  63r:W  I  •  130r21  r09  7r46  I  ll7r83  I  4r83 
nus  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  , 
£SPAllA  197108  l40r87  l40r87  I  ,  56r21  ,  7r02 
FIANCE  342r06  207122  207122  I  ,  134r84  2rl8  4r71 
IIELMI  '  •  •  I  •  •  '  ' ' 
ltALIA  329r29  230r62  230r62  I  ,  98r67  6r91  lr04 
LUUODUII  3r59  lt38  .  lr38  I  o  2r21  o  r82 
NUElLAO  54r25  38r97  38r97  I  ,  15r28  r27  r71 











UNJT£J  IIM&ttlll  878r52  307r52  307o52  I  ,  S7lr00  r20  3r23  I  544rl2  I  23r45  l-----------l----------------l--------------l------------------l----------------l--------------1----------------l----------------l---------------l-----------------l 
I  TOTAL  I  2.084r88  I  lo04Sr60  I  1.04Sr60  I  ,  I  1.039r28  I  9r65  I  25rU  I  924t29  I  79r72  I 
l-------------l------------------l-----------------l-----------------1  ~-----------------l--------------l----------------l------------------1------------------l------------------l 
_, 
N  _, 4,  ClAUIFICUJON  Of  THE  AfPLI~UIDHS FOR  ASUSlANCE  SUJKJllU JT  JUD6ElARY  llU AND  IY  KUJ£1  STAT£ 
4,3  otElATIOHS  TO  ASSUT  PERSOIIS  HU 25  AHD  OYER  - LESS-FAVDURU  lE6JONS 
~========================================::&::::::::::::=================== 
KILLION  ECU 
1----------------l-------------l------------------------------------------------ --l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  AICOUHTS  APPlOVEt  I  AKOUHlS  REFUSE»  1 
I KEKtU  STAlE  I  AICOUHTI  lEMUEt I  I  I 
I  I  l----------------------------------------------------------1··--- ----,---------------~---------------------------------·---------··----------------------1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  I  TOTAL  I  PRIORITY  I  NON-PRIORITY  I  TOTAL  I  IDT  AIKIUULE  I .  lOT  ELJ611LE  I  IIOH-PUOUTT  I  LIKEM  REIUCTION  1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1------,  ___________ ,  ____________ ,  _____________ ,  _______________ ,  __________ .;_, ________ ,  __________ ,  _________________ ,  _________ _ 
I JEUIE/)ELiiM 
I  _, 
I  DEUUIIIII.AIID 
I  ELLAS 
I  [IPAICA 
I  FUIICI: 
I  IULMD 
I  llALIA 
I  LUQ:UOUU 






































I  PDITUiiiL  I  129.42  I  57111  I  57111  I  ,  I  n,~l  I  ,  I  lt80  I  2t45  I  68tt6 
I  UIIITED  liM6DDI  I  23tU  I  8o90  I  8t90  I  ,  I  14146  I  ,  I  ,  I  3t86  I  10t60 
1------------1  l----------1---------l----------------l------- l------------l--------------l------------------l-------------1 




N 4t  CUSUrJCATIOK  OF  lHE  APPLICAliONS  fOR  ASSIUAKCE  SUlKilTEt  JT  JUJ&ElARY  ITU  AND  JT  K[KJU  STilE 
4,4  OPUAliOKS  10  A55151  PUSOKS  A5U  25  AND  OYER  - OlHEl  U&IONS 
:::::::::::=:::::::::::::::::r:====================z====================== 
MILLION  ECU 
l------------------l------------------1--------------------------------------------------"·-------l----------·-·-------------······-----------------------------------·-····-------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  I  AMOUNTS  APPlOYU  I  AKOUNU  lEFUSte  I 
I HEUER  5TATE  I  AMOUK15  UIU£51£1  I  I  I 
I  I  l-----------------------·--·-····-········----------------l··············----------------------------------··-------------------------------------------·-1 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I.  I  I 
I  I  I  TOTAL  I  PRIORITY  I  HOM-PRIORITY  I  TOTil  I  MOl  ADMISSULE  I  NOT  Eli&IILE  I  HOH-PliORJTY  I  LINEAR  lEDUCliOH  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1------------- ------------------------ ------------ ---------------1-------------.- ---------------l--------------l-~-------------l-----------
1 liLUEfUUIIU£  25r96  4t77  4t77  ,  21r19  ,  I  t20  I  13r92  I  7r07 
I  •AHMUI  20rM  7rl4  7tl4  ,  13r50  ,  I  ,  I  2r86  I  10r64 
I  HUUCHLAH•  92r67  17r87  17r87  ,  74rBO  r12.  I  13r25  I  34r91  I  26r52 
I  ELLAS  •  •  •  •  I  •  I  •  I 
I  ElpAIIA  7Sr77  29r23  29r23  ,  46r54  ,  I  r32  I 
I  flAHCE  292r88  103t84  103r84  ,  189rG4  ,  I  r13  I 
I  lllLAU  •  •  •  •  I  •  I  •  I 
I  llALIA  19M3  64r47  Mr47  1  133r16  lr65  I  lr31  I 
I  LUX£MIOUR6  riO  r03  r03  1  t07  ,  I  r02  I 
I  NEDElLAKD  53r88  20rl4  20r14  ,  33r74  1  I  r49  I 











I  UKilED  IIK&DOK  182r28  28t07  28r07  ,  154r21  r03  I  lr51  I  UOt23  I  42r44 
1-----------------1---------- J------------l------------------l--------------l····----------l-------------l······~-------····1--···-------------l-------------l 




I.H 4,  CLASUFJCUIOH  Of  THE  APHICATJOH5  FOR  ASSISTANCE  SUtKITTED  JT  tUD6EURl  ITEM  AHD  n  MEKIER  SlATE 
~.5  SPlCJFIC  MEAliiUii 
====================== 
MILLION  ECU 
1------------------l--------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I 
1  I  I  AMOUI!TS  ArttOYED  I  AMOUNTS  REFUSED  I 
I MEMJEl  STATE  I  AKOUH15  U&UESTU  I  I  I 
I  I  l--------------------·------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------~---------------···-·---------------·-l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I.  I  I  I  I 
1  I  I  TOTAL  I  PUORITY  I  MOH-PRIOliTY  I  TOTAL  I  MDT  ADKISSIILE  I  HOT. ELI&IILE  I  HOH-PRIORJTl  I  LINEAl  REDUCTION  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  1--------------- ------------- ---------------- --------------- ---------------1-------------- ---------------- -------------·--------------- 1---------------
l IEL&IEJIELU&UE  12r78  4r62  2128  2r34  I  8116  ,  8rl6 
I  DAIIMAtl  8rl5  5178  2r75  3103  I  2137  ,  2r37 
I  tEUTSCHLAKD  41130  ll168  5127  814!  I  21162  ,  27162 
I  ELLAS  3169  2145  2r45  ,  I  1r24  ,  1124 
I  mAMA  15151  S1SI  S1H  r37  I  10100  ,  I0100 
I  ftAKCE  25149  I1110  11n  9r38  I  8139  121  8118 
I  lllELAKP  3163  2187  1192  r95  I  r76  ,  r76 
I  ITALIA  34183  16r59  HrOO  2r59  I  18r24  2r27  1Sr97 
I  LUXEUOUR&  1133  197  ,  r97  I.  r36  ,  r36 
I  MUUUIID  12155  9t28  6r59  2169  I  3r27  ,  3r27 
I  PORTU6AL  3r67  2155  lr13  1142  I  lt12  ,  !112  1  uHnn nHstow  42125  U101  101''  1  2.08  1  29.18  ,33  1  2818S 
l---------------l-----------l------------l----------··-·--·l·----------------·l----------------l--------------1--------------·-l----------------l-----------------l 




+'-4,  CLASSIFICATION  OF  IH£  UPLICATIOHS  FOR  AUIUAKCt  SUIHITTED  IY  tUD6ETARY  lllk AHD  1Y  MEIJER  STAlE 
4,&  TOTALS  Of  THE  TEAR  lf8& 
::::::::;:::::.::.:::::::::========= 
KILLION  ICU 
1------------------l--------------------l---------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l 
I  I  I  I  I 
I  1  I  AMOUNTS  APPROVED  I  AMOUKTI  II£FU5tt  I 
'I IEOil STATE  I  AKOUHTS  ll£tUISTU  I  t  I 
I  I  l····--------··------·······-----·········-----·-·····-···-l---·-····-:-····---------···-····-------·-··-·--··-------------------------------·-----------··1 
I  I  I  I  I  .  I  I  I  I  1  I 
I  I  I  TOTAl  I  PRIORITY  I  IIOH-PUORITY  I  TOTAL  I  HOT  AJKI$SUU  I  HOT  ELiiUlE  I  HOH-PUORITY  I  LIHIAl  lEDUCTIOH  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
1-----------------------------------1-------------- -------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -------------- ------------------
1 BELillfiELUIUE  68r89  30r16  I  27r82  2r34  38r73  •  8r99  2h09  81&5 
I  DAIWll  85r16  47r81  I  44r78  3r03  37r35  ;  2r37  21r&B  llr30 
1  lltUTIOHUQ  327.54  94r91  I  8&r50  8r41  232r63  r21  48r33  152r74  31.35 
1  nus  220r71  143108  I  143r08  •  77r63  1179  14.52  8r54  S2r78 
I  ISPAIIA  581.39  355r87  I  355r50  r37  225r52  1190  30r24  UJ23  127,15 
I  FlAHCE  728r&4  378178  I  3&9,40  9r38  349,8&  2.&3  14rll  155,1&  177.96 
1  llELAU  44&r43  240rl9  I  239,24  ,95  206,24  1115  1r17  144,37  59.55 
I  ITALIA  1,09&,3&  554152  I  551.93  2159  54lr84  J3,U  37,&6  2&&•23  204r84 
I  LUHEKIOVH  5r02  2r38  I  1.41  r97  2J64  ,  1r20  h29  rl5 
I  HEDilLAU  120168  &8r39  I  65r70  2r69  52r29  r27  4r47  14165  32r90 
I  PORTU6AL  333r24  223r71  I  222r29  lr42  109r53  r07  4r27  25r53  79.66 
I  UNITED  IIH&tol  1.191.58  414r44  I  m.u  2r08  177r14  r56  33r59  662148  I  80.S1  l--------------l------------------l-----------------1------------------l-------------l---------------l------------------l--------------l----------------l----------------l 




V1 5,  JREAIDOWH  OF  APPROVALS  U  lYH  OF  OPUATIOH  AS  tEriHU  IN  ARTICLE  1(2)  or  COUNCIL  tECISIOH  8J/5J&/EEC 
5,1  YOUH6  ~EOPU l  LUS-FAYOURU  RUIOH5 
=========:r:c::.:z:a;:;::::::.::::::e::::::::~== 
tRUlOOIIH  Dr  5EK  ·····AflU IUUCTIOH 
-MUNtER  OF  UNEFICIAUU 
1··-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------l 
I  J  tl  J  E  U  f  II  I  LUX  HL  ~  Ul  1·  TOTALS  I 
l--------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------l 
I  TYft  OF  MERAIIOK  I  I  I  I  M  W  I  I  I  U  K  W  I  I  M  I  I  I  I  l  I  U  I  I  I  I  I  I  TOTALS  I 
l--------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------1 
I Ylll:ATIOIIAL  TRAIIIH6  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  41178  5890&  51~4  81235  5321  10300  U448  &7175  24244  42485  I  •  •  •  28968  &1170  88&2  18868  I 203.585  340.139  543. n4  I  1  vocouOHaL  5VINIIC£  1 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  1886  3617  •  •  241&  39&&  •  •  •  •  •  ,  •  • 1 4,302  1.583  u.sas 1 
I tECIUI11EHT  sutmm  I  •  •  •  •  '  '  15599  26284  7637  28948  391  303  400&  4917  2651  3098  '  '  '  •  2644  5784  4497  8367  I  37.425  771701  ml126  I 
I •m sutsnm  I  1  ,  ,  ,  •  1  230  321  3524  5581  2738  2738  2471  2641  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  £101  6t16  ,  1  I  15,0&4  18.197  33.261  I 
1 an£nL£u•r  1  •  ,  •  •  •  •  uu1  10121  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  ,  •  I  ,  .  1  1  u.t£1  10.121  21.288  1 
I IKTE&RATIOH  I  •  '  •  •  •  '  3948  .  3535  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • I  3.948  3.535  7.483  I 
I S£1YlC[If1EctiNJCAL  ADVJC£  I  •  I  •  I  I  I  I  I  •  •  •  •  I  I  •  I  I  I  .  I  •  •  I  •  I  I  •  •  •  I 
l·-------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------l--------------------------l 
1 toTALs  1 .  .  .  .  .  , 72116  99173  62725  m764  10336  um  49925  74733  29311  49549  •  •  •  •  37713  73870  13359  27235 1  275.485  457.282  732.767 1 
1-------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------l 
-AKOUIITI  CODITTD  (KILLION  ECU) 
1----------------------------------------------- -- I  ---1 
I  f  Dl  D  E  E5  F  It  I  LUX  KL  t  VI  I  TDTALI  I 
l·--------------------1-----------------·--·----------·-----------------------------------------·l  I  1  trt£ or onunDH  1  • •  • •  • •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • •  •  •  •  •  1  •  •  TDTAU 1 
l----------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------·  --------1-----------1 
I VOCATIONAL  TUIKIII&  I  •  •  •  •  •  '  26.70  43t70  30t50  5h20  11190  20t50  64t70  122t60  51.30  106.00  I  •  I  •  49t90 •105t60  13.80  32t00  I 248t80  481t60  730t40  I 
I VOCATIONAL  6UitAIIC[  I  ;  •  •  •  •  •  •  f  f  •  2t80  4t70  •  •  2t70  4t50  •  I  •  •  •  I  •  I  I  5t50  9t20  14t70  I  1  anaunu"' sutsmu  1 .  .  .  ,  .  .  915o  14,40  &,20  28,90  .to  .60  2.so  4,70  5,50  6.40  ,  ,  ,  •  ,70  1.30  3.&o  7,50 1  31.20  63t80  95,00 1  1  aAu  sunnus  1 .  ,  ,  .  .  .  .to  ,2o  2.to  4,7o  2.50  2.so  2.2o  2.20  I  •  •  •  ,  •  ,  3,1o  3,50  ,  I  1  1o.8o  13.10  23,90 1 
I lEUJTL(UIT  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  2t30  2·20  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  2t30  2t20  4t50  I 
I JIITUlATIOH  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  1.80  1t40  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • I  1.80  1.40  3t20  I 
I SEIYICISfTICIINJCM.  UYSct  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  '  •  •  •  •  '  •  f  •  I  •  '  •  '  •  I  •  I  I  t  •  •  I  ,  ____  _: _______  1---~----------------------------------.  -----------------------------------------------------l--------------1 




0> 5,  taEAIDOIH  or  APPROVALS  tY  TYPE  or  OPUATION  AS  DEfiNED  IH  ARTICLE  1(2)  Dr  COUNCIL  DECISION  83/SJ&fEEC 
5, 2  YOUH6  PEOf'LE  l  OTHER  REBJDIII 
::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::.::ac::...-:-
IREUDOIH  U  !iEX  ArtER  REDUCTION 
-HUMIU  OF  IENErJCIAUf'l 
1--------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I--·········----------------------1 
1  D  01  P  E  U  f  IR  I  LUX  HL  P  Ul  I  TDTA~S  1 
l--------------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------1 
I  TYPE  Of  Of'UATIOH  I  U  ~  I  M  I  X  I  K  I  X  W  K  I  K  I  K  I  I  I  I  I  K  I  K  I  I  M  TOTALS  I 
1--------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------l 
I  YOCATIOHAL  TaAIMINi  I 2343  4703  3175  2405  14012  17086  •  •  68429  106004  35023  54321  •  •  34094  67822  21  64  3488  7812  •  •  149391  193944  I  309.976  454.1&1  7&4.137  I 
I  YOCATJOHAL  &UIIIAMCE  I  13  22  •  •  •  •  •  •  23  194  Ill  141  •  •  195  331  •  •  •  •  •  •  19  112  I  363  800  1.1&3  I 
1 REcaumm sutmm  1 3318  3723  ~4 13260  2217  3087  ,  ,  1&048  47583  1908  58&7  ,  ,  &719  8254  513  1&53  1858  4179  ,  ,  1198  1813  I  43.323  89.419  132,742  I 
I lAG[  6UISIPIU  I  9f  238  •  . •  225  230  •  •  2&  202  &  19  •  •  36  3&  511  559  •  •  •  •  34409  4115&  I  35.312  42.440  77.752  I 
I k[S[TJL[KEHT  I  I  t  •  I  •  I  •  t  I  •  •  •  •  '  I  •  •  t  I  •  •  ..  •  I  I  •  •  • I 
I  IHTE6RATIOH  I  •  •  144  127  89  12&  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  102272  135453  12  I&  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  102.517  135.722  238.239  I 
I l£1tYJCESf1ECKI(JCAL  ADYIO£  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  10  l9  •  •  9  '  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  lY  28  47  I 
1---------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------=----------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------1 
1 Tmu  1 5773  8686  t2B&3  15792  1&543  20529  •  ,  84526  153983  37060  60367  1  •  143325  211905  1057  2292  534&  um  •  •  185017  237025  1  491.510  722.570  t.2!4.0Bo  1 
l---------------l-----------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------1 
·IIIIOIINU  COIIKITTEt  (KILLIOH  ECUj 
l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-~------------------------1 
I  t  )I  t  l  U  F  IR  I  LUX  IlL  P  Ul  I  TOTALS  I 
l---------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-----~----------------------l 
I  TYPE  or  Of'EIATIOH  I  U  K  I  R  I  M  I  I  I  I  I  II  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  .a  I  I  I  TOTALS  I 
1--------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------....:.----------------------l------------------------l 
I  YOCATIOHAL  TUIKIN6  I 5r20  10r30  9rl0  5r30  17r80  36r60  ,  ,  36r50  58rt0  77r40  ll&rOO  ,  ,  64r60  120r60  rOO  rOO  10r40  •20r90  ,  ,  ll&r20  151r50  I  337r20  520rl0  857r30  I 
I  YOCITIOHAL  &UitAHCE  I  iOO ·  rOO  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  riO  r40  r20  rJ.O  ,  ,  r20  r40  ,  ,  , ·  ,  ,  ,  riO  riO  I  r60  lr20  lr80  I 
I lECRUIT"EHT  IUI51DIU  I 2r20  2r40  Br30  Ur60  3r50  4rl0  ,  ,  10r40  34r00  3r50  9r70  ,  ,  Ur60  13r90  r20  r&O  2r30  5r40  ,  ,  lr20  lr60  I  43r20  83r30  .126r50  I 
I  WAGE  SUtsiDIES  I  r20  r50  ,  ,  r40  r40  ,  ,  riO  rSO  rOO  r~O  ,  ,  riO  riO  r20  rlO  ,  ,  ,  ,  l4r40  21r80  I  15r40  23r60  · 39r00  I 
I lt:[S£TTLIMEKT  I  •  •  •  •  •  I  I  f  •  I  I  f  •  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  '  I  •  •  I  I 
I  IHTURATIOH  I  ,  1  rlO  r30  r20  rlO  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  8r00  UrlO  rOO  rOO  1  •  ,  ,  ,  1  I  8r50  llr70  20r20  I 
1 5ERVIeU{TECHHICAL  AJYICE  I  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  rOO  rOO  ,  ,  rOO  rOO  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  rOO  rOO  rOO  I 
1--------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------------l 
I  TOTALS  I  7r&O  Ur20  17r70  17.20  2lrt0  4lr40  ,  ,  47rl0  93r80  81rl0  12&r00  ,  ,  84r50  146r10  r40  r90  12r70  26r30  •  •  131190  175r00  I  404r91  &39rtl  lo044r81  I 
l------------------l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------~---1 
•,  .... 
N 
"""' 5,  tREAlPOVH  OF  APPROVALS  IT  TY~E OF  OtUATIOH  AS  PEFIHEP  IH  AUICLE  1(2)  OF  COUNCIL  DECISIOH  83/516/EEC 
5,3  ADULTS  l  LESS-FAVOURED  R£61DHS 
==:::.I:EJ:.;::;:::::::;:.;:.;:.;:.;:.;:.;:.;:.;:::.;:::::::: 
8REArt0UH  Jr UX  AFTER  REDUCTIOR 
-HUMDER  Of  IEHHICIARI£5 
l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------------------------1---------------------------l 
1  t  Dl  ~  E  ES  f  IR  I  LUX  Ml  P  Ul  I  TOTALS  J 
l----------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------1 
I  lYrE  OF  OPUATIOH  I  f  M  U  K  V  M  W  M  W  M  l  U  U  M  ti  M  ~  H  U  M  U  N  W  H  I  a  N  TOTALS  1 
1-------------------------l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------l 
I VOeATIOHAL  TRAIHIM6  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  6520  17497  10769  29779  867  1622  5565  10473  2604  16668  '  •  t  •  6911  25477  1251  5165  I  Ho487  106,&81  Hlol£8  I 
I VOCATlDHAL  GUIDANCE  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  •  21  73  '  .I  211  464  •  •  I  I  •  '  •  '  I  232  537  769  I 
1 ucau!TKEHT summs  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  5189  15341  2075  12m  34  41  159  !120  556  6-19  ,  ,  ,  1  321  526  98~  2397  1  9.318  32.793  42.111  1 
I WAH  SUISIDIU  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  213  481  •  ,  ,  ,  1125  3824  o  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  2692  2517  ,  ,  I  4,030  6,822  10,852  I 
I RESETTLUEKT  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  83  99  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  3  61  •  • I  86  160  246  I 
t  !KlE~RATJOH  I  t  f  t  t  f  f  '  I  I  '  9  I  I  f  •  i  ~  '  ~  t  f  •  •  t  I  '  •  •  I 
I SUYICESJTECIIHICAL  A»YICE  I  •  •  •  •  •  '  I  19  •  •  •  '  '  •  •  •  •  I  •  •  '  •  •  •  I  I  19  20  I 
1---------------------------l-------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------~------------------------------------1--------------------------l 
1 Toms  1  ,  I  •  •  •  •  120o&  33437  128H  42m  m  m&  6849  1sm  3371  mst  •  •  •  •  9927  2858!  2235  7562  1  ~B.t54  w.o12  m.u& 1  l-----------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-----------------------l 
-A-OUUS  COIIKITTU  («JLLIOH  ECU) 
l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~------1----------------------l 
I  t  Dr  •  E  U  F  ll  1  LUX  KL  P  Ul  1  TOTAlS  I 
l----------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-------------------l 
I  TYPE  or  OPERATION  I  II  "  I  U  U  R  I  II  .  '  M  W  II  W  M  t1  a  It  a  II  K  W  K .  I  K  1  W  M  TOTALS  1 
l--------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------l 
I  VOCATIONAL  TIIAIWIM6  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  6t80  17t00  8t60  24tl0  lt40  2t50  l3o30  l7t40  8r20  54t!O  ,  1  ,  ,  13t80  40o80  loBO  4tl0  I  53r90  160t00  213t90  I 
1 VOCATIOHAL  GUIDANCE  I  ;  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  riO  r30  1  ,  t60  1r40  ,  ,  ,  1  1  ,  1  ,  I  r70  lr70  2t40  I 
I  lEClUITMEHT  SUUIDIES  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  4t40  9r30  2r90  lBt20  tOO  tOO  t20  lo70  t90  lt20  •  ,  ,  ,  t20  o30  t90  2tl0  I  9tSO  32t80  42t30  I 
I UA6E  SUJSIUU  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  olO  t20  ,  ,  o  1  lt20  4t30  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  !tOO  t90  ,  ,  I  2o30  5t40  7t70  I 
I  ltsETTLUEKT  I  •  •  '  •  •  •  tiO  t20  •  •  '  '  '  '  '  •  •  '  I  •  tOO  t20  '  I  I  tiO  t40  .so  I 
I  IMTE&tATJDM  I  '  •  •  •  f  •  f  •  '  f  '  ~  •  I  •  f  •  t  f  t  '  I  f  I  I  c  '  •  I 
I  1\ERYICESJTECHHICAL  ADVICE  I. I  •  •  •  •  •  tOO  tlO  •  '  '  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  •  •  •  •  I  tOO  tlO  tiO  I 
l----------~----------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------l 




00 5,  UEAUOKN  Of  APPROVALS  n  TYPE  Of  OHRATION  AS  DEfiMrD  IN  UTICLE  1(2)  Or  COUNCIL  DECISION  83/516/EEC 
5, 4  ADULTS  l  OTK[l  lt&IONS 
::::=.======================= 
UEAIDOWH  IT  SU  AFTE~ REPUCTIOR 
-MUMJU  or  IENtfiCIARIES 
l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------1 
1  I  Dl  D  E  ES  f  IR  I  LUX  Ill  P  Ul  I  TOTALS  I 
l----------------------------1---------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------·-·····------------------------····l-------------------------1 
I  TTPE  OF  OPERATION  I  I  II  I  M  W  M  I  K  I  K  I  M  I  I  I  M  I  M  I  I  I  M  W  M  I  V  II  TOTALS  1 
1-------------·-··-----------1- ----~----------------------------------------··----------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------------l 
I VOCATIONAL  TRAIMIM&  I 899  2147  1411  2141  2632  4738  I  •  11916  32339  18763  32399  •  I  4409  19418  1  1  1545  5882  •  •  7385  15824  I  48.961  114.889  163.850  I 
I YOCATIDHAL  6UIDANCE  I  •  •  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  109  367  •  I  •  •  •  •  10  1 I  IIY  J/4  ~'···  I 
1 arcaumm summs  1  15  30  426  426  104  148  ,  ,  206  960  2413  57  •  ,  229  •  1  ,  110  731  •  ,  36  140  I  3,540  2.498  6,038  I 
1 aA&E  su1smu  1  ,  ,  10  ,  532  1037  •  •  If  •  14  28  •  •  7  15  •  •  ,  ,  •  •  4076  1443  I  4.658  2.523  7.181  I 
I RESETTLEMENT  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  21  29  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • I  21  29  50  I 
I INT[6RATION  I  12  27  55  55  10  26  •  •  •  •  18  30  •  •  42  34  1  2  132  300  •  •  •  •  I  270  414  744  I 
I S[tYICESfTECNNICAL  ADVICE  I  •  •  •  •  65  319  •  •  •  •  20  18  •  •  4  6  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  89  343  432  I 
l----------------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------"-··---------------------------------.,.,.----1-------------------------l  1  toms  1  926  2204  no2  2622  3343  6268  •  •  12141  33299  21228  32532  •  •  4821  mn  3 3  1787  6Vl9  .  . moi  17414 1  57.658  121.130  178.788 1  l----------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------:-----------------------------1-------------l 
·AKOUNTS  COMKITTU  (IILLJOH  ECU) 
.l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------1 
I  D  Dl  t  E  IS  f  Jl  I  LUX  ML  P  Ul  I  TOTALS  1 
1·-·····----······---------l-·-------------------------·····--------··-----------·····-···------------------------------~----------l--·-·······-------····l 
I  TTtE  OF  OPElATION  I  I  K  U  I  I  M  I  M  ~  I  I  K  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  M  I  II  M  I  I  U  II  TOTALS  I 
l··-------·····--------------1----·------·----··---------------------------------·······-----······---··------------------·--------+---------····---l 
1 VOCATIONAL  TRAINIM&  I 1130  3,30  3,90  2.80  4,40  11140  ,  ,  7>20  20t20  34,50  66160  •  •  11120  52110  tOO  tOO  5t10  12t20  •,  ,  11r40  15t20  I  79>00  183t80  262t80  I 
I VOCATIONAL  5UUANCE  I  •  '  •  •  •  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  .to  t40  •  •  •  •  •  •  riO  rOO  I  120  t40  t60  I 
I UeRUITMEHT  SUJSIDIES  I  tOO  riO  ,10  t!O  tiO  >20  ,  ,  >30  1.50  2t50  riO  •  •  ,40  ,  rOO  •  >00  t20  ,  •  rOO  tOO  I  3>40  2r20  5t60  I 
1 IA&E  SUJUJIES  I  ,  ,  tOO  ,  t50  t90  ,  ,  tOO  ,  tOO  rOO  ,  •  tOO  rOO  •  ,  •  ,  •  ,  t80  r50  I  lr30  !.~0  2t70  I 
I lESUTLEKEHT  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  •  ,  ,  tOO  rOO  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  >00  tOO  .oo  I 
I IMTl&UTIOH  I  tOO  .to  I 10  .to  tOO  tOO  •  •  •  •  tOO  tiO  •  •  tOO  tOO  tOO  tOO  rBO  !.80  •  •  •  • I  r90  2t10  3.oo  I 
1 UtVICES[IECHHICAL  AJYICE  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  110  t30  ,  ,  ,  ,  tOO  rOO  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  riO  r30  t40  I 
l-·-·····-···-···------l-------------·······------······---···-····--·····-------········----·····------·····--------··-···-------··········-l--·······---------···---1 
I TOTALS  I 1.30  3r50  4.10  3.00  s.to  12t80  •  •  7150  21t70  37t00  u.so  •  •  1!.70  52150  tOO  rOO  5.90  IMO  •  •  12.30  15t70  I  84r90  tf0.20  275110  I  1------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------l 
~ 
N 
-a 5,  UUUOfN  Of  ~~PlOYALS IY  TTPE  Or  OPUATIO~ AS  DEFIHU  IN  ARTICLE  1121  or  CDUHCIL  DECISIOH  83/5!&/E~ 
5,5  TOTAL  Of  THE  TEAR 
:;;:-:~========:==========r.t: 
tREAUOWH  tr $U  ----AFTEl  lUUCTIOll 
-NUKJER  OF  tENEFICI~UU 
1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------1  1  I  PI  t  E  U  f  IR  I  LUX  HL  P  Ul  I  TOTALS  I 
1----------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-------------------------------1 
I  TYPE  Of  OPERATID~  I  f  M  I  K  I  N  I  X  r  M  f  K  ~  X  d  K  W  X  U  K  I  K  I  X  I  I  K  TOTALS  I 
l----------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------------l 
I YDCATIOHAL  TRAIHIH6  I 3242  6850  4586  4546  IU44  21824  476?8  76403  142&78  249357  59974  98642  49013  77648  65351  146393  22  65  5033  13694  35879  86647  166889  233801  I  597.009  1.015.870  1.612.879  I 
I VOCATIONAL  &UJIANCE  I  13  22  '  '  '  '  '  •  23  194  2020  3831  •  •  2931  5128  •  •  •  •  •  •  29  119  I  5.016  9.294  14".310  I 
1  REctumEHT  suaums  1  3333  3753  mo  13686  2321  3235  20788  41625  25966  90210  4746  6268  4165  6037  10155  12001  514  1653  1968  4916  2965  6310  6715  12717  1  93.606  202.411  m.m 1  1  rm mmm  1 99  238  10  •  757  1267  443  802  3569  5783  2758  2785  3596  6465  43  51  511  m  ,  •  8793  9433  38485  42599 1  59.064  69.982  129,046 1 
I lESETILEIIEHT  I  '  '  •  •  •  • 11244  10226  •  '  •  •  '  •  21  29  '  •  •  '  3  61  .  •  '  I  11.268  10,31&  21.584  I 
I IKU&RATIOH  I  12  27  199  182  "  152  3948  3535  '  '  18  30  •  • 102314  135487  13  18  132  300  •  •  •  • I  106.735  139.731  246.466  I 
I UlYICUJTECHKICAL  UYICE  I  '  •  •  •  65  319  I  19  •  •  30  37  '  •  13  15  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • I  109  390  499  I 
1----------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-----------------------------------------------·····l···------------------------------l 
I TOTALS  I ""  10890  14765  18414  19886  26797  84122  132610  tn236  345544  69546  111593  56774  90150  180828  299104  1060  2295  7133  18910  47640  102451  212118  289236  I  872.807  1.447.994  2.320.801  I  1-----------1---.  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-------------------------1 
1 II'ECJm  xmUREs  1  430  m  557  262  840  ms  163  404  901  1859  1383  2657  100  191  m  1433  4&  128  110  803  189  342  1813  2469  1  8.104  12.329  2o.4JJ  1  ~  1--------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------;---------------------l---------------------------l  0 
I  TOTAL  Of  THE  nAl  I 7129  11517  15322  18676  20n6  27945  84285  133014  113137  347403  70929  114250  56874  90347  181800  3005311106  2423  7843  19713  47829  102793  213931  291705  I  88o.tll  1.460,323  2.34!.234  I  l------.------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------1----------------------------1 
·AKOUHTS  COI!KIHU  (XILLIOI!  lCUI 
l----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------1------------------------·l 
I  J  U  I  E  £S  f  IR  1  LUX  NL  P  •  UK  I  TOTALS  1 
------------l----...:..--~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------l 
I  TJPE  Of  OPERATIOK  I  W  M  I  K  f  M  U  K  f  N  W  N  M  II  f  K  I  K  U  K  I  I  W  K  I  I  K  TOTALS  1 
1------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-------------------l 
1 vocaTJOHAL  TlAINJN6  1  6t5  13t6  n.o  s.t  22.2  48.o  33tS  60t7  82.8  154,4  125,2  205t6  78·0  140tO  135,3  332·8  tO  .o  15tS 33tl  63•7  146t4  143t2 ·202tS  1  7t8.t  1.34StS  2.064t4  1 
I I'OCATJOMAL  5\IJDAHC(  I  .o  .o  •  •  •  •  '  •  tl  t4  3tl  St3  •  •  3t6  6t7  •  '  •  •  •  •  t2  ,, I  7t0  l2t5  19t5  I 
I lECIUITHEHT  SUIUDIU  I  2t2  2•5  St4  llt7  3t6  4t3  13t9  23.7  21tS  82t6  ,,,  10t4  3t0  6t4  1St4  21t5  12  r6  2t3  5,6  ,,  lt6  5t7  llt2 I  87t3  IS2tl  269t4  I 
I WAGE  sunmn  I  r2  t5  ,o  ,  rt  lt3  ,2  t4  3t0  5i2  2r5  2r5  3t4  6t5  •I  tl  •2  t3  •  ,  4t1  4t4  1St2  22t3  I  29tS  43t5  73,3  I 
I lESETlLUEMT  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  2r4  2t4  •  •  •  •  •  •  tO  tO  •  • .  •  •  tO  •2  ,  ,  I  2t4  2t6  StO  I 
I IKTIIUTJOH  I  tO  ,1  t4  t4  t2  t3  lt8  !t4  ,  ,  tO  tl  ,  ,  StO  !hi  tO  tO  t8  ItS  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  llt2  15t2  26t4  I 
I SEitVICES/TECNHICAL  A»YIC£  I  •  •  •  •  ,,  t3  .o  ,,  •  •  tO  .o  .  •  .o  .o  .  •  '  .  .  I  •  •  I  tl  .  t4  .s  I 
l--------------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------l 
I TOTALS  I  8t9  Ut7  21t8  20t2  27.0  54t2  SitS 8St7  107t7  242t6  137t7  223t9  84t4  152t9  U5t4  372t2  t4  ,,  18t6  40t5  68t7  152.6  164t3  236.4  I  856t7  1.601tS  2.458t5  I 
1-----------------------l--------------------------------------------------------,----------------------------------------------l----------------------l 
I me  me KEAsuus  1  2•0  2t6  4t0  ItS  6•2  7•5  tB  I,  7  2•4  ·  3, I  5,4  lit  7  ItO  ItS  6t4  ·u,z  t3  , 7  4• I  5t2  ,a  ltB  5t7  7•4  1  39t 1  55,3  94 rS  1 
l---------------------------l--·---···-·····--···--------------·--·------------------------··-·-·--·-------------····-··-······------------------------------------1--··-----------------------l 
I  TOTAL  Of  THE  YEAR  I !Ort  Ht3  2Sr8  22t0  33t2  61r7  52t6  90r4  !lOti  245t7  143tl  23Sr6  85t4  154>7  171r8  382r4  t7  lr6  22t7  45t6  69t5  154t4  l70t0  243tS  I  StSrB  lo657rl  2,553t0  I  1----------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------l 6o  DREAl~DWH or  APPROVALS  H  CATEGO~\  Of  PERSONS  AS  ~EfiNH IN  ARTICLE  4 OF  COUNCIL  HCISIDK  83/516fHC 
6,1  \DUNG  fEDfLE  :  LESS.fAYOU~EJo HGIDHS 
;::::  == =  =  :::::  =  =  =: =: =  =:  == =  =  =: =  =  =  =  ===== == = 
DUAlODIK  tr SEX  ArTER  REDUCTION 
NUMBER  Of  tENEfiC!AUES 
1-· ------------------------------------------------.-------------------------------------------------~--------------------------------------1---------------------------1 
1  8  Dl  &  ELLAS  ESfAHA  fRANCE  IRELAND  !lALlA  LUX  Nl  PORTUGAL  U,-liHGDOM  1  TDTIII.S  I 
1---------------------------------1-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·  --···-------···  ••• ----------------•• --------1·--------------------------1 
I  CATE60H  Of  HRSOHS  I  U  K  ~  M  W  M  W  K  W  M  W  M  W  M  W  M  U  K  W  M  U  K  U  K  I  U  K  liT  I 
1---------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·1---------------------------
1 rouH&  PEOPLE  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  55838  83165  61706  !1388t  10049  16805  48712  72234  279R5  mn  .  .  .  ,  37196  mao  13360  27235  1 m.B46  H4.B92  689.738 
I UHEKfLOYEDfTKREATENED  I  •  '  '  '  '  '  144  822  203  620  140  HB  '  '  23  43  '  '  '  '  t34  266  '  '  I  644  1.899  2.543 
1 LONG-TERM  UHENno'u  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  367  HI  329  ,  ,  398  929  3  5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  5-12  t.630  2.172 
I WOMEN  I  •  '  '  '  '  •  '  '  tS7  '  143  '  '  '  833 .  '  '  '  '  '  13  '  '  '  I  1.146  '  t'  t46 
I  KAN~ICAPPH PEOPLE  I  '  '  '  '  '  '  988  1153  436  980  5  5  '  '  344  656  •  I  I  '  342  534  '  • I  2.115  3.328  5.443 
I KI6RANT  WORIHS  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  216  268  2  34  ,  o  ,  ,  39  t04  ,  •  •  o  o  ,  ,  ,  I  257  406  663 
1 nMtrRs  or  MIGRANT  FAMILIES  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  14921  13407  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  42  42  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  H,96J  13,449  28.412 
I SMU  IORIHS  I  •  •  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  814  t569  u  70  •  •  '  '  4  62  '  '  I  860  t.701  2.S61 
I INSTRUCTORS  I  •  '  •  •  '  '  •  '  I  •  •  '  •  '  '  25  '  '  '  '  1  1  '  '  I  I  26  27 
I E:XPERTS  1  •  •  •  •  '  •  •  t  •  I  '  f  t  f  '  f  •  •  •  '  f  '  •  f  I 
I PEYELOPMENT  AGENTS  I  •  '  '  '  '  '  '  •  '  '  '  '  '  '  '  12  '  '  '  '  22  27  '  '  I  22  39  6t 
l---------------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------l 
I  Toms  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  72107  99t82  62645  lt5844  t0337  16958  49W  74732  2931!  49549  ,  ,  ,  ,  37712  73870  13360  27235  I 2]5,3%  457,370  732.766  I 
1---------------------------------1------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------1 
AKIIIIHTS  COKITTED  (MILLIOK  ECU)  u.l 
l--------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-----------------------1 
I  t  D[  B  ELUS  ESPANA  .  fRANCE  IRELAND  ITALIA  LUX  Hl  PORTUGAL  U,-IIH6POK  I  TOTALS  1 
l---------------------------~-1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I  ----------------------1 
I  CATE60U  Of  PERSONS  I  II  M  f  M  I  R  V  K  a  M  II  M  V  M  II  N  II  K  V  M  U  N  W  M  I  ~  M  6T  I 
1-------------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------
l  TOUK6  PEOPLE  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  33t80  54t90  40,70  83t60  16t90  28tt0  69t30  128t70  55t60  112120  o  •  •  ,  51t30  105,70  17t40  39,50  I 28St00  552t70  837t70 
I UNUPLOYED{THREATEHU  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  t!O  ,20  tOO  1IO  t!O  dO  ,  ,  120  t40  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,j,20  2t60  ,  ,  I  1.60  3t40  5,00 
1 LoH&-TERM  uuuPLOTED  1  •  ,  I  •  •  •  ,  .2o  .oo  .oo  •  •  .to  ,3o  .oo  .oo  •  •  •  ,  ,  •  •  • 1  .to  .so  ,,o 
1 aoMEH  1  •  •  ,  •  •  ,  ,  •  •40  •  t,oo  •  •  ,  t.7o  •  •  •  •  •  .to  •  •  • 1  3,20  ,  3,2o 
I HAHDICAPPU  fEDPLE  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  2•50  3tt0  1SO  1.20  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  !t60  J,OO  ,  ,  ,  ,  !tOO  lt80  ,  ,  I  S160  91!0  14,70 
I MIGRANT  UORIE~S  I  f  '  •  •  '  '  •30  .so  .oo  .oo  '  '  '  '  .20  t60  '  •  '  '  '  '  •  •  I  .so  tt!O  !.60 
I HENnas  or  MIHAHT  fAMILIEs  I  •  '  '  '  ,  '  3t80  3t20  '  I  •  ,  •  '  ,oo  ,oo  '  '  '  '  '  •  '  '  I  3•80  3•20  7,00 
1 s•u  aoRIERs  1  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  •  ,  ,  •  •  •  .20  .so  .to  .Jo  •  •  •  •  .oo  .1o  ,  • 1  .3o  .to  t.20 
1  tHsaucroJts  1 •  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  .Jo  ,  ,  •  •  .oo  .oo  ,  , 1  .oo  ,30  ,30 
I EXPERTS  I  f  '  •  •  •  •  '  •  t  •  '  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  I  I  •  c  •  •  I 
1 tEvELorMEnr  A&EHTs  1  •  I  ,  ,  •  ,  •  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  .to  •  ,  ,  I  .to  .to  ,  , 1  ,10  ,20  ,30 
l----.---------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------l 
I  TOTALS  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  40•50  62.t0  4t•60  84190  t8,00  28,20  H160  t29t50  S9t40  116190  ,  •  1  ,  53t70  110,30  17140  39,50  I 300t20  57t.40  871160  I 
l---------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------1 6,  HEAI~OWH or  APP~OVALI H  CATE60Rl  Or  F'HIONI  AS  ~EFINH IH  AniCLE  ~  Or  COUNCIL  PECIIIOH  83/516fHC 
6,2  l0UH6  PEOPLE  :  OTHH:  REGIONS 
::  ::;: :;:;: ::::::::::  =============-= == 
~kEAI~OWH H  SEX  AFTER  kHUCTIOH 
HUNBEP.  or  UHHICIARIES 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------------1 
I  IEL6 0  PAHMAkl  DEUTSCHLAND  E  ESF·AHA  FRANCE  lk  ITAliA  lUX  NHHLAHO  P  U,-IIN6POH  I  TOTALS  I 
1---------------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------------l 
1  CATE60kr  Df  rusOHS  I  W  K  W  N  W  M  W  K  W  ~  W  K  W  K  w  N  W  K  U  K  w  K  I  K  I  H  K  6T  I 
l---------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------1 
1 rou"6 mm  1 •112  7281  12862  15792  16520  205oo  •  •  841U  t535oo  36598  5908  ,  ,  37m  nm  IOH  22ss  ~613  10855  •  •  182274  nom  380.190  sn.m  m.m 1 
I UNEMPLOYH{THkEATEHEP  I  7H  962  •  •  •  8  •  •  •  18  20  142  •  •  H  116  t  •  •  •  •  •  96  61  910  1.307  2.2!7  I 
I lOH6-1£lK  UHEKflOYED  I  16.  3  •  •  10  15  •  •  •  70  3  6  •  •  50  68  •  •  I  3  t  t  8  8  88  173  261  I 
1 wowEw  1  •  •  •  ,  •  •  •  •  2H  •  26  •  •  ,  1010  •  •  •  212  ,  •  •  9  •  1  .sot  . •  1.so1  1 
I NAHUCAPPE»  fEOPLE  I  87  104  t  t  •  •  •  •  65  290  335  640  t  t  1747  2616  23  33  174  551  •  •  2386  6410  4.817  I0.6H  15.461  I 
I ~!GRANT WORIERS  I  205  297  t  t  •  t  t  •  •  •  66  132  •  t  15201  22803  •  t  244  502  •  •  99  74  15.815  23.808  39.623  I 
I ~EMBERS or  Kl&tAHT  FANlliES  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  •  ,  75  105  ,  ,  ,  ,  86852  112453  ,  ,  102  SO  ,  ,  ,  ,  87,029  112.638  199.~67 1 
I SNU  UORIERS  I  •  35  t  •  •  •  •  t  •  •  10  10  •  •  189  300  t  t  t  t  •  t  •  t  !V9  345  544  I 
I INSTRUCTORS  I  5  3  t  •  12  5  t  •  t  t  t  t  •  •  797  1223  t  •  •  •  t  t  f  I  814  1.232  2.0(6  I 
1  Exf'ERn  1  •  •  ,  •  ,  •  •  ,  •  •  •  •  ,  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  1  •  1  •  1 r· 
I  PEVELOPMEttT  tt6EHTS  I  •  I  •  '  •  •  •  '  I  •  •  •  I  '  I  •  •  '  I  •  •  •  •  I  I  f  •  •  I 
1--------------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------------1 
I  TOTALS  I 5772  8685  12862  15792  16542  20528  t  f  84527  153983  37059  60369  f  •  H3327  211903  1057  2291  5346  11991  •  f  184873  237025  I  491.364  722.566  1.213.930  I 
l--------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------·-·····------------------I  lN 
N 
AkOUHTS  COKITTED  (KILLIOH  ECU) 
l---------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------l 
I  tEL6,  DANMARI  D[UTSCHLAHD  E  ESPAHA  FRANCE  IR  ITALIA  LUX  ILEDERLAHP  P  U,-11"5DOK  I  TOTALS  I 
l-----------------------------1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------l----------------------------l 
I  CATE60RT  OF  PERSONS  I  W  K  a  I  U  M  U  K  W  I  ti  I  W  I  a  K  W  K  U  N  U  I  W  II  I  II  II  6T  I 
1----------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------:·---------------------- --------------·--------------I 
I TOUK6  PEOtLE  6rl0  llr30  17r60  17r20  21r70  41r20  ,  ,  46r30  '12r70  77r70  ll8r30  ,  ,  67r80  124r80  r40  r90  9r30  19r60  •  •  127rl0  165r80  374r00  591r80  965r80  I 
I UHEKPLOYEDflKREATENED  r90  !riO  ,  ,  ,  rOO  ,  ,  ,  riO  riO  r70  ,  ,  r20  r40  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  riO  riO  lr30  2r40  3r70  I 
I LOK6-TERK  UIIEKPLOYEt  riO  rOO  ,  ,  r20  r20  ,  ,  ,  r30  rOO  rOO  ,  ,  riO  riO  ,  ,  rOO  rOO  ,  •  rOO  rOO  r40  r60  !rOO  I 
I WOKEN  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  r60  ,  riO  ,  ,  ,  lrSO  ,  •  ,  r70  •  ,  •  riO  •  3r30  ,  3r30  I 
I KAKDICAPPEP  PEOPLE  r30  t40  ,  ,  t  ,  ,  ,  riO  r70  2r90  6r50  ,  ,  Sr40  7t40  riO  riO  r'10  2r90  ,  ,  4r00  9r00  13r70  21100  40r70  I 
I U6RANT  WORIERS  .  r20  r30  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  r20  r40'  ,  ,  r40  r70  ,  ,  lr60  3r60  ,  ,  r30  t30  2r70  5r30  BrOO  I 
I KUtEl5  OF  Kl&lAHT  FAKILI£5  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  rOO  riO  ,  t  ,  ,  8r00  . llr20  ,  ,  r20  r20  ,  t  t  t  8r20  llr50  19t70  I 
! SKU  UORIERS  ,  riO  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  riO  riO  ,  t  t40  r70  ,  t  ,  ,  t  t  t  •  r50  t90  lr40  I 
I INSTRUCTORs  rOO  rOO  ,  ,  tOO  rOO  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  r50  r90  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  rOO  t50  r90  lt40  I 
! [XP£RTS  •  '  I  I  •  •  '  I  I  •  •  I  I  •  t  I  •  •  •  I  •  I  I 00  •  t 00  '  '00  I 
I  tEV£LOPKEHl  AGENTS  •  I  '  •  I  I  I  I  •  •  •  •  I  I  •  •  '  I  I  •  •  •  •  I  •  •  '  I 
l-----------------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------------l 
I  TOTALS  I 7r60  13r20  17r60  17r20  21r90  41r40  ,  ,  4MO  93r90  BlriO  126r00  •  ,  84r60  146t20  rSO  lrOO  12r70  26t30  •  •  131r60  175r20  I  404t60  640r40  J,045r00  I 
l---------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------------l £,  tHAUDWN  OF  APPROVALS  H  CAlEGOH  OF  H~SOKS AS  bEFINU  IN  A~TICLE  ~  Or  COUNCIL  DECISION  83/S!tfEEC 
6,3  APULIS  :  LESS-FAYOURU  REGIONS 
=  =  ===;::: =  =  ====== ::::::====  ====: ::::=== 
UEAibDWN  BY  SEX  AfTER  REbUCTIOH 
KUKJE~ OF  iEHEFICIARIES 
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------l 
I  I  U  D  ELLAS  tstANA  FUHCE  lkELANP  llALIA  LUX  NL  PORTU6AL  U,-liN6DOM  I  TOTALS  1 
l---------------------------------l----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------l 
I  CUE60Rl or  PERSONS  I  W  K  I  M  W  M  I  M  W  M  W  M  I  M  I  M  I  M  W  K  I  K  W  M  I  I  N  61  I 
--------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------l 
YOUH6  PEOf'l[  I  I  t  I  '  I  I  t  I  '  •  •  I  ·•  I  I  •  •  I  I  t  •  I  •  I  I  I  •  I 
UMEMPLGHD{THRUTEKED  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1787  7247  ~IH  12165  332  703  227  1185  1770  10677  ,  ,  ,  ,  3098  10149  265  1850  I  11,653  43,976  55,629  I 
LOHG-TUM  UNEMPLOYED  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  7202  lt076  7916  27973  28~  558  4479  9325  4JS  1947  ,  ,  ,  ,  3613  4371  1175  2902  I  25,104  66,152  91,256  I 
roM£H  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  21  ,  3B  •  63  ,  141  •  287  ,  ,  •  ,  •  20  •  •  ,  1  576  ,  sn· 1 
HAHDICAtm  PEOPLE  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  157  205  39  2~5  10  13  686  572  97  157  ,  t  ,  ,  25  67  4J3  396  I  t,44]  1,655  3,t02  I 
KI6RAHT  IORIERS  '  •  '  '  •  '  83  99  I  24  '  •  '  •  '  '  '  '  '  •  37  58  '  '  I  121  181  302  I 
KEIIIUS  OF  Kt6~AHT FAMILIES  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1576  2472  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  j,576  2o472  4 1 0~8 1 
SKU  VORlERS  '  '  I  I  '  '  lOB£  4181  592  1719  206  410  1177  3957  767  4949  '  I  I  •  2333  13159  363  2415  I  6,524  30.790  371314  I 
INSTRUCTORS  •  '  •  I  '  I  73  147  51  267  10  19  139  378  19  45  '  I  •  •  199  316  I  I  I  491  1.172  1.663  I 
UPUTS  '  '  I  I  '  '  '  '  13  41  7  7  '  •  '  •  '  '  •  '  32  36  I  '  I  52  84  13£  I 
DEYELOPKEHT  AUNTS  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  27  32  20  65  t2  22  ,  ,  2  2  ,  t  ,  1  577  417  ,  ,  I  638  538  !1116  I 
1-- -------------------------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------l--------------------------1 
I  TOTALS  I  '  I  •  I  '  •  12018  3H59  t2844  424?9  924  t732  6849  t5417  3377  t7777  •  '  I  I  9934  28573  2236  75£3  I  48.182  147.020  t9S.202  I  1---------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------------------------1 
AKOUHTS  COIIITTED  (KILLION  ECU) 
1---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------l 
I  I  II  D  ELUS  ESPANA  FUKCE  IRELAND  ITALIA  LUX  Hl  tORTU6AL  U1-UH610K  I  TOTALS  I 
1----------------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------1 
I  CATE60RY  OF  PERSONS  I  I  K  I  M  I  K  I  K  I  M  I  K  1  K  I  M  I  K  I  K  I  K  I  K  I  I  K  6T  I 
1---------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------
1 TDUM&  PEOP'L£  f  •  •  I  •  •  •  '  •  t  •  •  •  •  t  •  f  •  •  •  •  I  •  •  I 
1 uNuPLorntTHREAnHn  •  •  •  •  •  •  J,oo  9.so  2.10  a.to  .Jo  .so  .so  2.10  s.6o  34,20  ,  ,  ,  •• t.oo  24t60  .to  t.JO  1  2tt20  Slt20  n2.4o 
1 LoNG-TERM  uKEMPLono  ,  ,  ,  •  1  ,  6.40  t2.to  s.so  JJ,oo  .so  t.so  s.so  H.so  1100  s.7o  •  ,  1  ,  2.20  2.so  1.20  2.to  1  28.60  73.60  1o2.20 
1 lOKEN  •  ,  •  •  •  I  .oo  •  .to  •  .20  1  ,Jo  1  .so  •  ,  ,  •  ,  .to  ,  1  ,  1  1.20  ,  1.20 
I HANDICAPPED  PEOPLE  ,  ,  t  ,  ,  ,  tJO  t50  tl0  tSO  tOO  tOO  4t50  3t80  t40  t70  ,  1  ,  ,  ttO  t20  t.t0  t90  I  6tS0  6t60  13tt0 
1 N16lAHr  loRuas  ,  •  ,  •  ,  •  .to  .20  .oo  ,oo  ,  •  ,  •  •  I  ,  •  •  ,  .to  .to  ,  ,  1  .20  ,Jo  .so 
1 nxaus or  KIUAHT  FAMILIES  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  ,  170  t.20  ,  ,  ,  1  1  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  1  170  t.20  t.to 
1 sxu  •ouEas  •  1  •  •  •  I  .so  2.20  .to  t20  .to  .20  ,90  2.oo  2tiO  15t40  •  ,  •  ,  2.Jo  12.so  .2o  t.to 1  6.so  n.6o  4o.to 
1 IHnauctoas  •  •  1  •  •  ,  ,,o  .20  .to  .so  .oo  .oo  .20  ,Jo  ,3o  ,,o  ,  I  •  ,  ,Jo  t.Jo  I  ,  1  t.oo  2.to  J.to 
1 Exnus  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  1  ,  •  ,oo  .oo  .oo  tOO  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  .oo  .to  ,  • 1  ,oo  .to  .to 
1 HvELOPMEMT  A6£KTS  ,  ,  ,  •  •  ,  ,oo  .oo  .oo  .to  tOO  .oo  I  ,  ,oo  .oo  ,  ,  ,  ,  .eo  .60  •  ,  1  ,so  t70  t.so 
l-------------------------l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------l 
I  TOTALS  I  •  ,  •  •  ,  •  ltt40  26t70  11160  42t40  !.40  2tSO  14of0  23t30  9.9~  S£t60  ,  ,  ,  ,  14t90  42t20  2t60  £o20  I  66t70  200t20  266o90  I  l---------------------------------l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------l 
_, 
VI 
VI 6,  ~kEAl~O~H OF  A~~f.OVALS H  CUEGOH  OF  fHS"I;)  A•  Hll•E~ IN  ARTICLE  4 Of  COUNCIL  ~ECISIOH 83/516/t:I.C 
6,4  ADULtS  :  OTHER  lEGIDHS 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~REAUO~N 8Y  SEX  AFTER  RE~UCTJOH 
HUNtER  Of  tEHEFICIARIES 
1----------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------1 
1  tE~6,  DAHNARr  DEUTSCH~AHD  E  ts~AHA  FRANCE  u  HALlA  Lux  HEDULAN»  P  u,-IIH&DON  1  tOTALi  1 
1---------------------------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-------------------------1 
I  CAlE!.ORl'  Of  PERSONS  I  V  K  r  M  V  K  V  K  V  M  U  K  r  M  W  M  J  M  V  N  W  M  V  M  1  r  N  61  I 
--------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I---------------------------
rouM&  f'EOPu:  1  •  •  ,  ,  ,  •  •  •  ,  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  •  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  ,  I 
uHtwP~omtTHREATtHtt  1  n  307  m  ,  284  m  .  .  4536  13oos  2293  9168  • .  ,  1754  9657  •  •  414  2088  •  •  647  S62o  ·1·  10,439  40.541  sMso 
LOH6-1ERN  UHEWPLDfU  I  180  198  688  945.  1602  3006  ,  ,  6508  170U  10591  13004  ,  ,  516  1376  ,  ,  469  1775  t  ,  1825  2286  I  22,379  39,£31  62.010 
VDKEH  I  9  •  1&4  •  585  •  •  •  55  •  703  •  •  •  275  •  •  •  185  •  •  •  4946  • I  6.922  '  6.922 
HANDICAPPED  PEOPLE  I 553  149S  408  424  622  2062  ,  ,  65  351  375  1050  o  ,  286  342  3  3  68  466  ,  ,  1215  45.91  I  3,595  10,784  !4,3]9 
NI&UHt  rouus  1  31  53  69  58  ,  ,  ,  •  ,  57  4047  6900  •  •  368  898  ,  •  182  366  ,  •  142  108  I  4.839  8.440  13,279 
NEKtUS  OF  M16UNT  FAMILIES  I  •  •  •  •  10  26  •  •  •  •  3  •  •  •  IS  15  •  •  7  s  •  •  •  • I  JS  46  81 
SHU  mms  I  57  129  135  1194  234  459  ,  ,  964  2826  841  2242  ,  ,  1152  3718  ,  ,  293  2188  ,  ,  2718  4765  I  6.394  17.521  23.915 
IKSTIUClDRS  I  14  23  •  •  5  5  •  •  •  •  2  4  •  •  HI  3845  •  •  4  35  •  •  8  22  I  474  3.934  4.408 
EXI'EUS  •  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  13  8  •  •  1  1  •  •  5  17  I  19  26  45 
tEVELOPMEHT  A&EHlS  I  •  •  • .  •  2  15  •  •  12  19  22  32  •  •  4  6  •  •  •  •  •  •  2  3 I  42  75  117 
l-----------------------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1----------------------
l  TOTALS  I 916  2205  1903  2621  3344  6269  •  •  12140  33299  18877  32400  •  •  4824  19865  3  3  1&23  6924  •  •  11508  17412  I  55.138  12G.998  176.136 
l--------------------------------1-------------------------------------------------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------l--------------------------l 
AMOUNTS  CDNITTED  (KI~LIOH £CUI 
..... 
~  1---------------------------------------------------.  -------------------1---------------1 
I  lEU,  tAHNAU  DEUUCHUMP  E  EIPAMA  FRANCE  Jl  HAllA  LUX.  MEtERLAMD  P  ·  U,-IIHGDOK  I  TOTALS  1 
1-------------------l---------------------------------------------------------- ____  ..;. _______________ 1--------------1 
I  CATEIORT  Of  PERiOH5  I  I  II  r  II  V  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  I  II  r  II  I  I  U  II  I  II  I  I  K  61  1 
l------------------1---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----·---------------
1 TOUH6  PEOPLE 
1 uHtmorufT"u•n•n  1  ,30  .ao  1.20  •  .6o  t.6o  •  •  2.30  7.to  7,so  26.40  •  •  4·40  24,80  •  •  2.00  3,40  •  •  . ,,o  ,,40  1  18.90  7o.so  sv.4o 
I LDH&-TUII  VHEIIPLOTEt  I  t30  tSO  lt10  lt50  2t30  5t10  ,  ,  5t00  13t90  !7t60  23t90  ,  ,  lt60  6t80  ,  ,  lt00  4i40  t  ,  2t40  3tl0 I  31.30  59t20  90t50 
I IDIIEM  I  tOO  •  t70  •  1.20  •  •  •  tiO  •  2t00  •  •  •  ,,o  •  •  •  !tOO  •  •  •  •  s.vo  • I  11.50  •  lt.SO 
1 ICAHDJCAmt  PEOPLE  r  .10  t.8o  t.oo  t.to  .so  s.9o  •  •  ,to  .so  t.to  s.7o  •  •  1.20  1.30  ,oo  .oo  .20  t.7o  •  •  t.3o  3.so  1  1.20  2t.so  28•70 
1 III&RAMr  •oRuas  1  ,oo  .to  .to  ,to  •  •  •  •  •  ,oo  s,,o  8.7o  •  •  ,3o  .ao  •  •  t.oo  . 2.1o  •  •  t.to  .ao  1  8.to  t2.60  20•70 
I MUtUS or  III&RAMT  FAMILIES  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  100  100  ,  ,  ,  ,  100  ,  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  tOO  tiO  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  tOO  tiO  t10 
1uu •oauu  1  .oo  .3~  .oo  ,40  .to  .20  •  •  .to  .20  t.2o  3,30  •  •  2•40  ''"  •  •  .4o  2.90  •  •  .to  1.90  1  s,to  u.ao  2119o 
I IIISTRUcTDRS  I  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  ,  ,  tOC  tOO  ,  ,  h20  llt20  ,  •  tOO  tOO  ,  •  t10  t!O  I  lt30  11t30  l2t60 
I EXPERTS  I  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  t!O  .oo  •  •  .oo  tOO  •  •  tOO  tOO  I  tlO  .oo  t!O 
I tEYELOPKEHT  A&EMTS  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  tOO  t!O  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  tOO  tOO  I  tOO  tlO  tlO 
l-----...:.-----------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. --1-------------------1 
I  TOTALi  I J,JO  3t50  4t10  3t10  5r00  12t80  •  •  7t60  21.70  35t80  68tl0  •  •  11180  52t50  .oo  ,oo  s.&o  Hr60  •  •  12t30  15t80  I  B3t50  192r10  275t60  I 
l·--------------------··--1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------l-------------------l 6,  ~REAUOWH Of  AHt.OVALS  H  CATE&ORY  OF  f[l50H5  AS  ~~riNH IK  UTICLE  4 OF  COUNCIL  ~EC1510H 83/~UJI:« 
6,5  TOTALS  or  lHE  YEAR 
=  ::  ======== ===== =  ==: :;: 
IRUlDOVH  tr SEX  AfUR  REDUCTION 
~UKtEk Of  HNEfiCIAUES 
l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------------------------------l 
1  tEL',  tANKUl  D~UTSCHL.HP  ELLA~  ESPANA  fRANCE  IRELAND  ITAliA  LUX  RUERUNP  rORTII&AL  U1-IIK&o0«  I  TO'Uili  I 
l--------------------------------l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1------------------------------l  1  CAT£&ou  or rusoHs  1 a  •  u  a  •  •  •  •  a  •  v  a  a  •  •  a  •  •  u  «  •  1  •  •  1  1  •  u  1  1-----------------------l--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------------l 
1 rPU"'  rtom  1 4712  ns1  12862  15792  16520  2o5oo  55838  a3165  msn 267381  HW  76243  48712 nm  65419  12om  1034  2258  4613  IOB55  37196  ms9 1tst34 2mo6 1  m.OJ6  t.oo7.311  1.m.w 1 
I UIIEKPLDYEPfTNRUTEHEt  I  819  12&9  m  .  284  704  1931  8069  8913  25808  2785  10161  227  1185  3594  20m  •  •  414  2088  3232  10-415  1008  7531  I  23.646  87.723  lllo369  I 
1 Loo•-uu UHEmoyn  I  l96  201  688  945  16!2  3021  7202  19443  14565  45413  10878  ll568  4877  10254  1004  3396  1  •  470  1778  3613  4l11  JOOS  5196  I  48.113  107.586  155.699  I 
1 aoNtH  1  9  •  w  .  ss5  •  · 21  •  494  •  m  .  141  •  2405  •  •  •  397  •  33  •  4m  • 1  10,145  •  ro.u5 1 
I UHtiCAl'PU nom  I  640  1599  40S  m  622  2062  1145  1358  605  IS66  725  1708  686  572  2474  3771  26  36  242  1017  367  601  4034  llln I  11,974  26.411  38.385  I 
I KliltAHT  tiOUERS  I  236  350  69  58  •  I  299  367  3  115  411J  7032  •  •  15608  23805  •  •  426  868  37  58  241  182  I  21.032  32.835  53.867  I 
I umus Of  KI5UHT  FUJLIES  I  •  •  •  •  10  26  um  15879  75  105  3  •  I  •  S6909  112510  •  •  109  85  •  •  •  I  I  103.603  128,£05  232.208  I 
I m  aoum  I  57  1M  135  1194  234  459  IOS6  41SI  1556  4545  1057  2662  1991  552£  mo  9037  ,  ,  293  2188  2337  13221  3081  7180  I  13.977  50.357  64.334  I 
1 IHmucT~  1  19  26  •  •  11  10  73  w  51  2£7  12  23  m  378  1257  ms  ,  .  4  35  200  m  s  23  1  1.1Bo  6.364  9.144  1 
I EXPEl!§  I  • .  I  •  •  I  •  •  •  13  41  7  7  I  •  13  8  I  •  I  I  32  36  6  17  I  72  110  182  I 
I HYELOPKtllt  A6EHTS  I  1  ,  ,  ,  2  15  27  32  32  84  34  54  •  •  6  20  •  •  o  •  599  444  2  3 I  702  652  loJ54  I  l---------------l----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-----------------------------l 
1  ToTALs  1 6688  t089o  rms 1sm 19886  26797  &4125  132641  112m 345625  &m£  111.ss  56773  90149  tso839  mo94  to6o  2294  6969  18915  47&46  102443 211m 289235  1  s1o.oso  1.w  ,954  2.3tS.034  1  1------------------l---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------1-------------------------------l 
l mcmc MEAsuus  I  430  627  557  262  S40  1148  163  404  f01  1859  !l83  2657  100  197  972  1433  46  128  710  803  189  342  ·  1813  2467  I  8.104  12.329  20.433  1  !---------------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------------------l 
I  TOTALS  OF  TKE  TUR  I 7118  11517  15312  IS675  20726  27945  84288  133045  173057  347484  68579  114115  56873  903H  1SI81!  -a00527  1106  2422  7679  19718  47835  102785  213790  291704  I  878,184  1,460,283  2,3J8,46J  I  1------------------1---------------------- ------------------------------- --1-------------------1 
UOUICTI  COKITTEt  (KIUIOH  ECU) 
I  ------- ----- 1-----------1 
I  IELG,  HMIIAkl  HUTSCMLI  EUAS  ESI'MA  f!IAIICE  ltu:LA!I)  !lALlA  LUX  I!EHli.AIQ  POI1U61!1.  .U,-UIIUOK I  1011\U  I 
1------------------- - I  --1 
CIH£60~1 OF  PUtSOIIS  a  •  a  n  a  u  u  •  u  •  u  a  a  R  u  •  1  R  a  ~  •  •  u  ·•  1  1  1  _n  1 
------- - - 1------------1 
I  TCIUIIG  nonE  6r111r3  17o6  17o2  21r7  4112  33o8  54o9  87r0  l16r3  94o6  146r4  69r3  128r7  123r4  237r0  r4  o9  9r3  19o6  .5lrJ  105·o7  144r5  205o3  I  6S9r0  1,144r5  1,80Jr5  I 
I MKI'LOTtDfTIIItEATEHEJ  1r2  1r9  1r2  ,  r6  lr&  3ol  9r7  5r0  15r4  BoO  28r0  r5  2r7  10r4  59o8  ,  •  2r0  3r4  10r2  27-t2  rB  7r8  I  43r0  157o5  200r5  I 
I LOM5-TElll  UKUtLOYEJ  r4  · r5  lr1  115  2r5  5r3  6r4  Uri  13r5  47r2  18o4  25t7  Sr6  14•8  2r7  12o6  1  •  lrO  4r4  212  2o8  .3r6  6r0  I  60r4  133r9  194,3  I 
I UDKEH  10  ,  r7  ,  1o2  ,  oO  ,  112  ,  3r3  ,  r3  1  4o£  •  •  1  lr7  •  •2  •  6r0  ,  I  ltr2  1  Uo2  I 
I IWitiC/IffO  PlOI'L~  loO  212  1o0  !11  rS  5r9  2o8  3r6  18  2r9  4r8  12r2  4r5  318  816  12o4  •I  rl  !11  4o£  hi  210  6r4  13r4  I  33•0  64o2  97,2  I 
III&UHT  UGUEtS  o2  r4  r1  rl  ,  ,  r4  r7  10  rO  SoB  fol  •  •  o9  2ol  •  . ,  2o6  5r7  rl  rl  lo4  Ill I  11•5  19o3  30o8  I 
I IIEUElS  Of 1116UNT  ftiULIES  ,  1  1  ,  rO  10  4,5  4r4  rO  11  tO  ,  •  •  BoO  1112  ,  ,  o2  ,3  ,  1  ,  •  I  1217  16r0  28,7  I 
I SIIU  llllllUS  rO  r4  tO  r4  rl  r2  oB  2•2  12  •4  lr4  lr£  l1l  2o5  S10  24o0  1  1  r4  2r9  2o3  12r6  hi  3o0  I  12r4  52o2  £4,6  I 
I  znn~UCTI!Rli  rO  ,o  ,  ,  ,o  rO  rl  t2  r1  rS  rO  rO  12  r3  2.0  13o0  •  •  rO  oO  r3  lrJ  rl  ol  I  2•8  15•4  1Br2  I 
I EXPUTS  ,  1  ,  ,  1  ,  ,  ,  rO  rO  rO  tO  ,  •  t!  rO  ,  ,  rO  rO  rO  ol  rO  ,o·l  rl  r1  r2  I 
I HYILOPN£HT  AUNTS  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,o  ,o  oO  rO  rO  rl  rO  r1  ,  •  rO  11  ,  ,  1  ,  r9  r7  rO  ,o  I  r9  loO  1r9  I 
----------1  ------------------------- ------------------------------1  ----------1 
I  TOlALS  I  8•9  16o7  2lr7  20r3  26o9  54r2  51r9  88o8  107rS  242r9  136r3  225o1  SM 152r8  lol5o7  lnr2  rS  ItO  18o3  4019  68o6  152r5  163,9  236r7  I  855r0  1,604.1  2,459rl  I  l-----------------l-------------------------------------------------------------------------------l------------1 
I  SPECirl~ UEASIJUS  I  2r0  2r6  4r0  ItS  6o2  7·5  rS  1r7  2.4  3.1  5r4  11r7  lrO  IrS  . 6r4  1012  ·3  •7  4r1  5.2  18  IrS  5o7  7r4  I  39r1  ss.J  94.5  I  1------------l--------------------------------------------------------------.  ----------------------1---------------------l 
I  TOTALS  Of ncr  TtAl  I 10r9  19r3  25o7  22rl  3lr!  6117  52r7  9015  110o2  246o0  141o7  236r8  85o5  154o6  l72rl  3B2o4 .•  a  lo7  22r4  4611  69r4  154r3  169o6  244o1  I  894r1  1.65914  2.553r6  I 
l------------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l---------------------l 
VJ 
VI. - 136  -
7,1  SUKKART  OF  TKE  HUMBER  OF  PE.SOHS  IN  RECEIPT  OF  FUHD  UD 
1Y  ~DIHT  OF  THE  6UIDEUHES  AHD  H  AGE  G~OUP 
- WOMEN  LESS  THAH' 25  TEARS  OLD 
- HEH  LESS  THAH  25  l"EARS  OLD 
- WOKEN  MOU  THAN  25  l"EARS  OLD 
- NEH  MOlE  TKAK  25  l'EARS  OLD 
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I  I 
1  Dl  es·  a  11  LUX  KL  ut  roT,  1 
I  I  I 
1---------1------------1-------------------------------------- -----------~----------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I w -25  I  J7  5,m  12.437  2~.378  ll.m  16.681  15,797  62  ~.581  128.&3~ I 222.103  I 
I  I K -25  I  132  8,785  JI,!1P  37,954  21,615  20.998  36,863  106  12.459  \79,255  I H9,345  I 
I 2.1  I ti  +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  K +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  TOT  I  169  !4,482  0,&15  62oll2  35,4\4  37,679  52,660  1&8  17.0~0  307,889  I 571,448  I 
1---------1------------1-------------------·-·-··-------·-----------------·  ·-···  --------------------------------------------------··1---------I 
I  I r  -25  I  704  2,359  2,714  J0,02J  9~.905  25,558  24,075  36.111  2.553  27,275  18.078  I 264,]5S  I 
I  I H ·25  I  1,178  2.504  4,915  29,]30  !47,987  35,131  42,374  64,331  4,237  41,279  26,378  I  ~00,244  I 
I 2, 2  I r  •25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  K i25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  TOT  I  1,882  4,863  7,629  59,353  242,892  61,289  66,H9  100,442  £,790  68,554  44.456  I 664,599  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I • ·25  I  3,620  8.803  2.552  15,42]  24,166  6.04&  6.117  8.221  955  1,953  IO,lSI  34.480  I  !22.487  I 
1  1  "-25  1  4,21£  12.m  1.840  25.m  n.m  u.m  7,359  12.074  2.1s2  4.538  n.m  5o.m 1 224.830  1 
I 2, 3  I  r  +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  H +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  TOT  I  7,836  21,301  6,3?2  40,826  101,601  17,449  13,(76  20,295  3,307  6.491  23,478  84,865  I 347,317  I 
l---------l------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I •  -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  H ·25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I 3,1  I r  +25  I  96  305  1,282  2.112  12,059  10.267  3,215  lol86  402  612  3,m I  34.592  I 
I  111  •25  I  102  600  2,471  3,720  J2,1J6  12.759  4,989  4,030  !.SIS  1,353  3.821  I  £7,(96  I 
I  I  lOT  I  198  905  3,751  5,832  Hol95  23,0a  8.204  5.216  !.VIJ  !.965  6,877  I 102.088  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I  • ·25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  N ·25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I 3.2  I •  t25  I  47  156  164  2.575  849  J,OU  927  2,236  273  2,224  lo921  I  12,413  I 
I  I M +25  I  85  1.385  342  6.229  2.819  2.259  2.530  13,291  1,998  10,613  5.519  I  47,UO  I 
1  1  ToT  1  112  1.su  506  8,804  3.&68  3.Joo  3.457  15.527  2,271  12.m  7.5oo  1  5t.m 1 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------I 
I  I •  -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  N -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I J,J  I •  +25  I  5.567  1,883  1.336  281  3.107  lo273  I  !3,HJ  I 
I  I  ~  +25  I  15.814  11.859  27  5,129  650  J,llJ  3,073  I  39,685  I 
I  I  TOT  I  21,381  13,742  27  6.465  931  6,240  4.346  I  53,132  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
I  I •  -25  I  20  473  34  I  527  I 
I  I  H -25  I  220  7&9  35  I  1.02~  I 
I 4, I  I a t25  I  25  5  2.008  ,  I  2.038  I 
I  I it  +25  I  145  4  1,793  ,  I  1,942  I 
I  I  TOT  I  170  249  5,043  ,  ,  ,  69  I  5,531  I 
1---------1------------1--·---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------1 
r  I •  -25  .  I  32  71  160  19  102  IS  68  I  467  I 
I  I M ·25  I  44  98  266  H  185  15  304  I  926  I 
I 4.2  I I  +25  I  10  49  3  32  20  I  114  I 
I  1Mt25  I  24  120  6  176  ml  5551 
I  I  TOT  I  76  203  595  42  495  30  621  I  2.062  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1---------I 
I  I u -25  I  91  385  172  756  116  402  364  I  2.286  I 
I  I H ·25  l  322  573  m  2,424  814  1.023  1,692  I  7,497  I 
I  4,3  I •  +25  I  57  748  9,414  1,182  2,874  81  3,402  997  I  18.155  I 
I  I K +25  I  275  6,628  26,790  5,918  17,394  1.158  12.080  9,263  I  79,566  I 
I  I  TOT  I  m  7,316  37,1&2  7.981  23.HB  ,  2.169  16,907  12,316  I 108,104  I 
1---------1----------·-1-------------------··-······------------·  --------------------------------------····--------------------------1---------I 
I  I • ·25  I  45  22  52  49  I  168  I 
I  I K -25  I  23  12  64  50  I  149  I 
I 4.4  I u +25  I  658  4  25  Jl1  103  I  29  67  I  1,198  I 
I  I N +25  I  loW  8  75  m  168  21  79  103  I  2,415  I 
I  I  TOT  I  2,193  12  100  805  271  56  224  269  I  3,930  I - 137  -
I---------------·-·····-·················································-····················-···-··~·-······-······-··· I···········  I 
I  .  I  I 
1  DC  D  ES  IR  11  LUX  KL  Ul  I  TOT,  I 
I  I  I 
1·····-·--l-···········1······························------------··············································································l········-··1 
I  I • ·25  I  H6  372  196  37  I  751  I 
I  I M ·25  I  4J6  378  212  IS  I  1.044  I 
I  4,5  I  I  +25  I  67  17  ,  I  84  I 
I  I M +25  I  . ,  11  16  ,  l  27  I 
I  I  TOT  l  ,  67  ,  582  ,  7&1  441  55  I  lo906  I 
1····----·1--··· -------1-----------·-----------·--·--·------·-······················-·· ·················--------------------------------1-----------l 
I  I • -25  I  186  125  1.591  757  6  lo065  107  19  521  I  4,317  I 
I  I M -25  I  JOt  118  ,  4,232  2.54&  18  1,821  157  7  8H  I  10,134  I 
I 4.6  I •  +25  I  &0  02  325  136  t,m  134  177  33  9  248  I  2.526  I 
I M +25  I  98  57  324  824  2.041  362  381- 90  11  265  I  4,453  I 
I  I  TOT  I  £45  ,  422  649  6o783  6o68o  520  . 3,444  ,  387  U  1,908  I  21,49G  I 
l····---·-l···---------1-------------·----------------------------------------·  -----------------------·--·------------·-···-··----------------·l----------·1 
I  I • ·25  I  9  1,164  M76  497  2.124  289  3,734  244  18  4.786  I  15.841  I 
I  I  I  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  I  ,  I 
I 4,7  I • +25  I  41  873  433  545  891  647  112  562  1.358  6  3,414  I  8,882  I 
I  I  I  98  75  ,  I  113  I 
I  I  TOT  I  50  2,135  3,409  545  1,388  2,711  401.  4,296  1.617  24  8o200  I  24,890  I 
1·-··  -----l------------l------------------------------·------------------------------·--·-----------------------------------·-·--·-·-----------l---·--·---·1 
I  I  • ·25  I  216  212  I,IU  64  361  4U  m  m I  3,Jn I 
I  I M -25  I  309  187  3,828  ,  156  806  845  705  363  I  7,19t  I 
I 4.8.1  I •  +25  I  19  83  24  25  I  3,777  317  261  42  41&  I  4.965  I 
I  I M +25  I  23  68  63  35  34  &,434  838  . 43Y  60  310  I  8.304  I 
I  I  TOT  l  5&7  550  5,062  60  255  11,378  ,  2,466  ,  loBS&  102  !,stU  I  23,844  I  1----· ----l······------1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----·····-----------------·-----1-·-·-------1 
I  I  1  ·25  I  13.091  34  104,470  •  I  117.595  I 
I  I  M ·25  I  ,  11,843  33  138,703  ,  I  150.S79  I 
I 4,8,2  I •  +25  I  12  110  59  ,  I  181  I 
I  I  K +25  I  26  150  52  ,  I  228  I 
I  I  TOT  I  38  25olt4  67  ,  243.284  ,  I  268.583  I 
1·-·  ••• ---l·-···-------1---------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------1-----·-··--1 
I  I •  -25  I  890  m  UO  1.012  623  639  . 1.520  3.021  18  202  406  4,924  I  13.942  I 
I  I M ·25  I  2,1&9  460  154  1,249  1,438  1,539  1,606  4,446  23  635  638  11,410  I  25,707  I 
I 4,9  I •  +25  I  SJB  414  550  163  97  353  868  355  3  83  26  1.398  I  4,908  I 
I  I M t25  I  1,452  481  1.903  209  540  984  715  HI  3  546  66  3,07&  I  10,41£  I 
I  I  TOT  I  5,049  1,882  2.767  2.693  2,&98  3.515  4,109  8.263  H  1,466  1,136  20,808  I  55,Gll  I  l---------l------------1------------------------------------------------·--------------------------·-----------------------·--------------------1-----------1 
I  I  w ·25  I  9  34  39  ,  I  82  I 
I  I M ·25  I  ,  9  91  45  ,  I  145  I 
I 4.10,1  I •  +25  I  53  79  21  '5  U  860  2 I  1.099  I 
I  I K  +25  I  120  325  37  12&  34  808  ,  I  1.450  I 
'I  I  TOT  I  ,  ,  ,  173  404  7&  lU  53  ,,  ,  1.752  2 I  2,77£  I 
I··· ······I·  -··········1·····-·--················-···········-··-············-·-····--···-·················--··················-·····-········-·1····-···  ···I 
I  I • -25  I  6  2J  ,  I  29  I 
I  I  K ·25  I  3  10  I  I  14  I 
I 4,10.2  I •  +25  I  14  9  30  16  I  70  I 
I  . I M +25  I  5  3  21  32  I  61  I 
I  I  TOT  I  28  45  ,  ,  51  I  49  I  174  I  1·······--l------------l-··-·"···---------------------------------------·-----------'·----------------------------------------------------------l-----------l 
I TOTAL  I • ·25  I  5,191  13.005  1S,SU  72.066  146,]89  50.098  48,741  114,115  973  5,906  42.958  192,434  I  768,38&  I 
1 ToTAL  1 • -25  1  8.m  ts.&49  21.&31  n.m  27MH  7S.lll  72.460  262.o7o  2.m  u.m  &a.B57  27o.7&s  1 t.m.m 1 
1 ToTAL  1  •  +25  1  909.  t.Bt~  3.259  12.212  25,434  2o.t98  &.uo  a.m  3  M10  10.317  12.a28 1 105,272  1 
I TOTAL  I M +25  I  2.211  2.632  6.330.  33.241  75.402  32.92&  13.857  37.487  3  5.858  28.263  25.751  I  263.961  I 
I tOTAL  I  TOT  I  17.585  33.177  4&.930  216.762  511.869  119.355  141.118  481.903  3.354  25.1.90  150.395  501.778  I 2.Jl6.516  I 
- ·-------l------------1------------------------------------~------·----------------·-----------------·----------------·-···-······-··  ----------1-----------1 
I • ·25  I  166  340  417  33  471  226  30  240  13  76  114  570  I  2.702  I 
I M ·25  I  284  100  708  62  601  516  100  445  61  114  172  604  I  3.767  I 
S,  I •  t25  I  264.  217  m  IJO  430  1,157  70  726  33  6H  75  1.20 I  5,402  I 
I K +25  I  343  162  440  342  lo258  2,141  97  988  67  . &at  170  1,865  I  8,562  I 
I  TOT  I  1,057  819  1.988  567  2o760  4,040  297  2o405  1H  1,513  531  4,282  I  20,433  I 
------·-1-----·-·····l----------------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------·-·······--•••• ----------·--1-----------1 
toTAL  1 • -2s  1  s.m  11.m  15,927  n.m  w.26o  5o.m  49,711  174.361  98&  s.9&2  43,072  m.oo4  1  711.088  1 
tom  I K ·25  I  8.958  15,749  22.539  99.285  270.S45  75,849  72.560  262.515  2.436  11,530  69.029  271.369  I 1,182,&&4  I 
TOTAL  I W +25  I  1,113  2,108  3.682  12,362  25,864  22,155  6o730  8,95]  36  3,144  IO,m  14o071  I  110,674  I 
TOTAL  I K +25  I  .  2.554  2,794  6,710  J3,S83  70.660  35,067  13.954  J8,US  70  6,547  28,433  27,616  I  272.523  I 
.::::::-:::::::::-::-:::::::.::;-::;:~c::::::.:::::::.:::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::;::::=:::::::::.:::.::::::.::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::.::::::::::;.:;:::::.: 
1 TOTAL  1  ToT  1  t8.m  33,tt6  48.'18  211.329  520.&29  t83.m  14Mts  4&4.308  3,529  21.2o3  tso.926  506.o&o  1 2.336.949  1 
1-·-· ·····1·-·······-··1-···-····-····-···········-·-···-·····-·--·····  ··················-···················  -······  ·-·  ·  ····-·  ···-·····-·····  -1·····-· ····I - 13~ -
J, 2  ~UiiNAlT Or  THE  COMKitMENU 
U  tOIHT  OF  THE  5UUELIMU  AND  U  AiE  "DUP 
- WOMEN  LEU  TIIAH  25  YEARS  OLD 
- M£M  LESS  TitAN  25  flAilS  OLD 
- WOMEN  MOlE  TIIAH  25  JURi OLD 
- MEN  MORE  TitAN  25  YEARli  OLD 
l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1-·--··-·l 
I  I  I 
I  Dl  U  Ia  IT  LUX  NL  uc  I  101,  I 
I  I  I 
l--------l----------··1--------------------------------------------------.,---------------------------------------------l-···----l 
I  I •.  ·25  I  111  &.II  61U  610I  2&122  17r25  l&rU  11l  3r82  94r54  I 179rll  I 
I  I  M -25  I  r20  1Bo47  15o89  llo66  JloH  24138  :Uo84  o34  &o92  128o47  I  27&o61  1 
I 2.1  I  • +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I M +25  I  ,  I  • I 
I  I  TOT  I  1JI  2&o58  22r37  17167  St.&&  41r6l  53.28  r47  IOo74  223.01  I  455o72  I 
l---------l------------l--------------------------------------------------------------...:----------------------------1--------l 
I  I • ·25  I  2r22  4192  4r25  18tU  58rl7  54153  39r67  BOr&2  &tU  4lr79  26r80  I 339174  I 
I  I  M -25  I  3r23  4•19  6r&O  24•46  89r31  87161  87r92  161r0&  llr24  92r0&  38.17  I  &OS18S  I 
I 2.2  I • +25  I  '  I  I  I 
I  I M +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  TOT  I  5145  9rll  !OrBS  42r&O  147.68  H2rl4  127159  241r68  17r67  135r85  64r97  I 945159  I 
1---------l------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------1 
I  I  I  -25  I  2o37  8r35  3r00  9146  20o40  6r95  5r04  llo95  r42  2102  lr84  l&r89  I  92oU  I 
I  I  M -25  I  2r91  llr69  4r34  14tH  66r51  13.05  6r95  20r53  r85  4r99  4r83  29r59  I 180r68  I 
I 2,3  I  I  +25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  M +25  I  • I  I  I 
I  I  TOT  I  5128  20r04  7134  2lr90  86191  20100.  11199  l4r48  h27  1.01  Br67  Ur48  I 21l1l1  I 
l---------l------------l-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------l 
I  I • -25  I  '  I  I  I 
I  I M  -25  I  I  I  I  I 
I l1l  I •  +25  I  rl2  1fl  2r26  2.07  12rl4  1&.58  7rl2  MB  t.Ol  lol2  2127  I  SOrBO  I 
1  I M  +25  I  1IS  lo32  5104  M5  32t51  25r76  IOrll  12162  4rl4  loSS  3r01  I  100o59  I 
I  I  TOT  I  r27  2o23  7ol0  &r22  44165  44o34  17143  15r60  So37  2r70  5r28  I  151o39  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  I • -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  K -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I 3,2  I •  +25  I  r02  r05  oO&  lrSl  ,14  rU  r91  5r57  rH  l126  lo05  I  13o93  I 
I  I  M +25  I  ,04  141  1!2  3r39  t43  2124  2o01  JJr65  2.95  1Sr17  2r89  I  6lr30  I 
I  I  TOT  I  o06  146  t18  4.92  ,57  Jr17  2,92  39,22  3rl6  18r43  3.94  I  71r23  I 
1--------l------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1--------1 
I  I • -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I  I  M -25  I  ,  I  ,  I 
I J,J  I '  +25  I  4r51  2r75  lr49  r53  1•19  lt!7 I  llr64  I 
I  I  M +25  I  9r7l  17rl8  ,04  &rOO  lr22  lr24  2r83  I  38r24  I 
I  I  TOT  1  14124  19193  104  7rH  lr75  2r43  4100  I  49r88  I 
1---------1------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------1 
I  1'·25  I  ,01  1fO  r021  r931 
I  I M ·25  I  ,14  1r2J  .  r02  I  lr39  I 
I 4,1·  I a +25  I  103  ,oo  3,54  1 I  3r~7 I 
I  I K t25  I  r38  ,oo  2•12  ,  I  2r50  I 
I  I  tOT  I  o41  115  7179  r04  I  S,J9  I 
1---------l------------l------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------l 
I  I a -25  I  r07  o64  r34  r07  r25  r03  oil  I  IrS!  I 
I  I M -25  I  r09  r97  r&l  o09  r54  rOl  r40  I  2,13  I 
I 4,2  I  W +25  I  r02  ,07  r02  112  r02  I  r25  I 
I  I M +25  I  r04  r27  105  o77  oJB  I  lr51  I 
I  I  TOT  I  ol&  lo&7  1o29  r23  lr&S  r06  o91  I  6r00  I 
1---------1------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l--------1 
I  I a -25  I  rU  r12  o41  loH  r2&  lrSO  t25  I  4r44  I 
I  I  M -25  I  r58  riB  1157  ,,52  2r15  3r72  M4 I  t7,U  I 
I 4,3  I M +25  I  rll  1r&8  2r91  3.03  7r8l  r21  Sr25  r56  I  24r60  I 
I  I M +25  I  r61  Srl&  8r29  18r07  54r24  2o60  21r49  &r74  I 120o40  I 
I  I  TOT  I  lr48  10•04  l1o50  23r08  ,  70133  ,  5r22  34r96  9r99  I 166,&0  I 
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1---------I------------1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----1----------1 9.  nEAltoiH or .-oUHTS  APPRDV£t  IH I91U 
=====-===:;========~::==============::::;: 
.)T KEU£R  STATE 
-JT tUD6ET  lTEK 
11 
1--------l------------l--·---------l--------l------------l-----------l-·----------l---------l-----------l-----------l-------------l-·----------l---------l 
I  ULi,  I  DAHMUl  I  DEUTSCHLAND  I  ELLAS  I  ESP AHA  I  FRANCE  I  IRELAND  I  IT ALIA  I  LUXEKtOUR&  I  NEDULAHt  I  PPRTU6Al  I  UH 1liH&DON  I  TPT 1  I 
1-------1-------1------------I------1--------.----1-----------1-----------1----------1----------1------------1-----------1-------------1---------1 
1  IIECU  •I•  I  MECU  •/• I MECU  •/• I IECU  •/• I  MECU  •/• I  NECU  •/• I UCU  •/• I  NEcU  •/• I  IECU  •/• I  KECU  •/• I ucu  •/• 1 KECU  •/• 1  MECU  1 
-----------------1----- ----------1--------------- ---------- ----------- ---------1------------ ----------- ------------.1----------- -------------1---------
1  I  I  I  I 
rDUH&  '· uss.rav-&Eu,  1  •  •  •  • 1  •  ,  102.4  u.s  12&.5  14,5  4&.3  5,3  ut.l  22.s  1 t7&.4  20.2  •  •  •  • 1 t&4,o  u.s  s&.9  &•5  1  B71t7 
I  I  I  I  I 
TOUH&  PEOPL£  DTNER  RE&s,  1  20t7  2t0  34,9  3,3  I  &3t4  61!  ,  •  140t7  !3t5  207t2  19t8  •  • I 230t6,  22tl  lt4  tl  39,0  3t7  I  ,  ,  307,5  29,4  I lo045t4 
I  I  I  I  I 
AIIUI.T5  L[U-FAVOUR£t  REGS,  I  •  •  t  t  I  •  •  3Bt2  14t3  53t8  20tl  4·3  "'  38.2  14.3  I  66.5  24t9  '  •  '  • I  57.1  . 21t4  8t9  3t3  I  267.0 
I  I  I  I  I 
AtuLTS  DTHER  a£610115  I  •  4t8  h7  7·2  2•6  I  11t9  6.5  •  '  29·3  10.6  IOltB  37t7  •  '  I  64.5  23·4  .o  .D  20tl  7t3  I  •  •  28.1  IOt2  I  275t7 
I  I  I  I  I 
snc1m MEASURES  1  4,6  4,9  5•8  6•1  I  13,7  1415  2•4  2,6  5,5  s,s  IJ.t  18•1  2•9  3t0  I  16t6  17•6  ItO  t.O  9,3  9,8  I  2t5  2•7  ll.t  IJ,B  I  94,5 
I  I  I  I  I 
l----------------------l--------l---------t------------l--------l-------------l-----------l--------l-----------l-------------l-------.-----l-------------l-------------1--------l 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
I  &RANt  TOTAL  I  lOti  lt2  !  47t8  Itt I  94t9  3t7  I 143.1  5t6  I 355,9  13•9  I 378t8  l4t8  I 240t2  9t4  I 554,5  2117  I  2,4  tl  I  6Bt4  2t7  I 223t7  8t8  I 414,4  16,2  I 2,554,3  I 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
l----------------------l-------l---------l---------l-------l-------------l------------l----------l--·----------l-----------1------------l-------------l-------------l---------l 
..... 
-1'-
1'\) 